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Rocks Oﬀ presents new recruits
letter
from the editor
Dear Ladies and Gentlemen

T h r e e n e w t ea m members

The traditional supply chain in the
adult industry is breaking apart. The
intricate network of producers, who
create the products, wholesalers and
distributors, who get these products
to the trade, and retailers, who sell
them to the consumers, still plays an
important role, and will continue to
do so in the foreseeable future, but it
has been chipped away at throughout the past years. The reasons for
this development, as well as the accompanying effects – advantageous
for some, disadvantageous for others
– have been the subject of exhaustive
discussion. The comment that the
same development has occurred in
other markets as well may not provide a satisfactory explanation for this
change, but it is true nonetheless,
with supermarkets serving as a significant example. Just look at how
many store brands you can find on
their shelves, i.e. brands that are
owned by a supermarket chain and
are only available there. It is not uncommon that these products are
quite similar to brand products in
terms of look and packaging. For instance, if you think about hazelnut
spread, the first product that will
come to many Europeans’ mind is a
famous spread from Ferrero. However, if you look at the shelves of your
local discount store, you will see similar-looking products in various price
and quality categories. Supermarkets
use such store brands to beef up
their range, and because they offer
products you can’t get anywhere
else, it puts them in an advantageous
position when it comes to pricing,
and it also helps with generating customer retention. Another reason for
carrying such private brands is that
you achieve a certain level of independence from brands, not to mention that they ensure greater profit
margins for the seller while still maintaining a price-quality ratio that is interesting to the consumers. So, is
what is happening in the adult market
right now the same thing that has
been happening in food retailing for
several years? Of course, this is not
an apples-to-apples comparison, but
it is still an interesting parallel, and it
might provide some food for thought.

Kettering, England - Rocks Off has hired new staff. Sham Galoria and Jane Levy join the
Rocks Off team in sales, both are from outside of the adult industry and “are already
working very well in delivering and understanding our customers’ requirements and
expectations”, the company said.

Sham Galoria, Emma Owen and Jane Levy

S

killed in presentation, account management
and new business development, Sham and
Jane will be at ANME in July this year and are
looking forward to seeing everyone on booth L
3 and L4 to present the new ranges. Emma
Owen is the Social Media and Marketing Executive who will be looking to work proactively
both externally and internally to promote the
Rocks off Brand and ranges. Emma is an award
winning social media and YouTube content manager, with a strong understanding of digital
marketing. Sham Galoria (sham@rocksoff.com): “I’m delighted to have been given the
opportunity to join such a fantastic company,
which is forever moving forward and expanding.
Before joining the team, I spent several years as
Events and Hospitality Manager. I love meeting
new people on a daily basis and developing relationships, I look forward to meeting and wor-

That's it for this month!
Matthias Poehl
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king with you all. I have a great passion for
food, wine and travelling.” Jane Levy
(jane@rocks-off.com): “I have just joined the
team at Rocks Off and I am looking forward to
working with you all and getting to meet some
of you at the Shows. I have been working in
Business 2 Business Sales for a while now and
find the whole process of providing great
customer service very rewarding, and hope to
continue to provide this to yourselves. I love
everything 1950’s and my passion is my 1955
Ford Prefect.” Emma Owen
(emma@rocks-off.com): “BA(Hons) Marketing
graduate and award winning Social Media
Executive. Previously specialising in Social
Media and Facebook Advertising in the
Automotive industry and Education sector I’m
now implementing similar strategies here at
Rocks Off. I love to watch and play tennis.”
w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m • 0 7 / 2 0 1 7
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‘Breakfast in Bed’ with Wicked Sensual Care
Scala P l ay house
Almere, The Netherlands - The Wicked Sensual Care collection at Scala Playhouse offers a great choice in flavored, kissable
lubricants. What makes the range stand out is the unusual flavor profiles users can sample.

T

his includes some fruity notes like Cherry
Cordial, but also more indulgent, sweet options
like Candy Apple and Salted Caramel. However, if
retailers really want to give their consumers an
unforgettable oral experience, advice them to mix
and match the Wicked Sensual Care flavored
lubricants in one, amazing tasting session… One of
Scala's favorite options is combining the Mocha Java
and Cinnamon Bun lubricants during a session of
intimate play - early in the morning. The rich coffee
flavor and sugary, cinnamon goodness mix perfectly

B Swish reveals
the Bthrilled Classic
Los Angeles, USA Boutique
brand B Swish reveals
the brand new
Bthrilled Classic, a
powerful wand
massager which
joins B Swish’s
Classic Line.
According to the
manufacturer, the
Bthrilled Classic sets
itself apart from other wand
massagers by providing the rumbly vibrations of a
full-sized wand in a modern and compact design.
The Bthrilled Classic’s head is wrapped in body-safe
silicone, the neck is flexible and the entire wand is
waterproof. All 5 functions are controlled via a click
button, conveniently backlit for night time play and
power comes from 4 x AAA batteries. The Bthrilled
Classic has a MAP of $39.99 and as a member of B
Swish’s Classic Line of personal massagers arrives in
sleek packaging with travel pouch and is available in
3 colors, including Black, Rose and Jade.
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into an indulgent
aroma that truly spoils
the senses; giving a
very exciting new
meaning to ‘breakfast
in bed’. Who wants
just an ordinary cup
of coffee and a
cinnamon bun, when you can savour these
flavorsome delights – without the calories during oral pleasure?

N E W S

CalExotics presents

two new Luxe vibrators

L u x e Wa n d & Lux ee Ra bbit
Ontario, USA - CalExotics adds two new styles to its most technologically advanced collection Luxe. The technology within Luxe
responds to the body’s touch, the deeper the thrust, the stronger
the power.

T

The new styles are
available in two classic
shapes, a wand and rabbit

he original Luxe is a traditional vibrator, with a suction cup base that
can be secured to a flat surface or used in a harness. The new styles are available in two classic shapes, a wand and rabbit. The Luxe
Wand features a sensual curve, while the Luxe Rabbit features dual motors
with a slight curve and an enticing bunny for total satisfaction. All Luxe products are made of body-safe silicone and feature ultra sensitive touch sensors that stay active under wet or dry conditions. The sensors are strategically placed to provide power for both shallow and deep penetration. To
enhance the experience, each style offers an added ten functions of vibration, pulsation and escalation. Luxe is also powered by a USB rechargeable motor and is backed by an one-year warranty.
Susan Colvin, Founder, and CEO of CalExotics says, “Luxe provides an
elevated user experience that is beyond compare. The touch sensors, intense vibration and sensual material combined creates a device that is truly
satisfying.” CalExotics offers a variety of ways to assist retailers. Product
demonstration videos are available for each style and color. The videos
show users how the items operate, where the touch sensors are located
and how much power it can produce while in water. CalExotics also offers
point of purchase displays with testers, giving brick and mortar locations
the ability to let their customers touch and feel the product. “Having the
ability to hold the product, or see it is moving in a video is a huge advantage. Research shows this helps increase sales tremendously. I encourage
retailers to take advantage of all the resources CalExotics has to offer,” says
Jackie White, Executive Vice President of CalExotics.

Gpop by FT London
sold out in the USA
London, England - As FT London announced, their
latest product, Gpop, had already been sold out in the
High in demand
USA after just a few days. Without mentioning an exact
in the USA: Gpop
date, the company announced that shipping in Europe
will start soon as well. The sex toy manufacturer also informed that they
participated in two fairs in Brazil this month. The first one was the Exxotica
B2C in San Paolo, held from June 9th to 11th and the second one was at
Intimiexpo B2B, which took place June 16th-17th-18th.
w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m • 0 7 / 2 0 1 7

LELO HEX
launches major US retailers
Rite -Aid , Targ e t , Wal g r e e n s & CV S
San Jose, USA - LELO announced it completed
its nationwide expansion into some of the biggest
US retailers. HEX is now extended to thousands
of Rite-Aid stores, all Target stores, as well as
Walgreens and CVS online.

T

he huge appeal of LELO HEX condoms comes in
part of the high-level, integrated PR and
marketing campaign at launch. The expansion’s
completion comes as awards for both the design of
HEX (A’Design Golden Award for product design) and
the launch campaign (PRWeek Global Awards
Winner for the category of Health) continue to roll in.
LELO CMO Steve Thomson said: “It’s great to see
how the customers and retailers alike are clamouring
to get their hands on HEX. For most of the world this
feel like a sudden and overnight transformation of the
condom industry, but we at LELO had been working
on this for seven years before it even hit the shelves.
We’re not surprised at its success, but that doesn’t
make us any less proud
of it. Once people try
HEX, and feel the
difference for themselves, they’re not
going back to ordinary
condoms again!”
LELO HEX condoms are now being
sold in some of the biggest US retailers

An amazing invention
for more fun in twos
Flensburg, Germany - ORION’s product
managers like working with inventors. The
'Triple Ball / Cock Ring & Clit Stimulator' is a
result of this co-operation and is now available
at ORION Wholesale. The black cock ring has two
testicle rings and stimulates both HIM and HER
because this fancy toy also has a flexible clitoris
stimulator as well. The clitoris stimulator has dots on it.
Not only can this cock ring’s diameter be adjusted, but
it can also pleasure the clitoris as well.
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Screaming O slated to set sales record
with powerful ‘Charged Positive’ vibe

R u m bl y, r e ch a rgea ble mega -vibe’s p rice & p o wer ma kes it a n interna tio na l succes s
Los Angeles, USA – Screaming O is preparing to set a new sales record in time for the
summer season with the Charged Positive, a deep rumbly mega-vibe whose affordable price
point and intense power has made it one of the strongest-performing products of the year.

W

ith sales numbers steadily increasing
month to month, Charged Positiv have
sold more than 25,000 pieces by the end of
June and is slated to take the No. 1 best-seller
position by the end of this year. “We built
Positive’s motor from scratch to make a
powerful rechargeable vibrator that was
different from everything else on the market
and in just a few months, it was clear we
succeeded,” Screaming O Account Executive
Conde Aumann said. “What has made it
especially successful on the retail end is its
$59.95 price point – with 20 functions, 90minute run times, and a jumbo size that feels
great in the hand and even better on the body.
The Screaming O team is proud of what we
accomplished with Charged Positive and
possibly the best part has been the feedback
we’ve received from dedicated retailers around
the world.” Charged Positive is equipped with
the most powerful motor ever to come from
Screaming O and rumbles with an intensity that
rivals the market leaders. The mega-vibe’s
custom-modified components – including
hassle-free plug-in rechargeability – have
given retailers and their shoppers a

Screaming O is preparing to set a new
sales record in time for the summer
season with the Charged Positive

modern and affordable source of strong rumbly
vibes for less than $60. Charged Positive
rumbles for more than 90 minutes on a single
charge and is 100% waterproof, making it a
universally useful sex toy for any time – and any
place – the moment strikes. Built with an
optional cradle for easy handling, Charged
Positive is compact enough for travel but
substantial enough to provide powerful
stimulation on almost any part of the body. The
vibe is made of lab-tested body-safe ABS with
a soft PU coat and packaged with a USB
charge cable, and as with all items in the
Charged line, Positive comes with a 2-year
limited warranty and personalized customer
service. “Sales of Charged Positive continue to
grow month over month and our customers are
delighted with the popularity of the product,”
Conde said. “They love being able to offer a
more affordable, more-reliable rechargeable
product from a brand their customers trust,
and the numbers prove it. By the end of this
month, we’ll have sold more than 25,000 units
and Charged Positive is absolutely in the
running to take the No. 1 spot on our Top 25
best-seller list.”

It’s all in the sexy details

Wijchen, The Netherlands - Leg Avenue is a
well-known trendsetter in the very sexy lingerie market. The brand has years of experience in responding to customer desires
and market changes. With an enthusiastic and passionate team, Leg Avenue
knows how to spot trends from the
very beginning and even set some
themselves. Year in, year out, Leg

Leg Avenue's collections vary from
bodystockings, bodies, bra and garter
sets, mini dresses, nightwear, and of
course hosiery
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Avenue shows how sexy is supposed to look.
No matter if it’s flirty, classy, or naughty – it all
comes to the sexiness Leg Avenue has to offer
with her collections. The collections vary from
bodystockings, bodies, bra and garter sets,
mini dresses, nightwear, and of course their
wide collections of hosiery. All with trendy hints
of lace, fishnets, mesh, straps, or wetlook: it’s
all in the sexy details.
w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m • 0 7 / 2 0 1 7
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tokidoki X Lovehoney Oﬃcial Pleasure
Collection new at Orion Wholesale
E ye -ca t c hi ng pr od uc t s w i th a p o w e r f u l i n te r i o r
Flensburg, Germany - ORION Wholesale has expanded its assortment: a selection of the iconic
tokidoki X Lovehoney Official Pleasure Collection is now available. Tokidoki is a Japanese
inspired, pop culture brand and Lovehoney has produced a collectible sex toy collection.

I

ts target audience is young adults between 18 and
30. The most modern technology has been used to
print the trendy graphics and designs on
Lovehoney’s tokidoki Pleasure Collection. The result:
eye-catching products with a powerful interior. The
most well-known toy is probably the Unicorn Wand
Vibrator, which is a powerful magic massage wand in
a cult unicorn design. In addition to that, there are
remote controlled lay-on vibrators that are in a rabbit

and a heart shape, a
Girl Power Vibe,
tokidoki mini vibes and
a mini masturbator. All
these toys are available
from ORION Wholesale.
They are also perfect
items for the shop
counter.

ORION Wholesale is
now offering a
selection of the
iconic tokidoki X
Lovehoney Official
Pleasure Collection

N E W S

Pride themed items from Kheper Game
Va r i o u s p r o ducts a va ila ble
Seattle, USA - Kheper Games added a Rainbow Disco Ball Cup into the mix of their Pride
Party products. In addition to the Rainbow Disco Ball Cup, Kheper Games also offers the
original silver Disco Ball Cup.

E

ach cup holds 12 oz. and includes a
hard, plastic straw that is designed to
only be removed from the cup if the lid is taken off. These cups also reflect light like a
disco ball. So it could be placed on a turntable or twirled via the straw to create disco
lights as long as there is sunlight or a bright
light shining on the cup. Kheper Games also
offers rainbow shot glass sets for pride enthusiasts, including the penis shaped Rainbow Shot Glass Set and their original Test
Tube Shooters. Each shot for both sets holds
1.5 ounces of liquor. The great benefit of
these sets is that the shots are each a different color of the rainbow. Kheper Games’
Pride Confetti offers all male symbol confetti
for gay men and all female symbol Pride confetti for lesbians. Both are in rainbow colors.
Kheper Games’ card game Sex!, also has
Gay Sex! and Lesbian Sex! versions. Each

Kheper Games is
offering several
products for Pride
celebrations

deck includes over 50 sex positions, and
even a few with an extra player in the mix,
should a couple wish to include additional
players. Gay men can also add either Penis
Party Straws, Penis Party Picks or Male
Stripper Straws as a fun accessory to Pride
parties. Lesbians as well can enjoy the Female Stripper Straws. The straws and picks
are great items a party host can share inexpensively with their guests, so that everyone
has a fun little pride present to enjoy. “As a
gay business owner and CEO, it is very important for me personally to offer a line of
products for Pride celebrations.” explains
CEO Brian Pellham. “It’s an important time of
year for my husband and I, and also for the
close friends we consider family. We take
great pride at Kheper Games, that we can
offer so many strong selling items that work
great for pride.”

Eropartner distributes the Magniﬁque Collection
Zwaagdijk, The Netherlands - Bijoux
Indiscrets, a benchmark in erotic chic based
in Barcelona, launched seven new pieces to
complete its most vintage collection yet: The
Magnifique Collection. Featuring a total of 12
designs, Bijoux Indiscrets continues to blend
eroticism and fashion into everyday life. The
brands
co-founders, Elsa Viegas and Marta Aguiar,
drew their inspiration for these accessories
from the sensuality of New York cabaret
dancers. Magnifique is a 12-piece collection
in the form of body chains, available in two
colours: silver and gold. Enhancing the
female body, they outline the silhouette in a

Magnifique is a 12piece collection in the
form of body chains,
available in two colours
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sensual way. They can be worn over clothes
or on bare skin. All of the Magnifique pieces
come complete with designer packaging,
featuring typical 1920s Art Deco prints. They
also include a safety seal and product
photograph for in-store display. “Among its
chains, the Magnifique Collection gathers the
rebelliousness and sensuality that marked an
era,” Eropartner describes this collection in a
press release. “The finish is irresistible and
they adapt to all personalities and body
shapes: feel sexy to look sexy with
Magnifique body chains by Bijoux
Indiscrets.” The collection is available at
Eropartner Distribution.
w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m • 0 7 / 2 0 1 7
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XR Brands expands 'Strap U' Harness Collection
with focus on ﬁrst-time pegging
Ne w h ar ne sse s & sl e nd e r s i l i c o n e d i l d o s e ts m a k e i t e a sy to intro duce a na l
Huntington Beach, USA – XR Brands has expanded its top-selling Strap U line of high-quality and affordable harnesses and
dildos to encompass a wider array of accessories catered to first-time peggers. With two new harness designs and several
premium silicone dildo designs to choose from, Strap U offers retailers an expansive selection of strap-on gear competitively
priced for strong sales.

T

he Pegged harness features a super-slender starter
dildo made of premium-quality silicone with a 5-inch
insertable length and slight curve shaped to gently stimulate the prostate. The lightweight nylon harness
holds the dildo securely in place with an O-ring while its
waist and leg straps are easily adjusted for comfortable
long-term wear. Featuring a bullet vibe pocket in the
front and completely open rear, the Pegged harness adjusts to 44 inches around the waist and 28 inches
around each thigh and makes it easy for both the wearer and their partner to be on the receiving end of anal
pleasure.The Navigator harness with matching silicone
G-spot dildo is another perfect intro set for pegging,
thanks to its premium craftsmanship and accommodating size. The dildo’s tapered shaft gradually increases in
diameter toward its base and features smooth silicone
for more comfortable insertion. The harness wraps seductively around the thighs and adjusts up to 44 inches
around the waist and 28 inches around each leg, allowing for comfortable wear by users of many sizes. The
Boi Toy is a next-level dildo featuring a textured shaft,
curved shape, and realistic head for a more intense,
more lifelike experience. The shaft is made of velvetsmooth silicone for comfortable penetration and the tip
is curved to target the prostate for maximum stimulation. Featuring a flared suction-cup base, Boi Toy can

XR Brands has expanded
its Strap U line
to encompass a wider
array of accessories
catered to first-time
peggers

be enjoyed solo and easily strapped into any compatible
Strap U harness for an intensely pleasurable pegging
session. And for best value, Strap U has introduced the
all-in-one Tri-Play 3-piece dildo set featuring three premium silicone dildos with a unique spiraling texture
down each one. Graduated in length and girth, Tri-Play
dildos are slightly curved and harness-compatible, making it easy to move from beginner- to intermediate-level
pegging penetration with one easy purchase. “We launched the Strap U line to provide shoppers with a wide
range at a variety of price points and give retailers a cohesive brand that appeals to all levels,” XR Brands Director of Marketing Rebecca Weinberg said. “The response has been tremendous and more stores across
the country have updated their inventory to include
these beginner- and intermediate-friendly strap-on systems. These newest releases are already performing
well with our customers and we look forward to expanding Strap U even more next year.” Strap U performs
especially well thanks to its eye-catching packaging,
which features striking models wearing each item to
showcase its features and benefits. Every box is emblazoned with spot-varnish finishes to help them stand out
from across the store and create a clean and sophisticated merchandising display on a wall or shelf for a
strong, engaging impact.

Trustworthy protection by Shibari at Scala Playhouse
Almere, The Netherlands - Shibari Lubricated Latex
Condoms are now available at Scala Playhouse.
This range of quality condoms in the Shibari assortment offers protection at an affordable pricing.
Shibari is well-known for its trendy toy designs, but
the brand now also offers a selection of quality
condoms. The products offer all the features consumers would expect: the condoms are individually pa-
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ckaged in foil, lubricated for maximum
comfort and come in a non-intimidating,
mainstream box; perfect for in-store
presentation. Scala Playhouse stock the
Shibari condoms in a 3-piece, 12-piece,
36-piece and 144-piece packaging;
allowing retailers to mix and match for
their ideal in-store condom assortment.

N E W S

Sunny Rodgers lectures at UCLA
H o w p l e a s ure p ro ducts ca n be used in th e p sych ia tric a nd medica l f ields
Chatsworth, USA - Since 2000, Sunny Rodgers has worked in the pleasure product
industry helping thousands improve their relationship and understand how
pleasure products can enhance their sex lives.

Sunny Rodgers is the Brand
Manager and Sexual Health
Educator for Pipedream
Products, JIMMYJANE and
Sir Richard’s, and has earned
her certification as a Clinical
Sexologist

S

ince being accredited as
a Certified Sex Coach
and Clinical Sexologist this
year, Rodgers has made it her
mission to help educate the
masses on the intersection of pleasure products and sexual wellbeing.
Most recently Rodgers spoke at UCLA as part of
an ongoing lecture series for medical students.
For the past 45 years the David Geffen School of
Medicine at UCLA has been offering a Couple
and Sex Therapy Training Program lecture series
to help train psychiatric residents and mental health professionals. Recently Sunny Rodgers was
added to this lecture line-up. Sunny Rodgers is
the Brand Manager and Sexual Health Educator
for Pipedream Products, JIMMYJANE and Sir Richard’s, and has earned her certification as a Clinical Sexologist. Sunny’s lecture at UCLA took

place on June 1st and specifically covered how
pleasure products can be used in the psychiatric
and medical fields. “I am excited I was able to
share so much valuable information with residents and professionals about all the benefits that
intimate products can provide,” said Rodgers.
“The staff has already asked me to participate in
the lecture series next year and I’m looking forward to making my participation a tradition.” The
lecture series is overseen by the American Association of Couples and Sex Therapists (AACAST),
an organization dedicated to the education, training, promotion and expansion of integrated skills
and knowledge for couples and sex therapy.
“Sunny was awesome and the students loved
her,” said Dr. Wendy Cherry, Co-Director of the
Couples and Sex Therapy Training Program and
Co-Founder of AACAST. “We are very pleased
that she can lecture for us.”

ST RUBBER’s brand
ONE NIGHT STAND presents a new logo
Wadgassen, Germany - ST RUBBER’s brand
ONE NIGHT STAND has a completely new logo.
“After a few years on the market, the brand ONE
NIGHT STAND is now getting a new design,”
says the company in a press release describing

the brand as “fresh, cheeky, colorful, dynamic
and stylish”. ONE NIGHT STAND offers small
take-away toys: mini-toys, which are suited as
impulse purchase items and can also be sold in
vending machines.

Scala now oﬀer Swirl Pleasure Beads by CalExotics
Almere, The Netherlands - The Swirl Pleasure
Beads are now ready to order at Scala. Part of
the new CalExotics Beads range, this anal chain
is one of the many options for backdoor fun this
collection offers. According to Scala, these beads stand out due to their unique design. The
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flexible PVC chain is swirled in a way that makes
them resemble rhinestones. The chain is also
graduated in size for comfort, plus comes with
an retrieval loop for extra safety. These pliable
anal beads are a great entry-level product for
consumers looking to experiment with anal play
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Tenga launches Flex
The ne w al e e v e -t y pe ma s tu r ba to r
Tokyo, Japan - TENGA announced their latest
release in reusable pleasure for men, the TENGA
FLEX. It’s a new sleeve-type masturbator with an
external case and a separate internal sleeve that
can be removed for washing and drying.

T

he item’s cap also
functions as a drying
stand for hygiene. Unique to
the TENGA FLEX is its outer
casing, made of a new
malleable material that holds
its form, but is still soft and
Unique to the TENGA FLEX flexible. This allows for both
is its outer casing, made of
direct control of stimulation
a new malleable material
by pressing and squeezing,
but also adds a spiraling movement that is all-new.
Covering the air hole at the end of the item during use
creates an internal vacuum, resulting in a twisting
motion when the item moves. The TENGA FLEX is
available in two versions, silky white and rocky
black, both with different internal details and
material strengths.

Magic Silk presents
Dreamcatcher collection
Hauppauge, USA - Magic Silk has released a new collection called Dreamcatcher. The company describes
this line as a “provocative display of dark desire, this collection is made with four-way stretch circular net, tinged
with daringly diaphanous, metallic thread infused polyester. The sensuous cutouts prove that less is definitely
more. Add the lace up details, strappy accents, playful
decorative beads, hook and eye closure and adjustable
shoulder straps, and any woman will look rad to the
bone.” Six different designs offer an array of looks –
Teddy with Snap Crotch, Cupless & Crotchless Teddy,
Chemise with Lace Up Back & G-string, Strappy Bra &
Thong, Crotchless Tanga and Mini
Skirt with attached Thong. Size choices include s/m, l/x and queen.
Magic Silk has released the
new Dreamcatcher collection
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Thieves steal 30,000 LELO HEX

condoms and 33 vibrating butt plugs
B u r gl a r s br ea k into LE LO 's U S wa reh o use
Las Vegas, USA – End of May saw one of the strangest robberies of 2017 caught on camera,
as two men escaped with close to 30,000 LELO HEX condoms, and then returned the next
day to steal a further 33 LELO HUGO vibrating butt plugs, among other bestselling sex toys
valued at up to 199 EUR each.

T

he first robbery took place on May 26th, at
approximately 7.45pm (PDT), after the LELO
US Las Vegas warehouse closed early for the US
Memorial Day long-weekend. Security footage
shows two thieves entering through a back gate,
and making off with two large shipping boxes of
LELO HEX (each holding 15120 individually
The first robbery took place on May
26th and the second on day later wrapped condoms). Moments later, one of the
thieves returned to take more 36 packs before
making their getaway. More surprisingly, the
thieves returned the following day, May 27th, at
10.30am (PDT) on May 28th, ramming a rental
car through the loading dock gate, also captured
on CCTV. The video of the second raid shows a
man running through the factory inspecting the
goods, before throwing a large box of 33 LELO
HUGO vibrating butt plugs through the car’s

broken rear window. He then returns and does
the same for a box of 48 LELO LUNA Beads (a
women’s Kegel exercising aid) and another box
of goods that has yet to be identified. The Las
Vegas Metropolitan Police Department arrived on
the scene after both incidents, unfortunately too
late to apprehend the thieves. LELO’s US President, Pavle Sedic said: “At this stage, we’ll be
happy if the thieves just use the condoms themselves. We’re currently working with the police to
identify those responsible and ask members of
the public to get in touch. Two raids in less than
24-hours is pretty shocking, but everyone knows
it’s close to impossible to get additional security
during Memorial Day weekend and the thieves
obviously realized that. They seemed to have a
very clear idea on what they were looking for.”

New partnership between
EDC Wholesale and Perfect Fit Brand
Veendam, The Netherlands - EDC Wholesale
and Perfect Fit Brand announced a new
partnership agreement between the two
companies. EDC Wholesale will be selling the
full line of Perfect Fit Brand, offering an
extensive assortment of sex toys designed for
the male consumer with butt plugs, penis
sleeves, ball stretchers, and much more. Eric
Idema, CEO of EDC Wholesale, is excited
about the new collaboration: “I am very proud
to partner with Perfect Fit Brand. In my opinion
they offer one of the best products in the
world. It’s a pleasure to be working with Steve
Callow, CEO of Perfect Fit Brand. He’s a terrific
guy and an extraordinary businessmen, with a
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tremendous knowledge of the adult market.
Steve has made the right decision to team up
with EDC Wholesale, we will work hard to get
this amazing brand in the European market.”
EDC Wholesale offers a wide range of products
and brands. Perfect Fit Brand fits very well in
the wholesaler’s assortment with their uniquely
designed products, offering innovations for the
sexual health of men, women, and couples.
Perfect Fit has been nominated for 41 industry
awards to date and the recipient of a 2016
Male Pleasure Products Company of the Year
award. EDC Wholesale proudly welcomes this
winning brand. Perfect Fit sex toys can be
ordered now at www.edcwholesale.com.
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Lovehoney welcome
new UK distributor
Cre ati v e C onc e pt ions
Bath, England - Lovehoney is delighted to
announce that Creative Conceptions will now be
distributing the entire range of Lovehoney’s
licensed brands in the UK and Europe.

T

he Nottinghamshire-based adult
distributor will be stocking Fifty
Shades of Grey - the Official Pleasure
Collection, Fifty Shades Darker - the
Official Pleasure Collection, Mötley
Crüe, Motörhead and tokidoki x
Lovehoney, Sqweel, Swoon and Nookii. Creative Conceptions will also be stocking point of sale and other
marketing materials to offer retailers a one-stop-shop for
all things Lovehoney. Jane Bowles, Founder of Creative
Conceptions comments: “The whole team at Creative
Conceptions are really excited to be distributing Lovehoney's iconic wholesale brands. Our company philosophy is to represent brands that offer a real point of difference both in product and brand. The range of licensed
toys and novelties within Lovehoney's portfolio fits that
brief perfectly and we relish the opportunity to help build
upon their current success.” Laura Wood, Lovehoney’s
Sales Consultant also commented: “We are so pleased
that Creative Conceptions will be distributing our entire
licenced portfolio and supporting POS. We look forward
to working closely with Jane, Richie and their team.”

ST RUBBER publishes new
catalog for 2017
Wadgassen, Germany
- ST RUBBER has released a new catalog
for 2017. On over 30
pages, many new
items are waiting to be discovered. The catalog is
also available as a print version. In order to receive it,
just call the ST RUBBER sales representative at +49
(0) 6834-4006-0 or send an
e-mail to info@st-rubber.de.
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Kheper Games launches two new party

games

W h a t th e F *ck? Filth y Q uestio ns & Po th ea d Aga inst Sa nity
Seattle, USA - Kheper Games announced the launch of two new games. The first is an extension of their most popular line of adult party games, What the F*ck? Filthy Questions. The
next is their latest in pot-themed party game spoofs, Potheads Against Sanity.

W

hat the F*ck? Filthy Questions includes 480
Filthy Questions. Players are each provided
an answer sheet and write in personalize answers
after each question, and the person taking the
turn is read each answer and selects a
favorite. The player with the winning answer
receives the game card as a point. Example
questions are “If your genitals could talk, what
would they say to embarrass you?” and “If I had
a talking mirror, what’s the bitchiest thing it might
say?” Then each player provides a funny answer
and can personalize it. So, if a player named Biff
asks the talking mirror question, other players get
to tease him by writing answers like “You need to
go to the free clinic Biff!” Potheads Against Sanity

Kheper Games has released
two new products

includes 96 insane questions and 107 insane
answer cards. Players take turns asking
questions or making fill-in-the-blank statements
and other players submit hilarious answers. What
the F*ck? Filthy Questions joins the strong selling
line of Kheper Games’ What the F*ck?
games. This line also includes the What the F*ck?
I Never Have, What the F*ck? Truth or Dare,
What the F*ck? Comparions, What the F*ck? Bar
Cards, What the F*ck? Original Version, What the
F*ck? Raunchy Version, and What the F*ck?
Totally F*cked Up Version. Potheads Against
Sanity, joins Kheper Games’s line of pot games,
including, THC, Weed! Card Game, Deluxe
Weed, Lords of Cannabis, and Hash It Out.

Scala Playhouse lowered prices for Fantasy Lingerie collection
Almere, The Netherlands - Scala Playhouse have
slashed the prices on the entire Fantasy Lingerie
collection. The Fantasy Lingerie collection at
Scala Playhouse now features deals on all
products; giving retailers the chance to stock-up
on this brand. The offers are valid as long as
stocks last! Fantasy Lingerie is a fashionable
lingerie brand that offers something for everyone.

The brand has a selection of product categories
in its assortment, ranging from bra-sets and
cover-ups to lace gowns and costumers for
role-playing. All the looks are produced with the
use of quality materials such as soft satin, floral
lace and sexy mesh. The products are available in
a wide range of sizes, including a special ‘Curve’
plus-sized line.

Male Power releases Lazer Mesh line
Hauppauge, USA - Lazer Mesh, the newest
collection from Male Power, offers a conjunction
of fashion and sport. This undergarment is
made from cool, breathable athletic mesh with a
teal colored nylon trim. It has a soft, leather-like
finish that feels as sexy as it looks. The
contoured pouch is completely lined with

New from Male Power:
Lazer Mesh
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smooth, all-way stretch spandex, and decorated
with color inserts. A baseball stitched outer
seam ties it all together, accentuating the
curvature of the pouch to emphasize
masculinity. Four classic styles are offered: Mini
short, bikini brief, thong back and muscle tank
top. All are available for immediate delivery.
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Shiny outﬁts from LateX
in new packaging

E nv i r o n m e nta lly f riendly a nd p ro mo tio na l
Flensburg, Germany - All the bestsellers and new items from the Latex label “LateX” will be
delivered in new packaging from summer 2017 onwards – more innovative and more promotional!

T

he new packaging is a high-quality cardboard box that has a detailed image of the respective product on it. There is also a description of the product in nine languages on it as
well. Not only is the new packaging eye-catching and guarantees a sale, but it’s also more
environmentally friendly.
The new packaging can be stood up or hung
up with the hanger in the middle. More pro-

All bestsellers and new items
from the label “LateX” will be
delivered in new packaging
from summer 2017 onwards

ducts will now fit in the sales space because
they are more compact. They also take up less
space when in storage. The “LateX” label
stands out from the rest because its high-quality latex items have fancy designs and an excellent finish that provide thrilling fetish feelings.
There will be no limits to erotic fantasies, which
are a bit out of the ordinary, with this range of
extravagant, skin-tight outfits.

B Swish’s Bnaughty Deluxe Bullet Massager
Zwaagdijk, The Netherlands - The Bnaughty
Deluxe from B Swish has been updated and
improved for 2017 with new colors, new
materials, a stronger motor and more features.
This product is now available at Eropartner
Distribution. The Bnaughty Deluxe is a pleasure
trove with its silky bullet boasting six powerful and
quiet functions long with a compact and
ergonomic remote controller with easy-to-use
backlight controls. It also features a new, stronger

The Bnaughty Deluxe from
B Swish has been updated and
improved for 2017

motor. The 6-functions are cycled through the
click of a button on the remote, now with a
softtouch grip, and is lit up by a red light.The
Bnaughty Deluxe is powered by 2 x AAA
batteries, which are now easier to access thanks
to a one-touch battery eject button. The
Bnaughty Deluxe arrives in sleek packaging and
is available in 3 new colors, including Raspberry,
Royal Purple and Black. A velvety pouch is also
included, perfect for storage and travel.

The anniversary edition of 'Modern Emotion' is available
Flensburg, Germany - The anniversary edition of
the free, neutral erotic magazine 'Modern
Emotion' is now available with new, erotic lifestyle
themes and great shopping tips for
consumers.The first issue was published in the
summer of 2012 and since then the magazine
has entertained erotic-interested end users in
Germany, Austria and Switzerland. “Retailers can
order their desired edition of our neutral magazine
in the format A5 free of charge and then offer it to
their customers as a goodie,” says Hauke

'Modern Emotion' is
celebrating its fifth anniversary
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Christiansen of ORION Wholesale. “As a result,
retailers not only emphasize their consumer
orientation, but also generate an increase in their
sales.” Five years of 'Modern Emotion' – that’s
something to be celebrated! With a small time trip
through five years of 'Modern Emotion', five
exciting love toy categories, the top five love toys
of the last five years, as well as top sellers, which
are guaranteed to be around in five years as well.
In addition, there is a great birthday raffle with
fantastic prizes.
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Nomi Tang Wild Rabbit:

Available at Eropartner
T h e G e n i o u s Gro o ve & i-to uch slider

Zwaagdijk, The Netherlands - This vibrator is equipped with
‘i-touch slider’ which makes it is easy to use and intuitive to
control. Three very powerful motors with 10 vibration patterns
lift the user to a whole new level whether he or she is with his or
her partner or for an exciting solo.
The Wild Rabbit offers three motors
and 10 different vibration patterns

T

he Genius Groove – The key characteristics of Wild Rabbit are
bulbous and curved head. There is a groove running inside the
curve, which is echoed the outside clit arm. The genius groove is in the
center of the shaft so sensitive points are almost engulfed by the
groove, providing stimulation on either side of the clitoris and G spot.
Multiple Strong Motors – The Wild Rabbit provides the ultimate power!
It offers three motors and 10 different vibration patterns which create a
sensation of relentless bouncing vibrations, jumping inside and out and
resulting in an ultimate screaming O! Innovative touch slider – The itouch control technology allows controlling the vibrations intuitively with
a simple touch or slide of the finger. The inventors of the product believe sliding and touching is more sensual than pushing buttons. Soft
and flexible shaft – The Wild Rabbit black/gold special edition is coated
with supple silicone material with a smooth refined finish which allows
enjoying self-treats akin to a massage. And the shaft is flexible but not
too flexible. It caters to the natural contour of the body but is still firm
enough to give enough force to stimulate the G spot and the clitoris.
The Wild Rabbit is available at Eropartner.

Durex toys at Scala Playhouse
Almere, The Netherlands - Durex has been a worldwide
recognized brand for decades: offering condoms in a variety of sizes, textures and flavors. Scala Playhouse don’t
just offer the Durex condoms and drugstore assortment, they also stock
various pleasure providers from the brand’s toy collection. One of
Scala’s favorites is the Play Vibrations Ring, as they stated in a recent press
release. This sleek cock-ring is an up-sell item thanks to its very affordable
pricing and gift-appeal. The ring is a one-time-use product and provides for
up to 20 minutes of vibrations. The ring is a one-sizefits-all and has a strechy silhouette for comfort. The ring can tease her
clitoris, whilst keeping him harder and longer. The Play Pure Fantasy is a
sleek vibrator with a non-intimidating silhouette. The smooth shaft is
delicate on the skin, whilst the white color gives it a contemporary look
and feel. The design features multi-speed vibrations and is easy to use
with a simple twist-cap control. This vibe is a choice for beginners or
entry-level consumers looking for a basic vibe.
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We-Vibe introduces Bloom by We-Vibe
Ap p -rea dy, vibra ting Kegel B a lls with p ro gressive weigh ts
Ottawa, Canada - We-Vibe introduces Bloom by We-Vibe the latest addition to the premium
brand’s expanding line of products. Bloom vibrating Kegel balls come with three
progressive weights and works with the free We-Connect app for even more fun. Retailers
worldwide can order now from their We-Vibe authorized distributor.

“B

loom offers customers We-Vibe’s rumbly
vibrations in a Kegel product that is
customizable to their own fitness level,” says
We-Vibe marketing manager, Stephanie
Keating. “Toned PC muscles can help in
achieving climax more easily and with greater
intensity. As a customer gets stronger, they can
increase the intensity of their workout by using a
heavier weight.“ Bloom makes doing Kegel exercises a lot more fun, or it can simply be enjoyed
as an internal vibrator. The easy to insert design
is simple to use, and the rumbly vibrations add
pleasure to any workout. It comes with three
progressive weights (10 g, 30 g, and 45 g) that
are easy to interchange. Available in a refreshing
coral color, Bloom has ten preset rumbly

vibration modes to choose from, or you can
create custom vibes in the We-Connect app. It’s
waterproof and rechargeable; 90 minutes of
charging allows for up to 90 minutes of play and
the low-power alert lets you know when it’s time
to recharge. Bloom comes with a two-year
manufacturer's warranty. Bloom retails for: 129€
/ £109 MSRP. See more details at wevi.be/bloom Bloom works together with the latest features of the We-Connect app. We-Connect offers couples a new way to share the vibe.
Partners can now simultaneously control each
other’s We-Vibe products, or one person can
control both. Pair Bloom with the app to share
control from anywhere, create custom vibes,
and play together with other We-Vibe products.

Mister B premium drugstore essentials at Scala Playhouse
Almere, The Netherlands - Retailers might know
Mister B because of its premium range of kinky
products, including girthy dildos, high-end sex
machines and hardcore anal plugs. But are
retailers aware that the brand also offers a
fantastic selection of drugstore essentials,
designed to make fetish play even more
pleasurable? The Mister B drugstore range
features a great selection of product categories:
meaning it’s fully inclusive for all intimate wellness
essentials needs. Scala's favorites? They love the
Mister B LOAD: a hybrid lubricant that looks and
feels like the real deal! The silicone ingredients
ensure a silky soft, long-lasting glide; while the
water component allows to rinse it off easily.
Another highlight is the Mister B RELAX: a
premium quality anal relaxant spray that rapidly
relaxes the rectum, facilitating problem-free
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penetration and comfortable anal play. Its cooling
effect acts as an anesthetic, gently reducing
sensitivity without reducing the pleasurable
sensations. Looking for a simple, effective
lubricant? Mister B GLIDE is a silicone based lube
with a sensational, silky soft long-lasting glide.
The formula also acts as a skin conditioner,
moisturizer and can even be used as a massage
glide for intimate foreplay. Clean up after play with
the Mister B CLEAN: a premium quality
disinfectant spray. The formula comes in a
practical spray-bottle and works antimicrobial
against bacteria, fungal spores and viruses. Oh
and don’t forget to look after kinky clothing with
the Mister B SHINE. This gloss and care spray
protects rubber and latex clothing from porosity
and premature wear and tear, and keeps rubber
soft and supple.
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Lovehoney launches world’s ﬁrst accredited

qualiﬁcation in ‘Sexual Happiness’
T h e f i r s t r o und o f 10 p a rticip a nts gra dua ted o n Ma y 31

Bath, England - Lovehoney, the UK’s largest online sex toy retailer, has worked with
local learning institution Bath College to develop a unique, world-first ‘Sexual
Happiness’ qualification for all staff. The Sexual Happiness qualification covers a wide
and diverse range of subjects, varying from in-depth product knowledge, to sexual
health issues, to sexual identity and more.

T

opics are taught by experienced
Lovehoney staff - experts in their
respective fields - alongside guest lecturers Dr
Jamie Lawson of Bristol University and Victoria
Lehmann, a long-established sexual and relationships therapist. Those that complete the
course and accompanying workbook will gain
a Level 2 in Sexual Happiness, accredited by
Bath College and awarding body ABMA
Education. The first round of 10 participants,
representing Customer Care, HR, Marketing,
Online Trade, Sales, Buying and Content,
graduated on May 31. Graduates have already
reported that they have been able to use some
of their newly acquired knowledge, most
notably in the customer care department, to
advise on a range of issues including products
to use when transitioning from male-to-female,
erectile dysfunction and many more.
Lovehoney has recently commissioned a
study of 2000 sex toy and non sex toy users
and found that 98% of respondents felt that
sex was good for their wellbeing. A
surprisingly large number - 29% - have
struggled sexually due to medical reasons.

Laura Wood, Sales Consultant
and Tobias Baganz,
Online Sales Europe and Canada

Richard Longhurst, Co-Founder Lovehoney
comments: “It is our mantra that everyone
deserves a fun and fulfilling sex life and we
are delighted that we are able to offer our
staff the first nationally recognised
qualification in this field, to help our
customers find the perfect products for
better sex. Our award-winning customer
services team had little room for
improvement but a recognised award is the
icing on the cake.” Jenny Shipton, HR
Advisor, Lovehoney comments: “We are the
‘sexual happiness’ people and we felt that
with our exponential and international growth
it was time to formalise our learning on the
job into something that could be recognised
the world over. Our aim is that all members of
staff will take the course while they are here
and the content thus far has proved
invaluable so far for our customer services
team, content team, marketing and more.
We are delighted to be able to say we are the
first company in the world to make ‘sexual
happiness’ a legitimate qualification and want
to thank everyone who has been involved.”

TENGA FLEX now available at Eropartner
Zwaagdijk, The Netherlands - The TENGA FLEX
is a new sleeve-type masturbator with an
external case and a separate internal sleeve that
can be removed for washing and drying. The
item’s cap also functions as a drying stand for
hygiene. The masturbator is now available at
Eropartner Distribution. Unique to the TENGA
FLEX is its outer casing, made of a new
malleable material that holds its form, but is still

Eropartner is now offering
TENGA's Flex masturbator
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soft and flexible. This allows for both direct control of stimulation by pressing and squeezing,
but also adds a spiraling movement that is allnew. Covering the air hole at the end of the item
during use creates an internal vacuum, resulting
in a twisting motion when the item moves. The
TENGA FLEX is available in two versions: Silky
White and Rocky Black, both with different
internal details and material strengths.
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The supplement market is booming
Priva te La bel f o r p ro f ita bility
Malaga, Spain - Private-label products or services are typically those manufactured or provided by one company for offer under another company’s brand. Over the years, there’s
been an influx in the number of companies that have taken up private labelling as a viable
business model.

T

hose which do, do so primarily because they
pay less for privately labeled products vs. other brands. Lower prices can equate to higher
profit margins. On average a private label retailer
experiences 10% higher profit margins than traditional companies claims Global Wholesale Distribution SL. Private labelling also provides the ability to create an own unique image for a brand, m
ore control over pricing, marketing, sales and distribution. Global Wholesale Distribution SL, has
been established since 2010 and deliver private
labelled sexual health care supplements to the
UK and across Europe to small and big companies alike. “We have an expert team of advisers
and packaging designers,” says Steven Robinson, MD. “We can help you build your business &
establish a brand in an ever expanding marketplace. We ship to all UK & European destinations
and worldwide shipping is also available. Initial
orders are usually dispatched within 3 -4 weeks.
We make it easy to get started private labelling
our supplements, with the low minimum of just
50 bottles for selected products. Whether you sell

Global Wholesale
Distribution SL
deliver private
labelled sexual
health care
supplements to an
ever increasing
market

from your own brick and mortar store or want to
sell on Amazon, we’re always here to help. We
also include free label designs for stock supplement! Our supplement factory based in UK has
‘A’ grade status BRC accreditation together with
our, ISO 22000 (Food Safety), ISO 9001 (Quality
Assurance), ISO 14001 (Environmental), ISO
13485 (Medical Device) and they work to very
strict GMP guidelines. Global Wholesale already
is a contract manufacture for a number of brands
and High Street retailers as we offer outstanding
customer service.” Global Wholesale have the capability to manufacture customised sexual health
formulas to meet the requirements and the specific needs of its clients. Global Wholesale can also
provide clients with custom formulation services.
Creative Director Jane Culbertson says: “Private
Labelling can be an important step in establishing
and maintaining your customer base. Marketing
products with your name, logo, design and address on the package, helps to ensure that customers identify with your company both for initial
and repeat purchases.”

Glow-in-dark anal fun with NS Novelties
Almere, The Netherlands – The Firefly Trainer Kit
– one of the newest additions to the NS Novelties assortment at Scala Playhouse – is fun,
trendy and unique: making it a must-have choice
for any consumers looking for experiment with
anal play. This great kit is a pleasurable way to
expand sexual limits; allowing to get ready for
even bigger backdoor adventures. The Firefly
Trainer Kit includes three different sized anal
plugs, challenging to slowly work the way up to
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the biggest one. The designs are made of odorless TPE and feature a strong, suction-cup base.
The unique feature is that they are also glow-inthe-dark, meaning they’ll light up anal play when
all the lights go out… The new Firefly Trainer Kit
is just one of the new designs available in the
Firefly range by NS novelties. This collection also
includes a great variety of single anal plugs in a
wide range of sizes, cock-rings, dildos and vibrators: all with the same glow-in the-dark appeal.
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CFL multimodal becomes new logistics
partner to the pjur group

T h e n e w p j ur wa reh o use is no w lo ca ted in Dudela nge, Lux embo urg
With immediate
effect, CFL
multimodal will be
responsible for
organising the
storage and
transportation of
pjur products

Wasserbillig, Luxembourg - The pjur group has a new shipping
and logistics partner. With immediate effect, CFL multimodal will
be responsible for organising the storage and transportation of
pjur products. The new pjur warehouse is now located in Dudelange, Luxembourg.
s the pjur group continues to grow, the storage and shipping of its
products has become more complex. pjur has therefore moved its
operations to a larger, more modern warehouse in cooperation with an
experienced partner in the logistics sector to ensure it can continue to
provide customers with an optimum service as it continues to grow. "CFL
is a global company with many years of experience and we are delighted
to have such a reliable partner on our side, guaranteeing that our goods
are stored and shipped as efficiently as possible," explains Patrick Giebel,
Chief Financial Officer/Quality Management Representative at the pjur
group. CFL multimodal is an experienced company with thirteen locations
in six European countries. It offers innovative, high-quality logistics
solutions and is the ideal partner for the pjur group, with its site in
Dudelange and 30,000 m² of storage area. CFL multimodal also offers a
combination of different infrastructures and links to key ports in the North
Sea, the Baltic Sea and the Mediterranean as well as Europe's largest
industrial centres. The address of the pjur group's new warehouse is: pjur
group Luxembourg S.A., c/o CFL logistics, Eurohub Sud, Zone industrielle
Riedgen, L-3451 Dudelange, GPS: 49.500N, 6.110E
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Fleshlight releases a selection
of six Fleshlight Girls’ Butts
Seville, Spain - Fleshlight continues the transition of the entire
traditional Fleshlight Girls product line to the Fleshlight Girls
Signature Collection. Most of the girls of this Fleshlight range
have been already released with their exclusive Signature
Collection’s texture. However only the ‘vagina’ version was available while
‘butts’ and ‘mouths’ versions were being discontinued. Due to the high
demand of their anal orifices during the last months, Fleshlight decided to
launch a selection of six Fleshlight Girls’ butts. So in addition to the new
unique texture for the vaginas of each of the girls, from June 15th
customers can also choose one of the following unique butts: Alexis Texas
Tornado, Eva Lovia Spice, Christy Mack Booty, Jenna Haze Lust, Riley
Reid Euphoria and Teagan Presly Bulletproof They all feel different from the
vaginal texture and from each other, as each texture has its own unique
sensation. They’re an exact replica of the porn actresses’ butt orifice. This
Butts Collection is planned to be extended with new models soon.
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Cottelli Collection
Ne w Co l l e c t io n f o r sex y mo ments
Flensburg, Germany - The Cottelli Collection label stands for exclusive high-quality fashion
and over the past 25 years has become best-selling lingerie label in the erotic industry. It offers extraordinary lingerie combinations, trendy nightclub outfits and seductive high heels for
women who love being fashionable – everything is high-quality and at great prices as well.

T

he Cottelli Collection outfits were designed
with love for detail at ORION’s headquarters
so that women can put their sexy and seductive
curves in the limelight. The new collection will be
available at ORION Wholesale from summer
2017 onwards. Cottelli Collection Lingerie - The
new collection from Cottelli Collection Lingerie is
stylish and breathtakingly sexy, thanks to its
beautiful black material with cheeky lace inserts
or trendy powernet combined with sparkly rhinestones. The lingerie is stunning and the designs
and materials put sexy feminine curves in the
limelight. Cottelli Collection Plus - Exclusive fashion for extravagant women – this shouldn´t
have to be a problem for curvier women. Cottelli
Collection Plus offers high-quality lingerie in the
sizes XL (48/50) to 4XL (60/62) for women who
want to show off their beautiful curvaceous body.
Seductive suspender sets with fancy functions,
thrilling and exciting lingerie dresses and
chemises, as well as figure flattering panties
made out of corset fabric and a sexy jumpsuit
with cheeky extras – these are just some of the
highlights from the new collection for curvy

The new collection will be
available at ORION Wholesale
from summer 2017 onwards

women who are sexy, stylish and seductive!
Cottelli Collection Party - The new collection from
Cottelli Collection Party is full of erotic surprises
because it has redefined “the little black dress”
and has fancy outfits that show off feminine
curves in an amazingly sexy way. That is why the
designers have mainly used skin-tight wetlook
material that fits like a second skin. These
exclusive outfits therefore offer breathtaking looks
for women who love being fashionable. As
always, the outfits are high-quality at great prices.
All the new collections from Cottelli Collection will
be available at ORION Wholesale from summer
2017 onwards. They will be delivered in the new
packaging – a high-quality cardboard box that
can also be used as a gift box. This cardboard
box is covered in an additional slipcase with a
detailed image of the respective product, as well
as a description of the product in nine languages.
The new packaging can be stood up or hung up
with the hanger in the middle. More products will
now fit in the sales space because they are
more compact. They also take up less space
when in storage.

Scala Playhouse oﬀer a diverse collection of
prostate stimulators
Almere, The Netherlands - Prostate stimulation is
a trend that is steadily gaining in popularity.
Already on the agenda of the gay market for
many years, this trend is now expanding to the
heterosexual market; making it the perfect time to
invest in some sleek prostate play toys that are
guaranteed to hit consumers’ p-spots! Scala
Playhouse offer a diverse collection of prostate
stimulators and probes from a variety of quality
brands. One of the newest additions to their
assortment is the Quest Prostate Bullet by
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Rocks-Off. This sleek stimulator makes a great
choice for entry-level consumers, combining
non-intimidating aesthetics with premium
vibrations. The stimulator is ergonomically curved
for maximum impact, sliding effortlessly in the
correct position when inserted. Made of quality
ABS and featuring 10 powerful vibration settings;
it’s a perfect introduction to the world of p-spot
pleasure. This trendy design is available in the colors black and blue – and will capture the eye of
male consumers with its masculine look and feel.
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Coco de Mer - MBO of iconic international
lingerie and erotica fashion house

L u c y L i tw a ck
London, England - Coco de Mer, the luxury lingerie and erotica fashion house, announces
that it has completed the sale of the business in an MBO led by its Managing Director, Lucy
Litwack and backed by international institutional investors.

L

ondon based Coco de Mer has a market
leading position in luxury lingerie and
erotica in a well established and growing
international market. The Coco de Mer
business currently operates online and from
its London boutique in the heart of Covent
Garden where its
international clientele find the finest lingerie
and erotica to inspire exploration, excitement
and enjoyment. The MBO from former owner
Lovehoney Group is led by Coco de Mer’s
Managing Director, Lucy Litwack who has a
wealth of experience with 17 years spent in
the lingerie and luxury retail world including 6
years at Victoria’s Secret in the US as well as
director positions at La Perla, New Zealand
based lingerie business Bendon and her own
intimate apparel consultancy business. In
addition, Lucy developed and launched
David Beckham’s Bodywear range globally
through H&M. Coco de Mer’s lingerie ranges
are designed in London and have received

“Coco de Mer has a
well-established core client
base which is truly
international and where we
see a number of avenues for
growth in the current
business.” Lucy Litwack

both critical acclaim and industry awards in
2014, 2015 and 2016. Commenting, Lucy
Litwack, CEO of Coco de Mer, said: “It’s
been a real success story working with the
Lovehoney team over the last three years.
Coco de Mer has a well-established core
client base which is truly international and
where we see a number of avenues for
growth in the current business. The desirable
brand has a strong following and we will be
continuing to develop and expand its global
profile. The MBO and new funds provide us
with a strong platform and supports our
strategy to grow the business internationally
at the luxury end of the market where Coco
de Mer is already well positioned and has a
very strong customer base. There are many
more opportunities for Coco de Mer as we
continue to develop new channels of
business across a number of territories. I
look forward to collaborating with new partners in the worlds of art, design and fashion.”

Master & Slave bondage game
now available in 10 languages
Zwaagdijk, The Netherlands - Last March,
Tease & Please has released a new erotic game
through which partners can have a ‘Fifty
Shades Of Grey’ experience at home. Each box
contains items they will need, such as a whip, a
gag, a paddle, a blindfold, a collar, a feather
tickler, a set of handcuffs, a set of ankle cuffs, a
hogtie, a bondage rope and a belt. The game
has 24 playing cards with clear instructions,
now available in 10 languages: English,
Spanish, French, German, Dutch, Polish,
Russian, Italian, Swedish and Norwegian.

Each box contains various
items and 24 playing cards
with clear instructions, now
available in 10 languages
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Nobody knows what will ever happen in this
game of power and submission. The player is
confronted with a difficult choice: will he or she
like to hold all the ropes or would he or she
rather be the one bound and gagged? Will he
or she be in charge or does he or she wish to
obey? Does the whip come down on his or her
buttocks or will he or she administer his or her
partner an erotic lashing? Players can surprise
themselves with the task cards in which they
can alternate between being dominant or
submissive. More info: www.teaseandplease.eu
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Screaming O bolsters customer trust

with rigorous endurance testing program
Ne w e s t r u m bl y mo to rs, rech a rgea ble mo to rs undergo testing to ensure o p tima l p erfor man ce
Los Angeles, USA– Screaming O has given customers another reason to trust the awardwinning brand’s quality with rigorous endurance testing of its newest deep, rumbling vibes.

T

his process assures new Charged Vooom,
Charged Positive, My Secret Panty Vibe,
and its upcoming rumbly releases perform as
promoted while efficiently identifying and handling any concerns before the products officially
ship – simply another way Screaming O ensures
ultimate customer satisfaction.
As part of Screaming O’s official quality control
system, small batches of each vibe variety are
pre-ordered and sent directly to HQ, where staff
run them through approximately 1,000 cycles of
performance assessments. This includes fully
charging and discharging the safer lithium polymer rechargeable batteries, measuring average
run time on the lowest and highest vibration settings, and assuring a smooth, rumbly pace on
every speed – even while fully submerged in a
bucket of water.
“We stand behind every product we make and
part of our commitment to quality includes ensuring our vibes rumble and tremble the way

Screaming O has given
customers another reason
to trust the brand’s
quality with rigorous
endurance testing

they should!” Screaming O Account Executive
Conde Aumann said. “The signature
‘bzzzzzzzzzz’ sound has become a fixture in our
offices as rows and rows of vibes rumble alongside each other during each round of endurance
testing. It’s actually quite fun to watch – and almost soothing to the ears! – and gives our customers an additional layer of confidence in their
upcoming orders. Screaming O is known for our
commitment to quality and safety, but this quality control regimen truly ups the ante.” In addition to functionality and power testing, Screaming O’s quality control program includes
biannual testing of its popular affordable product
materials via an independent lab, which puts various samples through protocols similar to those
required by the Consumer Product Safety Act.
This process assures Screaming O’s popular
SEBS, ABS plastic, colorful silicone, and True
Silicone® materials are authentic and safe for
use on and around intimate areas.

PlayhouseShop receives
EDC Wholesale’s city trip voucher
Veendam, The Netherlands - EDC Wholesale
offered the team of The PlayhouseShop in Oslo
an official voucher for winning a European city
trip with EDC Wholesale’s Easter sweepstake.
The voucher was personally handed over by
EDC Wholesale’s International Sales Director,
Andre Visser, during his visit to the shop in
Oslo. Shop manager Juliana proudly received
the voucher on behalf of The PlayhouseShop
team. The playful erotic concept store in Oslo,
part of BBN Trading, won this price after finding
EDC Wholesale’s golden Easter Bunny, which
was hidden in one of the wholesaler’s orders.
The PlayhouseShop was the lucky one to re-

Juliana, PlayhouseShop's
Shop Manager, and Andre
Visser, EDC's International
Sales Director
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ceive the golden bunny in one of their deliveries. The team can choose any European city
to spend the weekend that was granted to
them by EDC. The PlayhouseShop was happy
to receive the price: “What a lovely surprise
that Andre visited us to personally hand over
the city trip voucher. We were so excited to find
the golden bunny, we never expected it would
be in one of our orders. We are looking forward
to be going on a city trip, although we haven’t
decided which city it will be as there are so
many beautiful cities worth visiting. We are very
thankful for this wonderful price. Thank you,
EDC Wholesale!”
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The Rabbit Company

introcudes three new styles
B e a d e d D .P. Ra bbit, Kissing Ra bbit & Th rusting Ra bbit
Van Nuys, USA - The Rabbit Company, known for its innovative and women-friendly products, is pleased to announce that they have released three new styles that are designed to
take pleasure to the next level. The new styles are in stock and shipping now.

T

he three new styles include the Beaded D.P.
Rabbit, Kissing Rabbit, and Thrusting Rabbit.
Each new style comes in three distinct colors,
and in-store merchandising support is available,
including slat wall shelf displays, counter cards,
tester holders, and more. “These three new styles are unlike anything we’ve introduced before,”
said Chaney Cox, Brand Manager for The Rabbit
Company. “Whether it’s the double action of the
Beaded D.P. Rabbit, the gentle suction from the
Kissing Rabbit, or the powerful penetrating action on the Thrusting Rabbit, we truly offer
‘Something for Every Bunny.’” The Beaded D.P.
Rabbit gives three different ways to please, si-

Each new style comes in
three distinct colors

multaneously stimulating the clitoris, g-spot, and
anus. Pleasure the clitoris with the rabbit ears,
target the g-spot with the curved shaft, or intensify the whole experience with the anal beads.
The Kissing Rabbit is designed to deliver maximum pleasure by gently mimicking a lover’s
'kiss.' The suction rabbit attachment completely
encircles the clitoris to provide complete coverage and pleasure! The dual action shape stimulates the g-spot and external sweet spots. The
Thrusting Rabbit really gives it to you with a realistic and powerful thrusting action in the shaft.
Unlike any rabbit toy before it, you’ll really feel the
super-strong power in the thrusting motion.

Ignite your desires with the Flare Bunny at Scala Playhouse
Almere, The Netherlands – The unique LUZ by
TOYJOY collection will ignite deepest desires with
powerful vibrations and premium silicone touch
toys. One of the highlights from the collection is
the sensational Flare Bunny stimulator. The Flare
Bunny is a unique double stimulating vibrator with
7 thrilling settings. This chic, sensational design is
made of premium, soft touch silicone and has
two separate vibrating tips. The dual-motored

Flare is USB-rechargeable (charging cord included), waterproof and comes with the special
LED-ambience light that makes the LUZ by TOYJOY range so special. When in use, the light
changes color with each thrilling settings, allowing
to truly set the mood for some sensational, intimate fun in the dark. The Flare Bunny is currently
ready to order at Scala Playhouse in two trendy
colors: deep purple and sleek black.

The new Curve Super So from Tantus
Sparks, USA - The Curve Super Soft features
a stepped design that touches the g-spot or
p-spot. Designed for those who don’t know
how to manipulate these glands, Curve
Super Soft’s ridges give even a beginner, an
educated experience. The Curve Super Soft
works well in the hand or for harness play.
“We have specialized in dildos for strap-on
toys for nearly 20 years now,” says Metis

The Curve Super Soft works
well in the hand or for
harness play
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Black, President and Founder “The Curve is
one of our best and making it in the Super
Soft material just made a great toy even
better.” Tantus introduced Super Soft
Silicone a few years ago with their best
selling Super Soft C-Ring. They recently have
expanded their penis toys with a set of Super
Soft Ball Stretchers and are now adding to
the Super Soft collection with new dildos.
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Storytime with Kama Sutra
“ W h a t th e w o rld needs no w, is lo ve sweet lo ve“
Wijchen, The Netherlands - Kama Sutra recently published a press release that recaps the
company’s history. “What the world needs now, is love sweet love.

T

he lyrics ring as true today as they did in
the turbulent late 1960s, when war and societal rifts on every level dominated the zeitgeist,” the company says looking back at it’s
founding. It was also the era when the youth
united under the flags of flower power and free
love, and inspired Kama Sutra to act and bring
people together. They describe the purpose as
“passionate but simple”: to be the very antithesis of discord by helping lovers create joyful experiences of intimacy. More than 45 years later,
Kama Sutra’s mission is still the same. While

More than 45 years after the
company was founded, Kama
Sutra’s mission is still the same –
bringing people together

the inspiration for Kama Sutra may be ancient,
they see the intention behind its products as a
modern one. The company’s very first products, the Oil of Love, is still as sought after
now as it was when it debuted according to
the company. “Oil of Love was the catalyst for
a host of other passion-worthy products that
include Pleasure Bal, Honey Dust Body
Powders, Massage Creams and Oils, Personal
Lubricants, Massage Candles and most recently, the luxurious and elegant Rhythm collection,” the company concludes.

Scala Playhouse invites to the ‘Luxury edition’ Scala Fair
Almere, The Netherlands - Scala Playhouse
would like to invite to the ‘Luxury edition’ Scala
Fair on the 2nd, 3rd and 4th of September. The
upcoming Scala Fair is all about luxurious
pleasure, bringing the most indulgent new releases, fantastic offers and opulent hospitality.
The program is slightly different than previous
editions. On the 2nd of September the fair will
be invite-only to a select group. On the 3rd of
September the showroom is open to all from
9am to 5pm; with the Scala Party taking place
in the evening. All visitors are also welcome on
the 4th of September, when the fair opens its
doors from 9am to 4pm. As always the Scala
Fair will adhere to a special theme: for this

edition ‘Luxury’. The theme will be reflected in
our beautiful showroom lay-out and
decorations, special prize-competitions, unique
fair-only offers and of course the hospitality
visitors and guests have come to expect of
Scala. Scala can’t reveal all the details about
the Fair program yet, as they’re still busy
optimizing the program for the fair. Pre-registration for the ‘Luxury’ Scala Fair in September
will start shortly, so interested parties should
keep an eye on Scala’s newsletters and the
Scala Playhouse website via www.scalaplayhouse.com for more information, as the first
100 guests to pre-register will receive a special
‘Thank you’ reward at the fair.

New logo for XX-DREAMSTOYS
Wadgassen, Germany - ST RUBBER has presented a completely new logo for its BDSM
brand XX-DREAMSTOYS. The ST RUBBER ecommerce manager Sebastian Tiburtius is enthusiastic: “We are very satisfied with the success of
the XX-DREAMSTOYS brand! For many years,
we have been successful in the market and served the needs of our customers. The brand has
established itself and can be found in every well-

ST RUBBER has presented a
new logo for its BDSM brand
XX-DREAMSTOYS
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stocked stationary trade as well as in many online
shops. The quality and wide range of our BDSM
brand convinces our customers. Quality, development, improvement and design have always
been very important to us and for this reason we
have now completely redesigned our XXDREAMSTOYS logo. The new design fits perfectly with the brand’s philosophy. We are sure
the trade and of course the consumer will like it! “
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pjur presented

in New York’s Museum of Sex

Fi v e p j u r p ro ducts o n p ro mo tio n
New York, USA /Wasserbillig, Luxembourg - The world’s most well-known erotic museum,
the ‘Museum of Sex’ in New York’s Fifth Avenue, is presently promoting five pjur products
and has them on its top seller list.

H

undreds of thousands people pass through
the museum’s door every year where pjur
ORIGINAL, pjur analyse me!, pjur med REPAIR
glide, pjur med ENERGY glide and pjur med
NATRUAL glide are presented. pjur group USA
held recent product trainings and gave away
pjur gift bags to the staff, buying team and curator’s offices. All was appreciated. “We are
happy that pjur is so supported in this famous
store. As some of the world’s most important
sex brands and products are sold, it is great
that pjur is so much a part of it”, says Alexander

The Museum of Sex is presenting
over 20.000 artifacts

Giebel, CEO & Founder of the pjur group. “The
staff has all the knowledge of the pjur quality as
well as health and wellness attributes of the pjur
products.” When the Museum of Sex opened
its doors on October 5, 2002, it was without
precedent in the museum world. The museum’s
collection of over 20,000 artifacts is comprised
of works of art, photography, clothing and costumes, technological inventions and historical
ephemera, which receive permanent attention
from academic institutions, major publications,
media outlets, and celebrities.

New Sweet Smile Stars in the Sky of Pleasure
Flensburg, Germany - 'Sweet Smile' is one of
ORION Wholesale’s best-selling labels. The highlight: these high-quality silicone toys have silky
soft-touch surfaces that provide intense stimulation and open the door to thrilling new experiences of pleasure. Once again, the line has been
extended and now has even more pleasure-giving
toys that are a treat for the senses: The 'Push Vibrator' is a battery powered rabbit vibrator with 10
vibration modes and an additional thrust function

The 'Knocking Plug' is an
ergonomically shaped vibrator
that simultaneously stimulates
the prostate and perineum

Brand new tokidoki POS

The tokidoki POS pack
consists of shelf wobblers,
a header, footer, bus-stops
and two shelving units for
tester products

Bath, England - The Lovehoney Trade Sales
Team are delighted to announce that they are
shipping the new tokidoki POS out to stores and
distributors, just in time for Pride-related events all
over the world. The eye-catching, fun range of
colourful POS has been designed with that all-important stand out factor to complement the vibrant characters and rainbow emblazoned toys
of the tokidoki X Lovehoney Official Pleasure Collection. The pack consists of shelf wobblers, a
header, footer, bus-stops and two shelving units
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that has three speeds. The vibrator has a round
tip that looks like glans and there are three grooves underneath the glans. It also has a rabbit shaped clitoris stimulator. The 'Knocking Plug' is an
ergonomically shaped vibrator that simultaneously
stimulates the prostate and perineum. It can be
recharged with the included USB cable. The highlight: there is a small ball in the tip of the plug that
has an innovative knocking technique, which stimulates the man’s very erogenous zone!

for tester products. Once assembled the unit can
hold the range in its entirety but retailers have the
option to tailor the display as to what fits their
product offering. Laura Wood, Lovehoney Sales
Consultant says: “The new POS is some of the
best we have ever created and there’s no better
way to showcase this incredible range for your
customers, especially throughout Pride season.
We’re shipping now and we are all on hand to
discuss options for what will work best for your
market and to maximise your sales.”
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When in Rome …
exclusive

yes

I s th e a d u l t r e ta i l tr a d e gi ving up its unique strength s?

Of course, consumers expect more from
brick and mortar stores today than they
did years ago. The bar has been raised,
people are more demanding, and
there are other ways to get adult products apart from the local store, namely on the internet. Consequently,
retailers are doing the right thing
when they strive to offer their customers a modern sales environment. What worked in the old
days, is not enough to get people
into stores anymore. Not to mention
that the adult market is trying to reach new audiences, so there’s another
challenge. That said, are we maybe watering
down the look and feel – the quintessence – of
adult stores too much? I do not presume to
know the answer but it’s a question worth discussing. The consumers expect an appealing
exterior, a friendly interior, appealing product
presentation, a selection of quality products,
and savvy sales staff. Still, I feel that you also
need to create the right kind of atmosphere.
And the atmosphere in adult stores should be
unique, unlike anything the consumers experience in other stores. Sexiness and sensuality
should not be limited to the products on the
shelves. Things like that start in the consumers’ heads, leading them to buy a product.
Now, with that in mind, imagine an adult store
that looks like a pharmacy or a supermarket! I
seriously doubt that such a sales environment
would do justice to adult products and the experiences they stand for. You want adult stores
to be different, you want a little bit of kink in

Matthias Poehl,
editor in chief

The shopping experience is
the most effective weapon
in the arsenal of the adult
brick and mortar trade. However, as the adult market
is inching ever closer to the
mainstream realm, it
seems as though many retailers are turning away
from the things that we typically associate with the
adult trade. Which begs the
question: Would it benefit
the industry if adult stores
looked and felt no different
from other stores? Or
would that take away the
unique qualities of the
adult market?
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there to
get the
consumers’ imagination going,
maybe introduce them to new
possibilities. And if there is a tinge
of the forbidden, the seductive,
the naughty, that may not be
half bad, after all, there is always the temptation of the forbidden ... I’d like to quote the
owner of a German store chain
who said that any consumer
who enters his stores usually
ends up buying something. Clearly, that also has to do with knowledgeable, qualified sales personnel who know
their job and their products, but it is also a
matter of atmosphere. Of creating a few
sparks, a few aha! moments, that jumpstart
the consumers’ imagination, that conjure up
sensual scenarios. You want to captivate the
consumer, and I doubt you can do that in a
store that is trying too hard to be mainstream.
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Personally, I only know “classic“ sex shops – i.e. he ones that you could find in red light districts up until the late Nineties – as a stereotypical movie cliché: a darkened room, filled with
porn and dusty sex toys, with red velvet curtains to block out the sunlight while the customers
dart in from the street hoping that nobody has seen them, their head
between their shoulders, their eyes down as they look for the desired
product. Sure, it probably wasn’t quite like that in reality, but I am
sure the shopping experience was still quite unique for the
consumer – probably not the way we use the term unique
shopping experience today, however.
It is definitely a positive development that the adult trade
takes inspiration from mainstream stores and boutiques.
Creating an inviting atmosphere can help people overcome their inhibitions and discover a wide and varied range of useful, fun products. Is the retail trade
sacrificing its uniqueness to cater to a broader audience? I really don’t think so. Adult stores are –
and will always be - a breed apart, simply because the products you find there are mostly or
exclusively for an adult audience. That alone should ensure that these stores don’t turn into the proverbial
toothless tiger. You can’t hide their nature, their purpose. And it’s not like only the stores have changed;
the consumers have changed as well. They are
much more open about their sexuality nowadays,
embracing it instead of hiding it, meaning people
are much more likely to buy adult products
than they were in generations past. So, if the
“special atmosphere” of adult stores was
only a result of the appeal of the forbidden
– well, then it’s probably really lost.
Adult stores can still do so much to be
unique and different. Having stores that feel like
the local discount supermarket, with linoleum floors
and ripped product cartons all over the place ... no, that
wouldn’t work. Having stores look sterile like Apple stores … no, that
wouldn’t go over well, either. The sweet spot is somewhere in between these extremes,
and just because other types of stores are also going for an inviting, appealing atmosphere
doesn’t mean adult retailers can’t do the same. I mean, supermarkets and drugstores don’t
look the way they did twenty years ago, right? Ultimately, it is all about the atmosphere you
want to create, and retailers shouldn’t let anything stifle their creative ideas, especially not a
sense of nostalgia for old-school sex shop aesthetics. Allowing the trade to experiment and try
new things can only be good for the market.
And let’s not forget the thing that matters most in adult retail stores, the thing that makes or
breaks the shopping experience providing quality advice to the customers. The sales personnel are more important than interior design, product presentation, or any kind of atmosphere
you can create in a store. And that factor will only become more important in the future.
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Randolph Heil,
editor
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How much

does Europe love sex toys?

e xclusiv e

In which countries
are people
particularly
interested in sex
toys? This world
map of internet
queries provides
the answer (photo
courtesy of
Vouchercloud)

Vouchercloud presents: the Sex Toy World Ranking

Apart from a cold climate, Sweden,
Denmark, and Greenland also have one
other thing in common, namely a penchant
for sex toys. At least, that is the result of a
study conducted by renowned online portal
vouchercloud.com. The goal of this study
was to find out more about the online
habits of consumers all over the world.

T

aking the top spot
with 118 sex toyrelated online queries
per 1000 internet
users is Denmark,
followed by Sweden with 115
queries, and Greenland with 108
queries. Missing the winners’
podium by a hair’s breadth is the
USA with 104 queries. Next is
Great Britain with 96 sex toy queries per 1000 users. Rounding out
the top ten are the Netherlands
(88 queries), Russia (87), Bulgaria
(86), Italy and Australia, both with
82 queries. Surprisingly, France
only comes in at position 15 as 72
online queries per 1000 users
relate to sex toys in the country of
romance. Even further down the
list, we find Germany (65), ranking
22nd, and Japan (44) ranking

A list of the top 20
(photo courtesy of
Vouchercloud)

43rd. Still, Europe has a very dominant position in
vouchercloud.com’s Sex Toy World Ranking,
accounting for 23 countries in the top 30! It is not
really a surprise that South America and Africa
can’t keep up with Europe, but the fact that Asia
lags behind quite significantly is rather unexpected. And even though Denmark and Sweden
top the list, this shouldn’t be considered as proof
that the whole of northern Europe is crazy for sex
toys. After all, Finland only comes in at position
16, with Iceland ranking even lower, at position
38. There is also a big difference between the British (taking the fifth spot on the list) and the Irish
who lag behind by quite a margin, with only 71
sex toy-related search queries per 1000 users.
“A somewhat unique dataset has revealed
some truly interesting findings surrounding global
love-making. We're a little surprised that the UK
has offered an extremely strong showing,
particularly with such reserved English
stereotypes. However, the Nordic nations have
definitely put the rest of the world to shame.
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There's more than one way to deal with the cold,
after all!” says Chris Johnson, Head of Operations
at vouchercloud.com, commenting on the results
of the study. As the basis for their ranking,
Vouchercloud used 18 of the most popular sex
toy products and search terms from the online
pool of Lovehoney. These included general terms
such as 'sex toys' and 'dildos' but also definitions
and specific product names. Each of the 18
keywords and their international equivalents were
then entered into the Google Keyword Planner to
determine their global search volume. Based on
these figures, Vouchercloud established how
many online-going inhabitants in any given
country search for certain sex toys. To weigh the
results against each other, Vouchercloud took
into consideration how widespread internet
activity is in the various countries and how popular Google is as a search engine in these markets.
Source: https://www.vouchercloud.com/resources/sex-toy-world-rankings
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IT’S GOOD TO TALK
B r i a n G r a y 's 'Ma rketing Ma tters'

exc lu s i v e

I

n the 1990’s British Telecom ran a number of
memorable television commercials with
legendary actor Bob Hoskins (who featured in
classic films such as The Long Good Friday,
Mona Lisa, Who Framed Roger Rabbit) uttering
the strapline, “It’s good to talk.”
One of the truest sentences ever to be uttered.
Especially in business. And the adult retailing
industry is certainly no exception.
When interviewed recently for a marketing
magazine I was lamenting the fact that social
media was being abused by some adult
retailers who were just relentlessly spamming
followers with product links, rather than talking
with their audiences. Tweet after tweet after
tweet. There was no engagement, no chit-chat.
Just one-way promotion. Not ‘social’ in the
slightest, unless my definition varies
considerably from everyone else’s!

Brian can be contacted at
lasciviousmarketing.com,
found on Twitter @LasciviousMktng or phoned on +44
(0)141 255 0769.

At the end of the day, people do business
with other people, arguably more so in B2B
environments. And that requires – surprise,
surprise – talking and dialogue. Forging a
relationship together. It’s interesting to note
what other businessmen and writers have
opined on this subject. The legendary sports
agent Mark McCormack was famously
quoted as saying: “All things being equal,
people will do business with a friend; all
things being unequal, people will still do business with a friend.” Being friends with sales
prospects would seem to pay dividends.
That requires some talking along the way.

In the first of his new
monthly marketing
column appearing
each month in EAN,
Brian Gray from
Glasgow-based
consultancy Lascivious
Marketing espouses
the benefits of good

At the very least, it’s good to be liked. In Jeb
Blount’s book “People Buy You” he dispels
the myth that people automatically buy from
people they like. That said, he maintains that
people will certainly not do business with
people they don’t like. As life is indeed a

dialogue in business,
along with some sage
advice.
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series of popularity contests, being liked is a
pretty valuable quality to possess.
What’s the message from all of this? Get
talking! If you’re a B2B Account Manager,
phone your most important customers: see
how they’re doing without trying to flog
something (although it’s an added bonus if
they steer the conversation around to that).
Or meet them at a networking event or a
coffee shop in town.
Granted, the adult retailing industry is
different, especially for B2C sellers. Could
you imagine the scenario where a customer
is telephoned by a sex toy retailer? “Thanks
for buying those anal beads from us a few
weeks ago. Now if you could just answer a
few questions about your usage and
satisfaction with them…” Eew, awkward.
While the best method of getting genuine
customer data – sans blushes - would be
from an online or postal survey, there is a real
danger that retailers ask for feedback via social media. While it does convey openness
and a caring attitude (essential company attributes), gathering feedback on social media
is not – and never should be – used to
influence marketing decision-making on its
own or be seen as a cheap alternative to
quantitative data.
Why? For starters it’s not representative of
your customer base. There’s no proof these
posters have even bought anything from you.
They’re just people who may randomly respond to social media posts for attention or
self-validation. Also consider this: how many
of your bread-and-butter customers are
actually going to talk about sex toys or similar in open social media?
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This isn’t meant to put a dampener on your
attempts to gather customer research data. Far
from it! I’m the biggest advocate of well-designed,
well-managed customer research. It’s merely a
healthy reminder to not cut corners: put some
thought and effort behind it. Your company’s balance sheet deserves it.

Similarly, don’t just rely on your web stats either.
They don’t reveal anything about whether the
website is the first choice or simply the least bad
out of a mediocre selection. Web stats don’t
accurately indicate how frequently customers visit
rival websites, let alone identify which ones. Nor do
they reveal how much money customers spend
elsewhere on comparable products. They offer no
clues as to the company’s performance next to its
rivals, nor how well it is perceived by web visitors
or customers. And of course, there is absolutely no
information gleaned on how satisfied customers
are and whether they will return, and/or
recommend the website to others.
One final point about quick (and rather nasty) ways
of getting feedback. Don’t just hurriedly create an
online survey and then invite everyone and their
dog to complete it. It’s a similar problem to the
social media posts: there’s no verification
whatsoever of respondents. Such voodoo polling
does nobody any good, unless the objective is just
to try and gain some ropey PR coverage. I recently
came across one such survey created by a US sex
toy retailer. The questions were badly written, the
response options even more so, and the survey
weblink was tweeted out for all and sundry to
respond to. God help anyone making marketing
decisions based on such spurious means.
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Talking of er….talking, you’ll be aware I’m involved
with the adult retailing industry research with EAN
announced in the last month or so. This gives industry professionals like yourself the opportunity to
voice your opinions on key issues. The first stage is
to join the research panel – look elsewhere on the
page for the details! Members from across Europe
and further afield have already joined. But we want
more! Many more people like you! We want the
research findings to be as robust as possible. And
while the findings can’t be statistically
representative (because we don’t know the exact
number of adult retailers active at any one given
time), a healthy response rate can at least be
viewed objectively and carry some weight. We’re
really looking forward to launching the survey when
we feel there’s sufficient numbers to make it
worthwhile.
In the meantime, this presents an exciting
opportunity to conduct pre-survey qualitative
research among the early sign-ups to the panel. If
you’re one of them, then watch out for an email
inviting you to take part in an online focus group.
Those invited will have the opportunity to
discuss – anonymously – key adult retailing issues,
in a completely unrestricted fashion.
Participants can really let loose – there’s nobody to
cast any disparaging looks across a room at a
fellow group member because they’ve said
something that somebody else might take issue at.
In fact, participants won’t even know the identities
of one another (unless they reveal it voluntarily).
Depending on what’s been said, there may even
be some changes made to the online survey: that’s
the beauty of listening to what industry
professionals have to say.
“It’s good to talk,” indeed.
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Zumio – coming to Europe soon
T h e r e v o l u t io na ry Z umio vibra to r ta kes ecsta sy to a wh o le new level

exclusive

The evolution of Zumio can be summed up
quickly: A busy Mom with young children wanted
to be able to reach an orgasm within a minute.
However, her desire for deeper and, most
importantly, more precise stimulation seemed to
be unrealisable; most of the available products on
the market focus too much on the clitoris or emit
vibrations that overexcite the intimate area, or
they are simply too big to allow for precise
stimulation of the erogenous zones. But now,
there is a solution, and its name is Zumio.

Zumio creates extraordinary
pleasure in unique ways

I

n order to fulfil the aforementioned needs, the
designers of Zumio developed a technology
called SpiroTip which imitates the circular
movements of a fingertip. The result: circular
and rotating vibration impulses that can be
directed towards smaller erogenous zones – of
which there are many in the vicinity of the
clitoris, each one creating different sensations
of arousal. And thanks to Zumio, women can
experience them all now. The vibrator’s
oscillation has a strong massaging effect, i.e. it
penetrates deeper while going easy on the
nerve endings on the surface of the erogenous
zones. According to the producers, the
SpiroTip technology can trigger orgasms
within a mere sixty seconds. Due to the unique
stimulation of Zumio, these orgasms are
different from any other kind of orgasm a sex
toy could give the user. Women can even have
multiple orgasms with Zumio. This new
product offers eight speed settings to control
the intensity of the vibrations, and they are all
whisper quiet. When interviewing users about
their experiences with Zumio, the results
showed that 89% of these women climaxed
within five minutes. 63% even achieved
orgasm within two minutes, and 69%
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experienced multiple orgasms. When asked
about the intensity and quality of their orgasm
or orgasms, more than half of the interviewees
stated that the orgasms Zumio gave them
were more intense than the orgasms they have
during intercourse. 71% found the experience
to be more intense than masturbation, and
62% stated that Zumio is more sexually satisfying than any other sex toy they have used.
Another important element of Zumio is its
handle. It is light-weight and doesn’t vibrate,
meaning your hand won’t grow heavy when
you use it for a few minutes, and neither will
your hand go numb. Given its small size,
Zumio is not just suitable for solo use, but it is
also perfect for couples, and it can even be
used during intercourse as the vibrator is
designed for external stimulation. It should also
be mentioned that Zumio is rechargeable via
USB, and it is made from top-quality silicone
and plastic.
Looking at all this information, Zumio’s three
years of development, extensive testing, and
many prototypes have clearly been worth it.
And now, the product is finally being launched,
with Eropartner gearing up to distribute Zumio
in Europe from August.
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Indulge in the new

aphrodisiac warming oils of Shunga
M i d n i gh t S orbet, C a ra mel Kisses, C o co nut Th rills, a nd C rea my Lo ve La tte

ex c l u s ive

This image shows how the final
touches are applied to the bottles in
the facility in Montreal, Canada

Shunga Erotic Art’s warming aphrodisiac oils come in four flavours

The evolution of the Shunga

S

hunga Erotic Art’s warming
aphrodisiac oils are your guide to
discovering your erogenous zones and
intensifying your sensual experiences. It’s not
an oil for a full body massages; to use it,
start by gently rubbing a small amount of
warming liquid on your lover’s sensitive
areas. Then, initiate the heating process by
blowing on the area with a sensual hot
breath making your partner quiver with
desire. Shivering guaranteed! Discover all
your erogenous zones and new ones like: the
earlobe, the back of the neck, in between the
thighs, upper buttocks, toes and more,
activating them one by one. With the
warming oil, you can let your imagination run
wild and make your partner shiver with heat.
Taste the aphrodisiac oil on your partner’s
skin. Its inviting aroma will seduce you to
indulge in its exquisite taste. This love potion
is completely edible and does not contain
sugar. “We introduced four new exquisite
flavours: Midnight Sorbet, Caramel Kisses,
Coconut Thrills, and Creamy Love Latte,”
explains Jean-Pierre Hamelin, Marketing
Director of Shunga, continuing: “Firstly,
Midnight Sorbet has the sweet taste of mixed
fruit flavours. The second flavour is Caramel
Kisses, a buttery toffee type of caramel.

Erotic Art brand is a
continuous process, driven
mostly by renewing the
products. In 2017, Shunga
Erotic Art is changing its
complete line of
Aphrodisiac Warming Oils.
“Sylvain is the creator of the
new design and it’s so
Shunga! Shunga is Asian,
simplified, sophisticated,
colourful, ingenious, and
romantic” says Manon
Vallée, Vice-President and
co-founder of Eau Zone
Oils and Fragrances, talking
about Sylvain Séguin, the
company’s president.
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Coconut Thrills is the very best coconut
flavour we could find in the world. And last
but not least, there is Creamy Love Latte, a
sweet taste of creamy coffee - a taste you
will only find in the richest, smoothest South
American coffee.“
“The new design is unique. The bottle shape
has a subtle angle and originally, it featured a
modern Japanese-style cork. These products
come with a decorative can, whose colourful
motifs represent the warming oil flavours
inside. We replaced the cork with a twist-on
lid. It’s so convenient to open and close now.
It works wonders when customers are
foreplaying”, says Mr. Séguin. “Side-by-side,
they look like a rainbow. We are expecting a
good sales increase because of the design
and new flavours.” adds Linda Mclean, Sales
Representative. “Like always, when you sell
the complete Shunga category or the
complete line, sales are just better because
of the brand impact”, Linda continues.
Interested parties can see, smell, and taste
the new Aphrodisiac Oils at ANME show in
Los Angeles in July. They can also order
them from the Shunga distributor of their
choice - the products are available for order
right now.
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DUSEDO make more room for

more brands and more products
exclusive

Th e Dutch o ne-sto p distributo r is well-p rep a red f o r new challen ges

Dusedo are
constantly working on
optimising their
product range to offer
their customers all the
latest and trendiest
brands. To guarantee
that the company will
Dennis Jansen,
DUSEDO‘s
General Manager

continue to meet and
exceed the market
requirements, Dusedo
have recently
expanded their
warehouse space to
1800 square metres.
And of course, they
went right ahead and
filled that new space
with lots of interesting
new products.
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A

mong other things, the brands DEEP’R
and HAMP’R have been added to the
range, with Dusedo serving as the
exclusive distributor for these products.
“DEEP'R toys are exactly what you would
expect from a name like that!“ explains Dennis Jansen,
DUSEDO’s General Manager, who is very happy about
having secured that distribution agreement. He
describes the toys as: ”Large, heavy, shiny, perfectly
packaged and with a curved structure on the outside
that allows lube or cream to stay on the DEEP'R toy so
much better while you use it.“ In all, there are eight
different products in the DEEP’R collection, all 70cm
long, with a diameter ranging from 6 to 14cm, and
made from quality PVC. "This is the professional gear
that beginners definitely fear and that experts have been
waiting for!” For all those who prefer their toys a little
smaller, there’s the HAM’R toy line. “It is basically the
little brother of DEEP’R,” explains Dennis Jansen with a
grin. The glass-like design makes the HAM’R collection
an eye-catcher in any store, but there is more to these
products: They are made from 100% PVC, meaning
they are flexible, with a sturdy handle at the lower end of
the shaft – with the length of that shaft varying from 23
to 28cm, depending on the toy, while the diameter is
between 4.5 and 8cm. Next, there is BON4, a brand
known for their high-quality chastity devices made from
stainless steel, and their silicone butt plugs in the shape
of puppy tails. Now, the brand is presenting a series of
new, innovative products: Whips, paddles, and
magnetic products for cock and ball play, all of
which boast aluminium and stainless-steel
elements. The whips and paddles have robust
handles, which also add to their tough, slightly
intimidating look that will have fans shivering with
anticipation. No matter what these products are
used for, users don’t have to be afraid of breaking
them; these toys are built to last. "The new cock and
ball gear is quite a sight, but also very functional. Not
only is it easy to put on and to wear, but the ball
stretchers are also stackable due to magnets on the top
and bottom!“ DUSEDO also carry the Sport Fucker
underwear line which is perfect for hot summer days.
What further elevates this collection is the use of top
quality materials, which wick away moisture and
become softer and softer every time they are washed
– oh, and they look extremely cool. “Sport Fucker
underwear is unique in creating more visual length for
the upper thighs and giving your package a 'hang
free situation' that is bound to be noticed!“ as Dennis
explains. Speaking of Sport Fucker, one of the most
popular products in their range is the Cum Stopper,
and DUSEDO now bring us the better, longer follow-up,
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Cum Stopper 2.0. 20mm have been added to the
part that is inserted into the urethra, bringing the total
insertable length to 45mm. The Cum Stopper 2.0 is
made from medical-grade silicone, and as Dennis
points out, it can be inserted when the penis is erect,
but also when it is flaccid. “Contrary to its name, this
toy will not actually stop you from coming. But it will
slow down the ejaculation, greatly intensifying
orgasms!“, the General Manager of DUSEDO clarifies.

The stretchy glans ring makes sure the Cum Stopper
2.0 stays in place, meaning the user’s hands are free
to do other things. Anybody looking for even more
variety will be pleased to learn that DUSEDO
also carry Sport Fucker’s Dipstick, which
can be inserted up to 100mm! Also, the
Dipstick widens slightly along its length, and
it also includes a flexible glans ring to make
sure the toy stays where the user wants it.
According to the producer, the Dipstick, made
from 100% medical silicone, moves in synch with
the user’s body.
As most trade members probably know,
DUSEDO has a long and successful partnership
with Oxballs. Some time ago, that company
started repackaging their most successful
TPR-made products to make them more appealing
for brick and mortar retail stores. The new design,
which enables retailers to hang the products on
the wall, proved a home run with the trade, and as
a result, most of the Oxballs TPR products are now
available in that new packaging – also from
DUSEDO. For more information on the latest
Oxballs products and packaging – and all the
other products in the distributor’s range –
go to www.dusedo.com.

The DUSEDO
head offices
in Amsterdam
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A special highlight: the
vibrator table

We have to

create oases of well-being.
ex c l u s ive

B e h i n d th e s c e n e s o f th e newly-o p ened 18+ E ro tik Sto re in Ma ina sch a f f / Asch a f f enbu r g, Bavar ia

At the end of April, 18+ Erotic Stores opened their second store in Germany. Champagne
was served and lots of interested consumers gathered when the doors of the new store in
Mainaschaff, Bavaria opened. Apart from the consumers, the opening also attracted
several industry members to the north-western corner of Bavaria. “A great event
with lots of customers and business colleagues who were all very curious about
the new store and its many facets,” says Frank Hartings, owner of 18+ Erotik
Stores. He is no stranger to the Germany adult market, looking back at
more than 30 years of experience in this field. Originally at home in the
video rental business, he made the transition into retailing in 2004
when he opened the first 18+ Erotik Store in Rheinböllen/Hunsrück.

B

000

oth stores share a
name and a similar
concept, however,
there is one big
difference: “We have
grown and developed quite a bit
over the course of the past twelve

years. That means that product presentation,
range, and shop design have been brought
up the latest standards. Be it the exterior or
the interior, the store leaves nothing to be
desired. We have drawn from the experience
we amassed running the store in
Rheinböllen, and we have incorporated the

Frank Hartings is very happy with the
performance of his new 18+ adult store
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Flags and neon signs guide
customers to the store

and look at our products. The days of sex shops
with porn shelves and lots of bare skin wherever
you looked are long gone. Whatever happens in
e-commerce, brick and mortar stores needs to ride
the wave of modern sexual awareness and
openness. Men and women, couples and singles,
they all need to be able to enjoy themselves when
shopping in our stores. One of the most important
things we have to offer is professional advice. The
sales team has to be well-trained. The trade is not
quite there yet, and I am not saying that to point
fingers. Instead, I want to stress that we, all of us,
need to do our utmost to provide the customers
with quality – and most importantly – professional
advice and make them feel understood. Because if
he customers are satisfied, they will come back to
your store!”

Walk right in! The
new 18+ Erotik
Store opened in
late April

wishes and suggestions of our customers to make
this the best store it could possibly be. The visitors’
feedback on opening day was unanimous: unique,
tasteful, well thought-out, and living up to the
highest standards in all its details! That’s exactly
what I was aiming for!”
One of the many highlights awaiting the visitors is
the vibrator table. Various models are displayed
there, for the consumers to pick up and scrutinise.
Once they have picked a toy and a colour, they can
take the desired product from the corresponding
drawer of the table. Offering new ideas like that is
necessary if you want to be successful as a retailer
in this business, as Frank Hartings explains. “We
have to present ourselves in a new way! And not
just the adult retailers, but the whole adult trade.
We have to create oases of well-being for the
consumers! They need to encounter a pleasant,
relaxed atmosphere when they enter our stores
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The 18+ Erotik Stores are a perfect example of
how the traditional retail business model can be
combined with modern concepts. For instance,
there are the video booths and theatre area, which
have been a great success in the Rheinböllen store
and have now also been included in the new store
in Mainaschaff. The user is offered an additional
form of entertainment, without forcing it on them or
shoving it in their face. On the exterior, there is
nothing indicating the theatre and booths, merely
appealing luminous signs and banners advertising
the store itself. Following the
successful opening of the
second 18+ two months ago,
Frank Hartings is entertaining
the idea of more Erotik
Stores. “Brick and mortar
retailers need to be more
confident again!” And
opening new stores would
definitely be in line with
Frank’s advice for the retail
trade. “We need to be on top
of our game because we are
facing strong competition
from e-commerce, and there
are many battles to be fought
in the future! Of course, the
online trade won’t disappear
– it has become an integral
part of the adult trade. But
the brick and mortar trade is
just as essential!”
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Is it worth investing in someone who would

skip a wholesaler/distributor in the sales channel?
exclusive

P L AYR O O M 's G e n e r al Ma na ger Ro bert Strz elecki o n th e ero sio n o f th e tra ditio na l sup ply chain

„

The traditional chain of supply,
based on the interrelationship between producers, wholesalers/distributors, retailers, and consumers,
has been coming apart at an increasing speed these past few years.
EAN asked Robert Strzelecki, General Manager at Polish distributor
PLAYROOM, how he feels about
that trend. Also, we talk about the
reasons for this far-reaching development, and Robert tells us why he
has hope that the supply chain will
stabilise again.

Do you also have the impression that the traditional chain of supply in the adult market (producer-wholesaler/distributor-retailer) is breaking
apart more and more?
Robert Strzelecki: It is not only my impression, I
had anticipated such a situation a few years ago
when we experienced that at our company. I
think these changes in the traditional supply
channel arise naturally from the fact that a manufacturer can get closer to the end-customers and
vice versa, end-customers feel closer to the manufacturer. I know it is a bit outrageous, particularly to those who have more traditional notions
about the production-sale process (including me),
but taking into account the growth of the internet
and access to information, it was inevitable. It’s
sad but true.
Looking at the situation from your point of view,
what reasons are there for this shift? And why
has this development progressed so quickly in recent years?
Robert: In the 21st century, in the era where businesses and consumers strive for omnipresence in
social media in any possible channel, it should be
no surprise that pace, speed is the most important thing; how quickly do you get from a purchase decision to the actual purchase/sale?
Today, it is not the price that determines business
but product availability, transaction smoothness.
Why? Because both parties intend to buy or sell
faster, smoother, without agents. Consumers believe that goods purchased directly from manufacturers are of better quality and believe that manufacturers are able to provide the best after-sale
service. But is that really the case?
Is this change progressing in a similar fashion
across all European countries, or are there differences between the individual markets?
Robert: In fact, I am curious about that as well.
Our point of view is that consumers look for fast
access to products, contact manufacturers di-

Robert Strzelecki is the General
Manager of Polish distributor PLAYROOM
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rectly, or purchase goods on the manufacturer’s
websites. Sure, not every manufacturer informs
them that they may as well buy their product in
a retail store and still be provided with full protection, service, advice. Some sell products,
literally single items, at retail prices, which is not
fair, I guess.
Does this erosion of the supply chain affect
all product categories of the adult market in
equal measure?
Robert: I reckon that products for specific customers are doing well. I mean the customers
who don’t find small vibrators sufficient and
look for special thrills. Such products are available in fetish stores. It is more difficult to contact their manufacturers and more difficult to
order them via the internet. The situation with
traditional products - that is, vibrators, massage candles, and lubricants -is slightly different, however. The manufacturers of these products often offer
better prices than retailers can.
What risks does this development entail?
Could it hurt the adult market?
Robert: The manufacturer faces risks – although the temptation of bigger profits seems
to be even greater. For instance, by selling products to the customers, they take responsibility
for the entire after-sales service: complaints, remote agreement withdrawals, returns of nondelivered parcels, etc. Not all manufacturers
know how to deal with that and truth is that
manufacturers have other things to do. But the
opportunity to make an easy profit turns out
to be more important than a potential threat to
brand loyalty due to the lack of or unprofessional after-sale service.
In your opinion, what advantages does the traditional supply chain have to offer for all parties
involved (i.e. producers, wholesalers, retailers)?
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Robert: Above all we need to realise one thing – manufacturers, no matter how good, rich, and experienced they are, do not know the local markets, the
applicable laws, the people’s habits, the cultural or
social situations and current policies. It is a seller who
acts as a specialist, he is the expert when it comes to
those things, and he knows best – or at least he
should know best – how to provide proper after-sale
service. Aside from collecting end-customers’ e-mail
addresses, there isn’t much more producers can do.
They do not know the consumers’ habits, and a
newsletter sent to an end-customer in order to encourage him/her to make another purchase with a
25% discount proves that manufacturers who adopt
this strategy focus on profits only. I think that the
brand is affected and b2b bonds are affected as well.
The seller is marginalised in this situation but truth is,
the trade cannot be replaced.

„ M A N U FA C T U R E R S , N O
M AT T E R H O W G O O D ,
RICH, AND EXPERIENCED

S T R Z E L E C K I

product for 1/3 of its value (EURO zone vs. nonEURO zone)? Sooner or later, all customers
would be outraged.
Can this development be slowed down or stopped?
What would have to change to make that possible?
Robert: In our company, we rely on manufacturers
who assure us that they will not sell products directly
to end-customers in our area, and therefore, we
invest in them and work hard to sell their goods. Is it
worth investing in someone who would skip a wholesaler/distributor in the sales channel? That is a
rhetorical question, of course.
Is this situation unique to the adult market, or is it part
of a general development that can also be seen in
other markets?
Robert: I don’t know if it is comforting, but a similar
situation occurs in many other lines of business:
clothing, perfumes, cars. I think that is simply the times we live in. Question is whether the customer
benefits from this situation. It is the customer who
should be the top priority.

TH E Y A R E , D O N OT K N O W
TH E LO C A L M A R K E T S , TH E
A P P L I C A B L E L AW S , TH E
P E O P L E ’ S H A B I T S , TH E
C U LT U R A L O R S O C I A L S I 
T U AT I O N S A N D C U R R E N T
POLICIES.”“
ROBERT STRZELECKI

So what is the worst case scenario: a market where
everybody is simultaneously producing, distributing,
and selling their products?
Robert: The market regulates this pretty well, I guess.
I mean direct contact with an end-customer seems to
be very beneficial to the manufacturers at first, but
with time, as customers loyalty is tested because
they do not receive any replies, or are bombarded
with e-mails, they may turn their back on these producers. Who would lodge a complaint and return the
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Is the notion of a traditional supply chain maybe becoming obsolete in our globalised world? Hasn’t the
supply chain turned into a dynamic and complex
network of suppliers and customers?
Robert: Globalisation is a big word and can be used
to justify pretty much anything nowadays. In this
case, we can say that globalization enables manufacturers to sell products without their distributors.
But should they? I reckon that globalisation of information flow is a must but the globalisation of sales
and distribution channels is just a whim of manufacturers who only focus on profits and do so at the
expense of their brand. A traditional supply chain, if
used well, clearly distributes responsibilities. People
know who the manufacturer is and what obligations
they have and they know who is responsible for distributing the products and reselling them, thus taking
on a completely different sort of responsibility.

Robert believes that
neither wholesalers,
nor retailers can be
replaced

I N T E R V I E W

is the perfect vehicle for promotion,
which has never used before by any company.
A n n S u m m ers a nd Po rnh ub wo rk to geth er to p resent a new p ro duct line

exclusive

Brand cohesion – there is probably no better description for the collaboration
between Ann Summers and Pornhub, the result of which is a promising new
product line. This team-up is definitely breaking new ground within the adult
market, but while it is creating lots of interest, it is also raising questions questions we asked in our interview with Ray Hayes, a familiar face within the
industry, who now supports Ann Summers as Vice President of Trade Sales.

Ray Hayes,
Ann Summer's VP
of Trade Sales

„

Welcome back, Ray! It’s good to see you back in
the business! Did you miss the adult industry while you
were gone?
Ray Hayes: I have lots of friends in the industry so
I feel like I was never gone!
Now you’ve joined Ann Summers.
How did that come about?
Ray: Whilst working for Durex
(SSL International) I managed
the launch of lubes into Ann
Summers, which was a great
success! I have also had the
good fortune to have met
Managing Director Vanessa Gold on multiple
occasions, we recently
discussed the opportunity
and here I am!
Would you mind telling us
more about your duties and
responsibilities at Ann Summers?
Ray: My Role is VP of Trade
Sales, where I will be establishing new brand partnerships
and wholesale opportunities and
managing our current partner relationships. It is an incredible opportunity to continue to grow Ann Summers’ international expansion.

Ann Summers is a well-known name in Great
Britain, but do you have some information
about your new employer for those of our readers who are not that familiar with the company?
Ray: I would say everyone in the UK has heard
of the name Ann Summers – brand recognition
is 87%!! It is an iconic lingerie and sex toy empire and multi-channel retailer. The first store
opened in 1972 and there are now over 138 retail stores in all major cities and towns across
the UK. The brand is successful online and also
has a Party Plan operation, with a team of dedicated ambassadors holding over 7000 parties
each week. The lingerie collection has received
multiple fashion awards voted for by the public
and their highly innovative sex toys are designed and developed by in-house experts. Ann
Summers is the oldest, largest and most established brand within the erotic industry in the UK
and recently was the inspiration for a major TV
fictional series called 'Brief Encounters' based
on CEO Jacqueline Gold’s autobiography.
Ann Summers has entered into a collaboration
with world-famous porn portal PornHub. Why
did you decide to take that step?
Ray: Pornhub is one of the most visited online
platforms in the world, attracting over 70 million
visits per day. The combination of the Pornhub
brand and Ann Summers’ sex toy expertise,
quality and innovation makes this one incredibly
w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m • 0 7 / 2 0 1 7
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The new product
line will launch in
September

novation are virtual reality and interactive experiences
with adult content.

powerful partnership, which is reflected in the execution of the range which includes interactive toys with
virtual reality technology.
Critics might argue that a) pornography and Ann
Summers don’t go together and b) free pornography
is causing a lot of damage to the adult industry. How
do you respond to these arguments?
Ray: We see as a positive. As pornography becomes
more readily available and easy to access, linking a
relevant product offer with strong branding with one
of the world’s biggest and most frequented websites,
the toy industry and retailers can only benefit from this
collection.
This collaboration has borne fruit in the form of a new
product line for women, men, and couples. What was
your focus while developing this collection?
Ray: Quality, technological innovation and a collection
of products which deliver unforgettable orgasms
every time. A range that offers something for
everyone from beginners to advanced toy users, at
varied and accessible price points.
How long did it take to develop the product line? And
which trends and developments have influenced you
during this period?
Ray: We have been working on the range for over a
year. We have a wealth of information on what customers want based on what we already sell. We shifted
a slight focus onto the men’s area and then expanded
into couples and female toys. Key trends in sex toy in-
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„ S E X TOY C U S TO M E R S
A R E Q U I T E S I M P LY LO O 
K I N G FO R VA L U E FO R M O 
N E Y, I N N O VATI O N A N D A
P R O D U C T TH AT I S
G U A R A N T E E D TO G I V E
TH E M I N T E N S E ,
INCREDIBLE ORGASMS

New products and product lines
hit the adult market on a daily
basis. What sets your collection
apart from the rest? What do
these products offer that is new
and fresh?
Ray: Brand cohesion. PornHub
is the biggest adult platform in the world and Ann
Summers has 87% brand recognition in the UK. This
instant shelf appeal sets the collection apart from any
other range on the market, whilst also setting high
customer expectations – they expect the best from

W I TH E V E RY U S E . ”
R AY H AY E S

What types of products can be
found in this collection?
Ray: The range includes sex toy
favourites such as cock rings,
masturbators, kinky bondage
sets, anal toys, and of course
the iconic Rampant Rabbit
which Ann Summers is famous
for.
The range is inclusive of all sexual orientations, solo play and
toys to spice up any relationship.
These products are incredibly
exciting and revolutionary in
terms of power, functionality and
technology.

I N T E R V I E W

and we look forward to launching the collection both
online and in stores.

two leading brands. We’ve delivered this by ensuring
quality without premium pricing and offering true value for money without being value. A range which is
accessible to everyone, with incredible innovation
which will transform play for the masses and open
the door for our customers to experience completely
new sexual experiences.

Which criteria do you go by when selecting
distribution partners? What do they have to bring
to the table?
Ray: Quite simply with any partnership it has to work
for both parties.

Which target audience do you have in mind for your
products?
Ray: The beauty of this collection is that it is inclusive
and accessible to all. So come and play!

Ray Hayes is
confident that the
collaboration
between Ann
Summers and
Pronhub will bear
fruit very quickly

Which prerequisites do you have to fulfil to satisfy the
wishes of this target audience?
Ray: It really depends on the experience level of the
customer and personal preferences, but as
mentioned previously this collection is accessible to
all. Sex, masturbation, exploration and satisfaction
are ageless and undefined by gender or target
market. Sex toy customers are quite simply looking
for value for money, innovation and a product that is
guaranteed to give them intense,
incredible orgasms with every use.

How do you support your distributors? For instance,
will there be sales-promoting materials for the trade?
Ray: There is a suite of point of sale materials available
to trade partners. With 138 Ann Summers stores,
we’re experts in delivering sales driving product
displays.

„ S E X , M A S T U R B ATI O N ,
E X P LO R ATI O N A N D
S ATI S FA C TI O N A R E
AGELESS AND UNDEFINED

What is PornHub’s role in this
collaboration? Will they take care of
promotion – after all, their portal
registers 70 million visits a day?
Ray: Pornhub is the perfect vehicle
for promotion, which has never used
before by any company. What can be
done in terms of distributor and
retailer support is remarkable and of
course the PornHub platform
plays a key part in the
marketing strategy and
awareness piece. I
can’t reveal any more
at this stage!
Which channels of
distribution will
you use to sell
your new
collection?
Ray: We have a
fantastic
relationship with a
global network of
distributors. Everyone I
have spoken with is blown
away by the collaboration
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BY G E N D E R O R TA R G E T
M A R K E T. ”
R AY H AY E S

What expectations does Ann
Summers have regarding this
collaboration with PornHub and
the new product line?
Ray: A successful global launch
and the continued development
of our joint brand. Tapping into
this enormous market makes for
endless future possibilities and
the start of an incredibly exciting
venture. Even if a tiny percentage
of PornHub visitors converted,
the numbers would be
staggering. It’s mind blowing!!!!

What is your take on the current
situation in the adult market?
Where is the market going, and
which big challenges is it facing?
Ray: The sex toy market is quickly evolving. As with
most retailers, the customer is at the forefront of
everything we do. This means that value doesn’t mean
cheap, it means the customer gets a great product at a
great price. Products that a few years ago were classed
as premium with aspirational price points are now readily available and affordable. Competition is fierce and
the acceptance of adult products and continued growth
of the sex toy market has pushed up the quality and
consumer expectation of toys at every price point. Products that deliver on every level are now the expectation. Obviously online is key, but experiential marketing
in retail is increasingly important too. In a market which
is focused on technology and virtual reality, supporting
content is fundamental to a product’s success. As toys
become more complex with highly advanced
functionalities with multiple applications, the focus becomes making them easily understood by customers.
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Angela Lieben
sees lots of
potential for
innovation in the
sex furniture
segment

For Liberator, it’s important that we not just

sell our product, but also educate in the process.
L i be r a to r a i m to bo lster th eir p o sitio n in E uro p e

exclusive

„

For our readers who aren't familiar with
Liberator yet, could you give us a short
introduction to the brand? What sets you apart
from your competitors?
Angela Lieben: Liberator is the brain-child of
CEO Louis Friedman. The company was
founded in 2002 after Louis read a sex advice
article on how to use an ordinary pillow for
better sexual positioning. We all know pillows
are great napping but who wants to have sex
on the same pillow you rest your head?
Louis instantly recognised the rich potential for
creating a niche product that would change the
way couples connect on an intimate level. His
idea eventually manifested into a company
currently providing a wide variety of products
from sexual positioning aids to bondage gear
to accessories.

There are few brands in the
realm of sex furniture that can
rival the reputation and status of
Liberator. The Atlanta-based
company has spent more than
15 years adding a new
dimension to people’s love
life – also in Europe, where the
company opened their own
warehouse not too long ago. As
Liberator turns more of its focus
to Europe, we interviewed the
company’s Marketing and
Public Relations Manager
Angela Lieben, who told us
how trade members can
benefit from selling sex
furniture, and how Liberator
intends to become the
leading sex furniture company
in Europe.

Liberator has been on the market for over 15
years now. How do you get ideas for new
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products? Hasn't everything been done after a
decade and a half of developing sex furniture?
Angela Lieben: You would be surprised, even
after 15 years, we are still developing and
producing innovative sex furniture. Part of the
ingenuity of Liberator is we never stop growing,
learning, or listening. Of course, we will always
have our core, best-selling products and will
continue selling them. Any new design begins
with a need. Ideas for products come from
several sources such as customer feedback,
target demographic research, and personal
experience. Our designers assess the potential
for a new product and work to identify whether
it will satisfy a market need with a design
challenge. This well-defined approach allows
them to focus and is centred on a concept
which usually involves more than one idea at a
time. Instead of focusing on the “how”, they will
often focus on the “what if” and find the
absolute best way to solve a design challenge.
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Once that has been established, our building phase
begins. We begin by interacting with the ideas and
narrow down the possibilities. And the only way we
can imagine how one might interact with a Liberator
product is then to actually build it in the design room.
To remain competitive, we are always looking for
ways to expand our brand beyond sex positioning
Shapes. Recently, we designed a collection of sex toy
cases. Combining form and function with a
fashionable aesthetics, these toy cases are very
successful. They come in a variety of sizes and
fabrics. The feedback we’ve gotten from customers
has been overwhelmingly positive.
Is selling a Liberator product different from selling
other erotic products like toys, condoms, or lube?
Angela Lieben: For Liberator, it’s important that we
not just sell our product, but also educate in the
process. Liberator is not a sex toy, per se, but rather
a diverse product line bridging the gap between
physical and intimate connection. We want
customers to know Liberator is easy to use straight
out of the box. There is no technical manual other
than our position guide which inspires couples with
the variety of positioning options. Setting up any
given Liberator product is easy - simply put on the
cover and enjoy the adventure of sexual connection.
What makes Liberator so different from any other
product line is our products make the act of
lovemaking more exciting and rewarding for people of
all shapes and sizes, regardless of age or physical
limitations. What we’ve learned, throughout the
years, is our audience has picked us - not the other
way around.
How should Liberator furniture be presented in a
brick-and-mortar store? Especially when we take into
account, that most of these shops aren't big furniture
warehouses.
Angela Lieben: One of the biggest challenges for
Liberator has always been product presentation,
especially in brick-and-mortar locations. Our
products range from pillow size to large chaises,
which can take up substantial floor space. However,
a problem does not exist without a solution. We
recently redesigned all of the packaging to create an
appealing display within any retail location. Each
Liberator Shape box has an innovative magnetic
flip-top that allows consumers to learn more about a
specific product. They just simply lift the top and can
see instantly how the product will benefit their sex life.
There is a science behind merchandising adult
products. Although photography plays an important
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Liberator produce in
Atlanta, USA, but
also have a
warehouse in Europe

role in selling a product, it's more than just a slapping
beautiful picture and descriptive copy on a box.
Have many people accepted sex furniture as an
option for a better love life? What is Liberator
doing in order to create more interest in furniture
here in Europe?
Angela Lieben: It’s amazing to see the shift the global
sexual health and wellness industry has taken toward
embracing sex positive message over the past few
years. This change in perception has bolstered
Liberator’s position from being a “sex” product to
becoming an essential part of people’s bedrooms.
Mainstream retailers recognize that couples are
looking for products to enhance their lovemaking
experience and have embraced the idea of stocking
their shelves with products like Liberator. I believe
Liberator has played a significant role in shifting the
sexual wellness paradigm because our products
really do make sex better for everyone. And what
could be better than that!
Liberator is fortunate in having a strong brand
presence in a market category where new products
are always emerging. However, creating more interest
takes not only a lot of thought but time. I believe
more and more people are thinking of new ways of
enhancing their sex lives and sex furniture is not too
far from their minds. ‘Sex Furniture’ is at the top of
Google’s searches around the globe and Liberator
always shows up first in those searches. At this point,
we are working on building strong brand awareness
in the European market by working closely with

I N T E R V I E W

Not your regular
adult store:
Liberator’s Flagship
store in Atlanta

bloggers and
influencers within
the sex toy market.
We have also recently
developed websites for
the EU market with
strong SEO and friendly
usability. Our alliances with European
distributors has also helped in bringing
additional awareness to Liberator, as well as
attending trade shows.

Customers can find
tips and instructions
on the flip-top of the
retail packaging

Liberator operates a flagship Store in Atlanta.
What can the visitors expect when entering
that store and how does the shopping experience reflect the Liberator concept? Will there
be a similar store in Europe anytime soon?
Angela Lieben: Exceeding our customer’s
expectation is a priority for Liberator and our
Flagship Store is no exception. When I work
inside the store, I’m always amazed to hear
people’s reactions. They love the shopping
experience and feel like they are in another
world. First, Liberator considers its physical
location more as an erotic emporium where
couples (or even singles) can come and simply
enjoy touching and feeling the products. Our
location is set up with a huge playscape with
every Liberator product available for touching
and experimenting. The concept is about
creating an environment where couples can
explore without judgment or hard sales tactics.
At this point, we are examining the potential for
opening a Liberator store in Europe. Although
nothing solid is yet in place, we are hoping to
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take the next step in possibly creating a co-op
space with another global sex toy brand or
merchandiser. The sky’s the limit when it
comes to this industry and we see a great
potential for developing a Liberator concept
store in the near future.
As with all erotic products, not every piece of
furniture is suited for every customer. How can
retailers help their customers find the perfect
product for them? How important is the
possibility of combining different Liberator
products in this regard?
Angela Lieben: We want customers to really
envision themselves using a Liberator Shape
with their lover. To truly feel inspired to go home
and have great sex tonight! In order to engage
a customer's feelings, our creative team and
designers used models who represent diversity.
Not only in shape and size, but in ethnicity and
cultural backgrounds. We often receive
feedback from our retailers complimenting us
on this new concept. Not only did we improve
upon the imagery, we updated the product
copy which is meant to speak to the customer
rather than at them.
“It’s like a game of Tetris,” said one of our
customers. That’s because many of the
Liberator Shapes come in a variety of forms,
making them perfect for using together in any
way possible. A lot of customers shopping for
sex products really don’t know what they truly
want, but they do know what they want to
experience. I recommend for any retailer to just
listen to the needs of the customer. Asking
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Liberator products don’t need much in terms of
translation. And that’s good for Liberator’s market
reach. With that being said, it’s an exciting time for
Liberator, especially in Europe. We are seeing the
level of enthusiasm around sexual freedom and
expression, and Europe is now our largest market
outside the US. We are on track of doubling our sales
goals over 2016. The Netherlands and Germany are
where most of our business is centred. But our
presence in the UK, Spain, and Sweden are growing
a lot as well.
Who can European retailers turn to if they want to
pick up Liberator products in Europe?
Angela Lieben: Right now, we work with Eropartner,
Orion, Dildos Assorted, and Purfun Group for
distribution in Europe. We have also been building up
our supply chain infrastructure for Europe and now
also have a warehouse in the Netherlands that we
keep product stocked in to allow market customer
much easier and more affordable access to our
products without having to worry about expensive
shipping and import costs when buying from our
plant in the USA.

open-ended questions about
what the customer wants to
achieve during sex is a great start.
Most of our Shapes are relatively
small and portable, while others are
large and stationary. This versatility in size
and dimension really allows retailers to reach a myriad
of customers who have varied tastes and needs.
Because each Shape is designed to offer a certain
level of experience, many of our customers come
back and purchase additional pieces to add to their
collection. Our best seller, thus far, is the Liberator
Wedge/Ramp Combo. These two Shapes can be
used together or separate and are especially good for
‘sex furniture’ beginners. Our second best-selling
product is the Esse Chaise and Esse Lounger. These
larger pieces are multifunctional and can work like
sex positioning furniture or for simple relaxation.
Which role does the European market play for
Liberator right now?
Angela Lieben: As far as we know - people all over
the world have sex! Sex is a universal language and
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Are there new trends that Liberator has
identified in the erotic market? If so, how will
the company take advantage of them?
Angela Lieben: The tipping point for BDSM
going mainstream has helped Liberator get an
additional foothold with the erotic market. Liberator
carries a wide range of BDSM gear. From entry level
players to hardcore advanced enthusiasts, our line
includes an entire kink category. Since the world of
BDSM gear is extremely large, we have more of
curated collection of products. Our shoppers that
can explore the variety without feeling too
overwhelmed. What it really all comes down to is:
deviant is now the new normal and Liberator is
catering to a new generation of kink lovers.
What are Liberators plans for the second half of
2017?
Angela Lieben: As the company looks to the future,
Liberator has strategic growth objectives focused
around expanding our international presence and
global partnerships. By expanding wholesale
channels of distribution with an emphasis on retail
and e-commerce, we will see the brand emerging in
the sexual well-being category across the globe. Now
that we have local stock available in Europe, it will
make it easier for us to offer direct-to-consumer
products without having to ship directly from the US.
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Our very ﬁrst thought about the

Downunder Bliss design was usability.

Wi th th e i r l a test vibra to r, Do wnunder To ys ta ke th e lea p into ma ss p ro ductio n

exclusive

Looking back on more than 20 years

visually beautiful and made using high quality
materials, whilst delivering on pleasure. We are
proud that we were pioneers in the use of silicone rubber as a premium material for sexual
health products for women.
From the very beginning, our focus was from a
sexual health perspective and about using high
quality materials with the least amount of
waste. Fundamentally, we wanted to make products that were effective and ergonomic where
possible, and of course providing life-affirming
pleasure. Since 1992, we have developed over
40 products. Many of which we continue to
produce by artisan production methods. We
believe by hand crafting these we ensure that
every product is of a high standard. We began
our business from a studio in Wellington, New
Zealand before moving to Melbourne, Australia.
It is here where we still reside and are establisJD Ryan started Downunder Toys
hed. This is where we make our products and
in 1992, together with her friend Jennifer
ship them out to boutique stores around the
world. As the popuBefore we talk more
larity of our designs
about your latest toy – the
grew, this gave us
Downunder Bliss – could
an opportunity to
you tell us a bit about the
„ I WA S I N S P I R E D TO
expand the busicompany behind the Bliss?
ness. However as
What is the philosophy beC R E AT E TH E D O W N U N D E R
expected, this
hind Downunder Toys and
its products?
B L I S S B E C A U S E I WA N T E D made our handcrafted production
JD Ryan: Certainly, DownA P R O D U C T TH AT W O U L D
methods difficult.
under Toys started life in
We spent a number
New Zealand in 1992. My
R E A C H TH E R I G H T PA R T S
of years planning a
best friend (Jennifer) and I
transition into scalafounded the business with a
O F TH E B O DY W I TH O U T
ble production by
sense of fun but also out of
converting our very
a sense of duty to all woR E Q U I R I N G TH E U S E R TO
best designs for
men. We felt we all desermachine-based proved better than the poorly
H AV E P E R F E C T R E A C H O R
duction methods.
made products that were
S T R E N G TH . “
The development of
available for our sexual hethe Downunder
alth and pleasure. The lack
J D RYA N
Bliss is the very first
of such products inspired us
scalable product we
to create products that were

in the industry and more than 40 different adult products, Dowonunder
Toys certainly rank as one of the longest-standing companies in the adult
market in Australia and New Zealand.
The fact that we haven’t heard more
about Downunder Toys in Europe is
probably due to the fact that, until
now, they focussed mostly on traditional, hand-crafted manufacturing.
Now, they have launched their first
sex toy that is created on a larger
production scale – but that does not
mean that the founders of the company will break away from the original

„

philosophy of their company. The
Donwunder Bliss is very much in line
with the convictions of the team,
while at the same time being a modern toy with modern technology. JD
Ryan, one of the founders of Downunder Toys, tells us how they found
that balance.

The Downunder Bliss is the first massproduced toy from Downunder Toys
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have created using this technique. Our aim is to
produce sexual health products that look
good, are easy to use, deliver on pleasure and are
good value, for both the user and
the environment.
How would you describe the Downunder Bliss and
what inspired you to create this toy?
JD Ryan: The Downunder Bliss is a unique hand held
intimate massager, which is fully ergonomic to handle
JD Ryan: Absolutely, the Downunder Bliss can
making it effortless to hold and easy to operate. It commake all your vibrator dreams come true! With the
bines style and the latest technology to deliver pleasure
exchangeable sleeves, we wanted to create a
in comfort. By using soft, pure medical grade silicone,
product that you could build on and to create a
the strong and powerful yet quiet vibrations can be felt
different stimulus experience through the sleeves.
throughout the body of the Downunder Bliss, with a
We believe by offering interchangeable sleeves in
more intense sensation at the rounded tip. This means
various colours and textures, the user
it can be used for both penetration and clitowill be able to get the most out of their
ral stimulation simultaneously. It also has a reDownunder Bliss rather buying a new
movable silicone sleeve which is splash proof
product.In addition, we were inspired to
and is easy to clean.
„ O U R A I M I S TO P R O D U C E
incorporate a replaceable sleeve design
We’re currently developing a variety of new
because sustainability is important to us.
and affordable sleeves in different designs
S E X U A L H E A LTH
We felt it important to encourage re-use
and textures which are designed to be used
P R O D U C T S TH AT LO O K
and wanted to design a product for a
with the same base design. So this will inlonger life for the resources we use in
crease the different stimulations and sensatiG O O D , A R E E A S Y TO U S E ,
the manufacture of our products. We
ons that can be experienced using the
also wanted to encourage the user to reDownunder Bliss, therefore a great investDELIVER ON PLEASURE
move the silicone sleeve for thorough
ment piece!
cleaning. With some premium products,
I was inspired to create the Downunder Bliss
A N D A R E G O O D VA L U E ,
this is hard to achieve. As the motor
because I wanted a product that would reach
housing of the Downunder Bliss should
the right parts of the body without requiring
FO R B OTH TH E U S E R A N D
not be submerged fully in water, one of
the user to have perfect reach or strength.
TH E E N V I R O N M E N T. ”
the benefits of silicone is that it can be
What I had noticed about other dual-function
sterilised and therefore cleaned thoproducts that was while they are wonderful in
J D RYA N
roughly and safely.
concept, many were a strain on the hand
and wrist to use. I wanted to address this
How many sleeves are available at the
with the Downunder Bliss and I feel like we
moment? Are there plans for new sleehave succeeded on this front. I also wanted
ves in the future?
to create a design with a flexible silicone extension so
JD Ryan: For launch, Downunder Bliss comes with
that the user could easily insert the Downunder Bliss
just one sleeve design in blue iris colour. In time for
into the body while the other end of the silicone sleeve
Christmas we will be ready to ship three colours,
engages with the clitoris. The simplicity of this dualand these are Blue Iris, Pink Shimmer, and Violet
function simultaneous internal and external stimulation
Shimmer. We are planning to launch two brand new
is the perfect combination of pleasure making it ideal
sleeve designs in January 2018 ready for Valennot only for solo play but also for couples to share for a
tine’s Day. For the latest updates, please visit our
heightened experience of sensual stimulation together.
Facebook page fb.com/downundertoysaus or folThe inspiration for this sleeve design came from our
low us on Twitter @downundertoys.
bestselling Miss Bliss product.
The exchangeable sleeves are an important feature of
the Bliss. Does that mean this vibrator could essentially
become every vibrator the user wants it to be? How
exactly do the sleeves work?
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Currently, a lot of design work for vibrators goes
into ease of use. How do you make sure that the
customisation options aren't achieved at the expense of usability?
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JD Ryan: Our very first thought about the Downunder Bliss design was usability.
Our T-bar holding design enables effortless handling of the product. The buttons
are placed near the thumb, so operating is no harder than texting. The weight
of the Downunder Bliss will point the tip downwards, quite naturally, so the solo
player will be able to forget about handling the product and simply enjoy the
sensations it offers.
What can you tell us about the technology under the hood?
JD Ryan: We design for simplicity with reliability in performance. There are only three
vibration speeds with two pulse settings, which the user will easily be able to scroll
through to find their optimum setting. Having been in the sex toy design space for
more than 20 years, we have actively sought user feedback. All our design decisions
come from accumulated knowledge about what works and what doesn’t in product
design. The Downunder Bliss works well for the tech savvy user as well as those of us
who prefer simple navigation. Our philosophy is essentially low-tech and high touch.
How would you describe the target audience for your new toy?
JD Ryan: Primarily it will be aimed at women and of course, for the partner who wants
to be the best lover she ever had by gifting her the Downunder Bliss! It will be in the best
interests for both parties! We are developing a new sleeve that is for men. This will help
ensure the Downunder Bliss position as a product for couples. This particular sleeve is
due for release in January 2018.
Being an Australian manufacturer, would you say that there are differences between
you home market and other markets such as the US or Europe when it comes to
adult products?
JD Ryan: Oh yes. We work downunder (Australia) because it is where we love to
live! Our market in Australia is an interesting place to be as there is a lot of development in progress, although we are behind the European and North American
markets we are slowly catching up. Downunder Toys have been exporters from
our very first year in business and it is the combination of feedback from our
valued retail customers in Australia and our wholesale customers internationally
that have defined our direction in product design. The Australian retail market
is fairly modest in size, but we absolutely love our Australian customers, and
our local product test group.
Downunder Toys is currently looking for distribution partners. What do you
expect from your future distributors to ensure a beneficial cooperation?
JD Ryan: We are indeed looking for international distributors!
Due to our artisan production volumes, we have previously only ever had a
small presence in the international market. However, we are now manufacturing in an Australian factory so we will be able to produce larger
quantities of product and will be able to fulfil larger orders. We are looking
for long term distribution relationships where we can continue to develop
new products and reach a wider demographic, whilst supporting
distributors in promoting and marketing our products going forward.
When will the Downunder Bliss be
available and how much will it cost?
JD Ryan: We are currently taking orders for the Downunder Bliss
and shipping will commence in the first week of August. For the
European market, the RRP for the Downunder Bliss is €99.
To request a trade pack, please contact us on
sales@downundertoys.com.au
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It is deﬁnitely a bigger challenge

to develop a vibrator that uses AI.
O i Vi ta ‘ s n e w O Vibe uses mo dern AI to lea rn th e users’ wish es

exclusive

OiVita have already
made a mark in the sex
tech segment with their
Öring. Now, the
company take the
combination of sex toy
and modern technology
to the next level with
their new product,
OVibe, which adds
artificial intelligence to
the mix. But even apart
from that software, the
product boasts a
number of highly
interesting features. As
we learn from Andrea
Martinez, Marketing
Manager at OiVita, the
goal was to present a
vibrator that offers all
the modern technology
you could want in a sex
toy. In our interview with
Andrea, we break this
fascinating product
down into its various
elements.

OVibe has been available via crowdfunding since late
June, with plans to launch the product in October

„

OiVita has just launched a crowdfunding
campaign for their newest product, called OVibe.
What will set this product apart from other
vibrators on the market?
Andrea Martinez: OVibe has several distinct
features. One of these features is its swelling
function, which allows it to swell up to 37%
depending on your individual needs. It also
comes with the ability to heat up to a comfortable
temperature for you to enjoy. OVibe will
remember your favourite settings for the next time
you use it; that way you can focus completely on
having fun. It has all of these features, and it is
also waterproof, 100% silicone, and it can be
charged wirelessly. It is the whole package!
Why did you choose to present your product to
the world via crowdfunding?
Andrea Martinez: We chose crowdfunding
because it helps us understand our consumers
better. We really value our customer’s ideas and
feedback, and through crowdfunding, we get to
hear from them every step of the way. This
makes it easy for our consumers to give us their
opinions and for them to understand the process
behind the final product they will be receiving.
When your get your product funded, it also
guarantees that you have something people are
actually willing to invest their hard-earned money
in, and that is the best vote of confidence a
product can receive.

Andrea Martinez,
Marketing Manager at OiVita
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One of the special
features of OVibe is
its swell function.
How does this

„W E WA N T W O M E N TO B E
A B L E TO E N J OY TH E M 
S E LV E S W I TH O U T H AV I N G
TO W O R RY A B O U T
A N Y TH I N G OTH E R TH A N
TH E M S E LV E S . “
ANDREA MARTINEZ

function work? How will it be pleasurable for
the user?
Andrea Martinez: The vibrator’s tip has a
mechanism that can expand and contract when
you tell it to. The function will be controlled
through the App. The user will be able to tell their
OVibe how much they wish for it to swell and
adjust it depending on their preference.
From our research, we concluded that a feature
vibrators lack is the ability to change shape
depending on women’s needs. We decided to
add this feature as a way of filling this gap. We
hope this product will pave the way for more toys
that adapt to women’s needs.
Besides swelling, the new vibrator also heats up.
Why did you decide to add this feature?
Andrea Martinez: Human body temperature
normally stands at 37 degrees Celsius. We didn’t
want to ruin intimate moments with a cold toy;
we want women to be able to enjoy themselves
without having to worry about anything other than
themselves. Think of the heat-up function as us
taking it a step further in our goal to help women
experiment pleasure in a new way.
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distributors, and retailers who may be interested in the
OiVita line of products.

The OVibe will use Artificial Intelligence technologies to
adapt to the user. How does the vibrator learn about the
individual preferences?
Andrea Martinez: The Ovibe includes a motion sensor,
an ARM processor, and other sophisticated components which are able of computing, recording, and interpreting. All these components help the OVibe learn
about a user’s preferences and save them in the app for
the next time.

OVibe emphasises that you use silicone made in
Germany. Why did you go for this option and how is it
different from other silicones used for toys?
Andrea Martinez: When you make this type of product,
you have to keep in mind that people will be putting
them inside delicate parts of their bodies. We take our
user’s safety seriously, we don’t want to use materials
that can be harmful or toxic in any way. We decided that
Medical grade silicon made in Germany is the best
choice for our product.

Can this feature be used with the vibrator alone, or is a
connection to an app necessary to let it learn? Will any
data be stored outside of the device?
Andrea Martinez: The app is necessary for the AI feature
to work because the OVibe itself doesn’t have a
memory function of its own.
OVibe can be controlled not only on the product itself,
but also via app on your smartphone and even via
smartwatch. Which features and option does this app
offer?
Andrea Martinez: For pleasure, a user will be able to
control the vibration intensity and the vibrating patterns.
Users will be able to use the default vibrating patterns or
create their own personalised patterns. The app will also

OVibe is water-proof, in
line with the IP68 standard

Due to the app and
sensors, OVibe can offer
highly advanced features

help the user control the swelling function of the OVibe
and keep track of their personal preferences.
For health benefits, the user is able to keep track of
calories burned, thrust, and duration for each use.
When will the OVibe hit the market and how much will it
cost?
Andrea Martinez: We hope the OVibe will hit the market
in early October 2017. Right now, everyone who
interested in the product can get the OVibe on
Indiegogo for a special price. I’d suggest taking
advantage of this special offer!
Where can European retailers turn to if they want to sell
OVibe in their stores? Are you working with distributors
in Europe?
Andrea Martinez: For now, we will mainly sell our
products through our online shop. We are also open to
working with other online shops, wholesalers,
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In recent years, we have seen many sex toys financed
via crowdfunding. But it seems that the enthusiasm for
crowd funding has slowed down recently. Why do you
think is that?
Andrea Martinez: We think crowdfunding has not
necessarily slowed down, but it has now become a
more prevalent form of getting a new business started.
Due to this, projects are sometimes overlooked
because of all the overwhelming choices available on
crowdfunding platforms. It is all about who gets the
most attention for their product. Consumers have also
become more particular when deciding which products
they want to help fund.
Artificial Intelligence is a hot topic right now in many
industries. Do you expect more smart, learning toys will
come to the market in the near future?
Andrea Martinez: We certainly hope this becomes a
common feature for toys in the future. By using AI, we
are helping our customers adapt his or her toy to their
individual needs, which makes our product more
valuable to them. We hope that through continuous
research in AI, especially in this market, we will be able
to develop better products in the future to better suit our
costumers’ needs and wants.
How much more complex is it to develop a toy that
uses an AI when compared to a standard vibrator?
Andrea Martinez: It is definitely a bigger challenge to
develop a vibrator that uses AI. The vibrator requires
more components than an average vibrator and a lot of
work goes into making sure they can communicate with
each other the way they should. It involves a lot of time,
human resources, and research which makes it a
costly venture.
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The BATTERY+ toys

are the ﬁrst of their kind.
exclusive

A c o nv e r s a ti o n w i th Mich a el Pa h l, F U N FAC TO RY f o under, a nd electro nics engineer

„

FUN FACTORY
presents a global
innovation:
BATTERY+. Michael
Pahl who started the
company – and who
still enjoys the
hands-on approach of
being a product
developer and
electronics engineer
for the team - tells us
more about the new
product line. In our interview, we talk about
the qualities of each
of the five toys in this
new collection, and
we discuss how much
or how little added
value there really is in
the amalgamation of
sex toys and modern
technologies.

When and how did you get the idea for the
BATTERY+ line?
Michael Pahl: Last year, we celebrated the
company’s 20th anniversary, and that kind of
took us back to how it all started. We
remembered innovating the market with our
dolphin vibrator, and that spawned the idea of
revisiting that product and creating a new
interpretation of the classic.
At the same time, we felt it was time for
something truly new. We wanted to develop an
intelligent toy that combines the best of two
worlds: a vibrator with the flexibility and
freedom of a wireless product and the power of
environment-friendly rechargeable NiMH
batteries. Meaning, you can recharge the
batteries INSIDE the toy, without having to take
them out or using a special charging station.
But not to worry, the BATTERY+ vibrators
know what type of battery you insert, so it will
only recharge batteries that are actually
rechargeable. If you use disposable batteries,
the toy will simply deactivate when you don’t
use it. There’s never been anything like this in
the adult market. It was extremely difficult to
develop a toy that can draw from both energy
sources and is also able to distinguish between
the two. But we pulled it off: The BATTERY+
toys are the first of their kind.
And there’s more: The toy has a powerful
motor, and the electronic components
constantly distribute energy to the
batteries, for the entire lifetime of the
product. So even if the
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batteries are nearing depletion, the vibrators won’t
get weaker and weaker –
they will continue to
please the user with the
full power of their
motors until there’s
absolutely no juice left –
and speaking of which,
these toys hold the
strongest motors in this
size category and type.
To go for a more
technical, less sexy
description: The
BATTERY+
collection
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boasts a modern energy management system for optimum energy efficiency.
How long was the development process, from the
idea to the finished product, and which challenges
die you encounter along the way?
Michael: It took two years of intensive
development work to get this product line
ready for series production. While we were
working on the mechanical elements and
the overall construction, we were also
developing the design. Creating the
BATTERY+ products required a lot of
time and work, partly because of all the
plastic elements, all the electronic
components, but also because we
wanted to get the controls just right. I
wouldn’t lean back and relax until I was
absolutely certain that the toys could tell the
difference between regular batteries and
rechargeable batteries. After all, it was
critical that the vibrators only recharge
batteries that can be recharged.
There could be no mistakes. Since
the system had to be perfect, it
quickly turned into a major
challenge. Consequently,
we are really proud of the
result of our hard work
– and I can finally put
my feet up.
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What is the most innovative feature of BATTERY+?
Michael: Oh, there are several. As I mentioned before,
the toys in the BATTERY+ line can be equipped with
rechargeable NiMH batteries or with regular batteries.
That makes for greater flexibility on the user side,
since they can use whatever batteries they have at
hand. Also, there is only one plug, and that’s all you
need. If you use rechargeable batteries, our
Click’n’Charge system will recharge them inside the
toy. This makes the every-day product experience
much more convenient, and it is also perfectly safe
due to integrated features such as battery identification, recharge state recognition, and charge time monitoring. Oh, and did I mention: Our new and diverse
toys hold the strongest motors for this product type.
And what can you tell us about the 'Hybrid Kit'?
Michael: The Hybrid Kit consists of a charging plug
and a set of quality NiMH batteries. These batteries
basically transform our toys from battery-powered
products to rechargeable products. If you already
own one of our toys, you can use that plug as well.
And if you also have NiMH AAA batteries, you don’t
need to buy a Hybrid Kit. However, you should make
sure that you’re not using old batteries with low
capacity. We recommend batteries from the same
producer with at least 700mAH.
For a layman, it’s a bit confusing that regular charging
devices can’t tell the difference between disposable
batteries and rechargeable ones. Would you mind
shedding some light on this problem?
Michael: A regular charger doesn’t do anything
except limit the amount of electricity flowing into the
battery. The classic rule of thumb is to recharge the
battery with 1/10 of its nominal capacity, so if you are
using 700mAH batteries, that would be 70mA. And
after 14 to 16 hours, the empty cell is fully recharged
again. The easiest way to do this is by using a
simple resistor.
Quality chargers, however, are much more sophisticated and draw from much more complex electronics
that measure the status of the individual batteries and
cells. That type of charging system can only be found
in the upper price segment at the moment, which is
no surprise given their advanced electronics.
Our goal was to create a vibrator, not a processor
charging device. Therefore, we set out to develop a
clever and innovative process that wouldn’t drive up
the price of the product. And thanks to modern,
minituarised electronics components, we were able
to get everything we needed and pack it onto a tiny
control board.
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toys can be. Batteries and NiMH cells are
available everywhere, and the prices have
dropped significantly, plus, there is now a
closed recycling loop without loss of quality. If a
producer wants to use our technology for their
products, they should get in touch. We are
definitely open to discussing licensing options.
Why did we have to wait until 2017 for
someone to present a battery for vibrators that
can power the motors constantly and evenly?
Have people really paid so little attention to that
important product feature up until now?
Michael: I wondered about that myself, and the
conclusion I arrived at was that, yes, that
FUN FACTORY founders Michael Pahl
seems to be the case. That was also one of the
and Dirk Bauer in their workshop
reasons why the development of BATTERY+
was a top priority for FUN FACTORY, and it’s
why we are so proud
Is it correct that you
now that we have
have patented this new
successfully made this
technology?
system a reality. It may
Michael: That’s right. We
„ B AT T E RY + I S D E F I N I T E LY only be a small backhave registered intelground feature, but the
lectual property rights for
TH E N E W S TA N D A R D FO R
batteries last much
this technology and the
longer because of it.
product features. It is a
B AT T E RY  P O W E R E D
necessary step. Our
More and more toys
innovations have been
V I B R ATO R S I N O U R
boast modern technolocopied too often, and
gies, but with all the atwe have seen products
OPINION.“
tention on teledildonics
hit the market whose
M I C H A E L PA H L
& sex tech, are other
creators were 'inspired'
important features
by our work, from the
maybe being pushed to
construction of our
the side lines?
motors to the charger
plug with magnet contacts to the ergonomically
Michael: I like to differentiate between real
shaped LOOP grip elements. We are from the
added value and gadgetry – i.e. does the new
northern part of Germany, where people tend
feature improve the product or is it merely a
to be more relaxed and laid-back, but you have
gimmick? Just because something is technito draw a line somewhere, and a few
cally possible doesn’t mean it has to be good –
companies have already been faced with the
so many new features are hyped up, only to
consequences of violating our property rights.
disappoint bitterly. If you look at all the vibrators
that boast Bluetooth so you can control them
Do you think this technology could become a
from your smartphone – how often are these
new standard among vibrators?
features unnecessarily complicated, how many
feel like half-hearted additions? Not to mention
Michael: Well, BATTERY+ is definitely the new
the unclear data protection rules, making you
standard for battery-powered vibrators in our
wonder how safe it is to use that app. The
opinion. There will definitely be more of those in
intentions are honourable, but more often than
the future. While developing BATTERY+, we
not, these features are poorly realised. Our
rediscovered the advantages of modern alkavibrators are all about solid performance, clear
line and NiMH batteries. Having used lithium
and well-thought out functions, and a great
polymer cells for most of our products, we had
user experience. The user has be able to conalmost forgotten how great battery-powered
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„JUST BECAUSE SOME
T H I N G I S T E C H N I C A L LY
POSSIBLE DOESN’T MEAN
I T H A S TO B E G O O D  S O
M A N Y N E W F E AT U R E S A R E
H Y P E D U P, O N LY TO
D I S A P P O I N T B I T T E R LY. “
M I C H A E L PA H L

trol the product intuitively; too much technology, too
many or not enough buttons, and people will quickly
grow frustrated and disappointed with the product.
In the wake of this sex tech revolution, our slogan
'Press FUN to Play‘ has gained a whole new
meaning, and it encapsulates what we want to
achieve: simple, intuitive controls, as easy to use and
easy to grasp as an on/off switch, so people don’t
have to think about the controls but can instead
focus entirely on the experience.
New technologies such as VR, AR and toy
connectivity obviously open up whole new
possibilities. We are experimenting and playing with
these things in our lab, and it will be very exciting to
see where this trend goes.
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When you think about things like environment
protection and resource conservation, isn’t it kind of
tricky to celebrate the rebirth of the battery?
Michael: Of course, any type of energy storage system is special waste when all is said and done. And
yes, that is a bit problematic. Therefore, it is important
that these storage systems are used effectively for as
long as they can be used, and to make the most of
the contained energy. As far as batteries – disposable
as well as rechargeable – are concerned, we have
established very effective recycling loops in the EU;
unfortunately, they are not quite as effective in other
parts of the world. As a company and as individuals,
we obviously care about our ecological footprint, and
there are many elements we have taken into consideration. If you use a rechargeable battery, people need
an energy source/a USB charger. So obviously, you
need to produce these devices, so things get a lot
more complex. I think that, like with so many things,
you need to find the right balance. Due to the favourable prices of NiMH batteries and our Hybrid Kits,
the consumers realise very quickly that recharging
their products is actually cheaper in the long run,
especially if you use the toys on a regular basis. And
if you forgot to recharge the NiMH batteries and there
is no other energy source at hand, you can still go
down to the corner store and buy batteries.
What other selling points do the five new products in
the BATTERY+ line have?
Michael: Our collection offers the right toy for any
type, from G spot and P spot stimulation to
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Michael Pahl promises more
interesting innovations for the
upcoming months

extraordinary shapes and textures to soft
stimulation of various body parts, for instance,
the nipples. With our new products, everybody
will something that tickles their fancy: men and
women, singles and couples, beginners and
connoisseurs

including the look of the store and, most
importantly, the sales staff’s expertise regarding
the individual product groups, their features,
and their unique qualities. Therefore, being in
touch with the retailers and offering support to
them is extremely important to us.

Does FUN FACTORY also provide the trade
with POS materials for this new collection?
Michael: We support the trade any way we
can. We provide comprehensive product
information so the retailers know the ins and
outs of the toys and can answer all the
questions the customers may have. Also, the
innovative ideas, sophisticated designs, and
eye-catching colours will immediately draw the
customers’ eye to the BATTERY+ products.
So, the trade members get a nice eye catcher
that draws people’s attention, the consumers
get a top-quality product that will give them a
lot of pleasure – everybody’s happy, and that’s
when we are happy, too.

Will you be using this new technology for other
upcoming products as well – maybe even all of
them?
Michael: With each new generation of
products, we have introduced new features.
Many of these details are so subtle the
consumers probably don’t even notice them.
For instance, with our two-motor toys, we
added the charge status indicator, the button
lock, and the forget-me-not function – i.e.
saving the user’s favourite programmes. The
BATTERY+ line is our next step in the
battery-powered wand vibrator segment. It
may well be that we develop more toys like
that, but the features have to be right for the
product and the target audience. Our other
product lines that feature integrated lithium
polymer cells will probably not change, but
there are other options. We’ll have to see what
the future brings. I have a drawer in my desk
for new ideas, and I can hardly close it
anymore … we have a ton of new projects
in the works!

Do you have some tips for the retailers on how
to present the new products in their stores for
maximum effect?
Michael: We have experts in our team who
specialise in supporting the point of sale. Their
goal is to make sure the consumers have a
good feeling when buying a sex toy. To make
that happen, you have to look at many factors,
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I am so passionate about the brand.
ex c l us ive

Lucy Litwa ck ta kes o ver C o co de Mer f o llo wing ma na gemen t b u y-ou t

British retailer, distributor, and producer Lovehoney took over the Coco de Mer brand in
2011, but that era has now ended in the wake of a management buy-out. Lucy Litwack, who
used to be in charge of the brand as Managing Director, is ready to strike out on her own,
taking over the helm of Coco de Mer as the brand CEO. EAN interviewed her about the
reasons for the buyout and about her plans for the future of Coco de Mer.

„

What was your motivation when you took
as purveyors of sensuality, it both creates and
over Coco de Mer in a management buy-out?
curates irresistible objects and experiences to
Lucy Litwack: I am so passionate about the
celebrate mutual pleasure and individual satisfbrand. Coco de Mer has always punched
action. Lovehoney purchased the brand in
above its weight but I still believe it is yet to rea2011, I joined in 2014 and then I completed the
lise its full potential. It has been considered a niMBO last month. Coco de Mer is a special
che brand in the past but I think it has the pobrand. It is a creator and curator of only the fitential to be so much more - a true, global
nest erotica - from beautiful lingerie to toys,
luxury brand. People are
bondage, latex wear
pleasure seekers. They
and intimate play proseek pleasure in a myducts.
riad of different ways and
A leader in luxury linge„ A L E A D E R I N L U X U RY
Coco de Mer is a place
rie and erotica, after 16
for people to delve deeyears the brand contiL I N G E R I E A N D E R OTI C A ,
per into their fantasies nues to thrive.
we want to encourage a
A F T E R 1 6 Y E A R S TH E
more progressive
For your management
viewpoint and create a
buy-out, you also neeB R A N D C O N TI N U E S TO
more beautiful erotic
ded investors. Was it
TH R I V E . “
landscape to explore.
hard to find financiers
who wanted to invest in
L U C Y L I T WA C K
A few of our readers
the adult industry?
may not be that familiar
Lucy Litwack: Coco de
Mer is such a strong luwith the Coco de Mer
xury brand which really punches above its
brand, so would you mind giving us a short
summary of the company’s history, from its
weight and therefore investment was not an inlaunch until today?
surmountable challenge.
Lucy Litwack: Coco de Mer was founded in
Will you continue to maintain a business relati2001 by Sam Roddick, daughter of Body
Shop’s Anita Roddick. The name Coco de Mer
onship with the former owner, Lovehoney
group, say, on a wholesale level?
was gathered from an exotic plant whose seed
Lucy Litwack: Yes absolutely. Lovehoney are
bears a striking resemblance to the intimate fenow one of our trade partners and we remain
male form. The eroticism of the precious coco
de mer perfectly encapsulates Coco de Mer’s
firm friends!
free-thinking ideology and inspires exploration
What role has Lovehoney played in Coco de
of erotica, sensuality, and fashion. Coco de Mer
Mer’s success throughout the past three years?
believes that sex is a beautiful experience, and

Lucy Litwack joined Coco de Mer in 2014
and is now taking over the company
following a management buy-out
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Lucy Litwack: It’s been great working with Lovehoney over the last three years. Richard and
Neal are brilliant people with incredible experience who brought their vast ecommerce expertise to Coco de Mer - and allowed us free
reign to develop and grow the business as we
saw fit.
Will the management change at Coco de Mer
have any effects on the customers? Will anything change for them?
Lucy Litwack: Nothing will change for our customers. Other than the fact that we will be
striving constantly to improve and develop the
brand - offering new channels of distribution,
even more beautiful marketing materials in the
form of photography and film as well as exciting plans for new products and new collaborations.
What are your plans for
the Coco de Mer
brand?
How important is the
„COCO DE MER HAS BEEN
Lucy Litwack: The MBO
traditional adult market
and new funds provide
for Coco de Mer today,
CONSIDERED A NICHE
us with a strong platand how important will
form and supports our
be tomorrow? Or, put
B R A N D I N TH E PA S T B U T I itdifferently:
strategy to grow the
Does the
business internationally
real
potential
of this
TH I N K I T H A S TH E
at the luxury end of the
brand lie in the mainmarket where Coco de
stream market?
P OT E N TI A L TO B E S O
Mer is already well posiLucy Litwack: Coco de
MUCH MORE  A TRUE,
tioned and has a very
Mer has always been
strong customer base.
positioned a little outG LO B A L L U X U RY B R A N D . “
We have also just launside the traditional
ched a beautiful new
adult market. At the luL U C Y L I T WA C K
website which should
xury end of erotica, it
help translate the opuhas been all about the
lence and decadence of
individualised experiour brand to our online customer. I am very
ence. I believe that this attitude is able to
excited by all the opportunities ahead. I look
transcend both the traditional and mainstream
forward to collaborating with new partners in
markets to allow us to develop new channels
the world of art, design and fashion.
of business across a number of territories.
Coco de Mer has traditionally focussed on
brick and mortar retailing and e-commerce.
Are there any other channels of distribution
you would consider?
Lucy Litwack: We launched UK wholesale for
AW16 and are now sold through Harrods, Selfridges, and Matchesfashion.com in addition
to our own channels. We plan to launch international wholesale for SS18.

Lucy Litwack has 17 years of
professional experience in the
lingerie industry and the world
of luxury retail
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Our industry is now a larger market with a lot more
competition than ever before.

ex clusiv e

Doc Johnson and
company COO
Chad Braverman
are ready for the
challenges of
tomorrow

Keeping track of the developments on the
other side of the Atlantic is never a bad idea
because usually, the trends
and processes that
dominate in the
States also reach the
shores of the ”Old World”

Sp o tligh t o n: Do c Jo h nso n

„

What is the biggest difference between selling
sex toys in Europe and doing so in the US?
Chad Braverman: There has historically been
somewhat of a language barrier in our marketing
assets to the European consumer, that we are
currently addressing through an increased
focus on visual content.
We are in the process of creating digital,
editable forms of our various marketing
assets so international companies can more
easily access our copy and translate it into
other languages; and the Doc
Johnson team has also
been busy giving our
website’s Resource
Centre an overhaul
with a new section for
downloadable product
images, an expanded area to
browse and save our existing marketing assets
(including in-store displays, banners, product one
sheets, and how-to-use guides); and all our
product pages continue to feature detailed
specs, multiple product views, and high-res
downloadable image files.
We are also in the process
of filming new product
videos, and are looking
forward to sharing the first
rounds of those videos with
our distributors and retail
partners very soon.

sooner or later. In our interview with
Chad Braverman, the COO of Doc Johnson
outlines the latest developments in his
home country, and he tells us how the
long-standing company responds to these
changes to stay on top of the market.
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An area where Doc Johnson shines is the media
coverage about the company. Throughout the
last year, the company, its founders, and
products have been covered in high profile
magazines. How important is that type of media
exposure for Doc Johnson?
Chad Braverman: I think the importance of media
coverage, for us, has been tremendous.
It goes back to that comon
saying,
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advertising is expensive but PR is priceless.
Press coverage for Doc Johnson has come in many
forms including television segments, articles in
magazines, and various digital stories and features that
are shared not only on the original outlet, but also
throughout the internet or Facebook or other social
media platforms.
The power of mainstream coverage in the media is that
people are simply more likely to trust and engage with
quality information, and rely on it when making purchasing decisions, that comes from a respected third-party
outlet or is shared by a friend or trusted source.
The market for sex toys is constantly changing. We see
long term trends like female-friendly products and short
hypes like ton of related products whenever a Fifty
Shades movie hits theatres. What is the most important
trend for Doc Johnson right now?
Chad Braverman: Because Doc Johnson offers product
for so many different customers, we’re fortunate to be
able to capitalise on several different trends that are
currently running parallel to each other in our industry.
The mainstreaming of the BDSM/Fetish market is still
tremendously important to us, most significantly with respect to our Kink by Doc Johnson line; and at the same
time, the female/couples market has been a significant
growth area for us, with the success of our TRYST
Multi-Erogenous Massager, OptiMALE™ Rechargeable
Vibrating C-Ring, and our BUZZ™ Liquid Vibrator.
Additionally, the ‘content’ part of our industry, in terms of
the various adult stars we sign exclusive partnerships
with, is an ongoing trend and a huge part of our
business- most recently with the addition of our Main
Squeeze line of hard shell strokers exclusively moulded
from some of the world’s most famous adult actresses.
The adult market has always been a bit different from
the mainstream markets. But is that still the case or has
it become a “normal” consumer-goods market?
Chad Braverman: It’s definitely the closest it has ever
been. Our industry is now a larger market with a lot
more competition than ever before. We are more in line
with the traditional mainstream consumer goods markets in that product lifecycles are now shorter, turnover is greater; and
product
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development cycles must move faster as a result. The
key to overcoming these challenges is to anticipate
change, not simply react to it. This is obviously easier
said than done, but companies that know their
customers intimately, follow where the trends are going
closely, and make informed decisions to act quickly will
ultimately have the edge.
If you had to sum it up in one word or phrase, how
would you like the public to see Doc Johnson?
Chad Braverman: If we had to choose one word to
encapsulate the Doc Johnson brand, it would be
‘excitement’. We produce exciting, innovative,
top-quality products and brands that excite our
customers and bring pleasure to the world.
Let's talk about the latest developments at Doc Johnson's on the product front. What are your current topsellers? Is there a product you are especially proud of?
Chad Braverman: Our all-time bestseller is the Sasha
Grey Cream Pie Pussy stroker; and we’re very excited
about the release of our new Main Squeeze collection of
hard shell ULTRASKYN™ strokers that build on our exclusive partnerships with the most popular adult stars in
the industry, including Sasha Grey. These discreet hard
case masturbators allow users to squeeze the stroker’s
outer shell to precisely control the pressure, unlike other
hard-shell products that are currently on the market.
Can you maybe give us a little info on a new line or a
special product Doc Johnson will present in the near
future? What can we expect?
Chad Braverman: Kink by Doc Johnson and Main
Squeeze have become our most sought-after,
bestselling collections of the past year, and we are
currently focused on bringing consumers more
unique and exciting items under those two
brand names.

I N T E R V I E W

We shot this video with the intention of

making people laugh more than anything.
E m o j i ba to r ’s “Let's clo se th e clima x ga p” ca mp a ign

exclusive

Most people in our
industry probably
know about the
“orgasm gap”:
Women have 30%
less orgasms than
men do. But who
better to help close
that gap than the
adult industry! One
of the companies
dedicated to this
goal is up-andcoming US brand
Emojibator. On the
occasion of
Masturbation May,
they teamed up with
a renowned agency
to create a couple
of videos which
shine a light on
orgasm inequality,
tackling the subject
from a female and
from a male
perspective.
Company founder
Jamie Jandler tells
us more about the
campaign in our
EAN interview.

Jamie and Kristin Jandler strive for
orgasm equality with their new campaign

„

Emojibator recently launched a video
campaign called “Let's close the climax gap.”
What is your goal for this campaign?
Jamie Jandler: Our goal has always been to
get people talking about masturbation. We
want people to take something powerful
away from this video and feel compelled to
share it with their friends. I hope this
campaign has that power to not only change
the public’s perception on masturbation, but
to change their behaviors.
Was this goal easily achieved or did you
encounter difficulties along the way?
Jamie Jandler: Changing the public’s
behaviors is not an easy feat. We’re only a
small piece of the puzzle in the adult industry
and we’re laying the groundwork little by little
in our own way to bring female masturbation
to the mainstream.
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Two videos represent the cornerstones of the
campaign. The first one is called “Empowerment feels good.” Could you take us through
the thought process behind this video?
Jamie Jandler: This video was inspired by the
#WhyIMarch PSA surrounding the Female
Empowerment movement happening now
(especially in the United States). When we
discovered the fact that women orgasm 30%
less than men during heterosexual sex, we
were compelled to raise awareness about the
inequalities happening in the bedroom.
The second video, called “Men Don't Know,”
broaches the issue of a lack of male
knowledge about female orgasms. What did
you learn about the male perception of
female sexuality?
Jamie Jandler: We shot this video with the
intention of making people laugh more than
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„ I TH I N K I T ’ S M A S S I V E LY

will affect women. Of course, shipping Emojibator
products all over the world has directly help close
the climax gap. I’d like to see this campaign be as
wide reaching as our product launch has been.

E M P O W E R I N G FO R W O M E N
T O TA L K A B O U T O R G A S M S
A N D TH E Y S H O U L D C E R 
TA I N LY S H A R E TH I S W I TH
T H E I R PA R TN E R S . “
JAMIE JANDLER

anything. We obviously hyperbolised the male
perception here, but overall the message is again
to normalise the discussion about masturbation. I
think it’s massively empowering for women to talk
about orgasms and they should certainly share this
with their partners.
How does the message of the campaign fit in with
your brand?
Jamie Jandler: I hope it fulfils our brand’s missions,
which is to educate about, empower, and
normalise masturbation while being silly.
How has the response to the campaign been so
far? Do you think you've helped close the orgasm
gap a bit?
Jamie Jandler: The message has been well
received and powerful, but we have only scratched
the surface of how “Let’s Close the Climax Gap”

Which role do ysex toys play in general when it
comes to empowering women in the bedroom
(and perhaps beyond)?
Jamie Jandler: Understanding and loving your
body is one of the most powerful things any
woman (or man) can do. Understanding that
everyone’s body is different is a huge part of
human sexuality, and I think sex toys play a part in
both of those. Sex is such a normal and fundamental part of life and that’s part of the reason
we founded this company.
Will Emojibator continue to fight for an equal
orgasm quota? Do you have already further
campaigns planned?
Jamie Jandler: These issues will continue to be
part of the mission of our brand, but we hope to
continue to astonish and surprise with the type of
campaigns we launch. Every vibrator purchased is
a step closer to orgasm equality.
Last question: When will we see more emojis made
into sex toys? Or are you developing something
that's outside the field of sexting?
Jamie Jandler: We have a couple of new vegetable
emoji toys that are near ready to launch. After that,
I’m not certain where the business will take us.
Right now, we are collecting feedback and listening
what our customers have to say so that we can
design products for them.

Screenshot of the
“Empowerment
feels good” clip by
Emojibator
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Pills and lotions for 'tonight', pumps for

'the weekend', and penis traction 'forever'.
P r o d u c e r a nd wh o lesa ler co lla bo ra te with reta ilers to esta blish a new p ro duct cat egor y

exclusive

In our interview with Pavel Zalevskiy,
European Sales Manager at ABS
Holdings, and Klaus Pedersen,
Managing Partner of
DanaLife/DanaMedic, we don’t
just talk about the business
relationships between producers and
distributors, but we also discuss how the
collaboration between both parties and the
retailers can result in great advantages for
everybody involved – and how it can help to
establish a new product category in the adult market.

„

a wholesaler’s perspective, what are the
unique features of the two brands?
Pavel: These are quite unique products. Most
of our assortment consists of items that are
directly sex-related, like vibrators for instance.
Male Edge and Jes-Extender are somewhat
different. I’d put them into the sexual fitness
category, which is currently gaining popularity
and you see more and more companies trying
to get into this category. Danalife was quite a
pioneer in this field, so they are currently
getting most of the attention.

Pavel, when did ABS
Holdings start selling MaleEdge
and Jes-Extender?
Pavel Zalevskiy: ABS was carrying Male Edge before I joined the
team in 2015. I guess it was a
compromise choice out of the
two brands that Danalife has to
offer. The assumption was that
the market did not need both
brands. After I joined the team in
2015, we expanded our European operations and we saw
that there was great demand for
Jes-Extender as well. First, we
kept it as customer special
orders and then, we introduced
it to our general assortment.
That was at the end of 2016.

Klaus, what were the reasons for you to
cooperate with ABS for the distribution of your
brands?
Klaus Pedersen: Today, we are listed with
distributors in +50 countries. But ABS was
actually our second distributor ever (October,
2009). We managed to persuade ABS and Tim
(Hemming) that our newly launched brand
MaleEdge was something they can’t afford to

Pavel, why did you choose
MaleEdge & Jes-Extender? From
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miss. Back then, ABS was a UK-centric
distributor, and we quickly registered good
results upon entering and covering the UK
market/adult retailers. Lately, ABS have added
the full Jes-Extender range, also based on the
headway they are making in Europe.
How would you both describe your
collaboration? Or in other words, where are the
most common problems between
manufacturers and wholesalers / distributors?
Klaus: Actually, there are no commonplace
problems. Instead, we both seem to be quite
focussed on delivering great standard and
sometimes tailor-made products to the
client-leads of ABS. All of our distributors work
on the same terms, but the daily interaction
and great attention to client needs sets this
partnership apart from others where we don’t
see the same attention to our brands.
Pavel: There are different stages of cooperation. You have the initiation stage, where you
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„ I T I S D E F I N I T E LY A
C H A L L E N G E TO S U P P O R T
A L L B R A N D S E Q U A L LY. ”
PAV E L Z A L E V S K I Y
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P E D E R S E N

talk about what form the cooperation will take place.
Once first orders arrive, you move to a more
technical stage where a more hands-on approach is
required to ensure there are no hiccups in the relationship, and your business relationship grows steadily. Luckily for ABS, we can always find common
grounds with Klaus, which makes the collaboration
so successful. It’s not always that easy with other
brands. Some partnerships fail, not because of low
product demand, but because parties constantly run
into problems they are unable or unwilling to solve

Pavel, it is
rumored that
ABS is having great
success with MaleEdge &
Jes-Extender. How much of that
success is owed to the scientifically documented effectiveness (permanent growth) and the high profit margins?
Pavel: We are indeed quite happy with having Male Edge and Jes-Extender
in our portfolio. It helps immensely to persuade the customer to try such a
high-end product if there is scientific research and proven effectiveness
behind it. Things like that are always a powerful and very convincing message
in a market filled with items of somewhat questionable quality where people
'burned their fingers' numerous times. Speaking of margins, I would not call it
high-profit, but it is definitely fair for a high-end product, and Danalife is making
sure the distributor’s margin is not lost in the price wars that are common
practice in our industry. This is great motivation for us to sell these product,
knowing that there is not much pricing competition going on so we can make
sales based on exceptional customer service levels.
Pavel, how much persuasion was necessary before your retail customers were
convinced by the products of MaleEdge & Jes-Extender?
Pavel: Luckily, Klaus is doing a great job as brand ambassador. I can honestly say that
the major players in the market are quite aware of the qualities of these products, so I
don’t have to repeat the same sales pitch to them; we normally talk volumes, terms,
forecasts, etc. When I am approaching a smaller client who has not yet heard about
the product, I always refer to the science behind it and the success of other major
market players which creates a convincing message for lots of clients. So,
despite the high price tag on the product, selling it is relatively easy.
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Don't we need more than just two successful
brands for a product category?
Klaus: Pills and lotions for 'tonight', pumps for
'the weekend' and penis traction 'forever' - the
male sexual health sector is populated by many
products which deliver different solutions, but all
are related to keeping your friend down there
well and activate. Pills/lotions, pumps, and
traction devices are the most relevant categories.
If adult retailers recognise what these individual
categories will do for their customers, there is a
big upsell opportunity; also, retailers will be able
to offer better advice and help their clients. Any
man will be happy to see that there is more than
just one solution catering to his needs, since
each category does deliver individual solutions.
Of course, it takes 'balls' on the adult retailers’
part since they need to recognise that they often
carry products that DO NOT work as promised.
That happens with some pills/lotions (growth of
any kind) and also pumps (permanent growth).
Pavel, ABS managed to expand from the British
islands to the European mainland, also with MaKlaus, for years, you have been sowing the
leEdge & Jes-Extender. This does not happen
seed of the new and promising 'Penis Fitness'
very often, despite a free market and our
and 'Male Sexual Health' categories in the
globalised world. What is
adult industry. Are
the secret of this success?
you reaping the fruits
Why did you succeed
of your hard work
with MaleEdge &
now? Has the seed
„DANALIFE IS MAKING
Jes-Extender?
blossomed?
Pavel: When we started
Klaus: Yes, you are
S U R E TH E D I S T R I B U TO R ’ S our ABS European
spot on! We have had
adventure, of course all
a great harvest lately
M A R G I N I S N OT LO S T I N
parties involved had
based on 'Penis
concerns and doubts
Fitness' and 'Male
TH E P R I C E WA R S TH AT
about how it would turn
Sexual Health'. When
out. To be honest, there
we talk with
A R E C O M M O N P R A C TI C E
was never any big secret,
distributors and
I N O U R I N D U S T RY. ”
just hard work, clever
retailers, the result is
marketing and sales policy,
most often that they
PAV E L Z A L E V S K I Y
and strategical planning of
recognise our main
resources and assortment.
point … that the
Brands like MaleEdge and
Permanent Growth
Jes-Extender are great
Effect is actually a
examples of that. With the help of great brands
(adult) category in and of itself. And that, if they
like that, we managed to convince European
do not have us listed, they are missing out on a
clients of our qualities.
whole category of sales.

Pavel Zalevskiy, European Sales
Manager at ABS Holdings

Klaus, demand for your penis enlargement
products is increasing. Does this mean that the
product category 'Penis Fitness' that you have
spoken about is finally coming into its own?
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Klaus, are you concerned that, due to the great
competition and the fact that the trade has lots
of distributors to choose from, there could be a
price war involving your two brands?
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their philosophy and provide more added value to the
chain to retain their spot.
Klaus: It´s truly a 'disruption' of the industry. Easy
manufacturing availability, supply transparency, and
easily available sales channels (online) make it a very
open playing field to enter for anybody, adult or even
non-adult. Anybody and their mother can create their
own brands or re-sale, irrespective of which part of
the adult business they are in. Manufacturers,
distributors, and retailers all carry their own brands
now. Manufacturers are selling to the end-consumers
and distributors and retailers have their own brands
which they are also reselling to other distributors and
retailers as well as to end-consumers. And many of
these 'brands' don´t make a real difference in the
market i.e. they are, in essence, copies or
'versionised' models of something we’ve seen
before. In short, even if there is transparency, there is
not a clear line of sight anywhere.

Klaus Pedersen,
Managing
Partner,
DanaLife/
DanaMedic

Klaus: No, I am not concerned because we see that
our distributors stick to our pricing recommendations,
and try to motivate MRP strongly throughout the
sales channels. We cannot dictate pricing for retailers
(illegal) but we can choose who we work with. Over
the years, we have seen clients come and go for that
reason. The main issue for anybody selling adult toys
is to make sure to adapt to the competition by
delivering the best offer, the best product and
solution/documentation, the best service and
support, and the best terms. And to adapt to
single-client adaptations if necessary (end channel
activities, etc.).
There is a discussion about the reasons and effects
of the collapse of the traditional supply chain
(manufacturer-wholesale-retail). How do you both
assess the situation?
Pavel: I would say that our industry is following in the
footsteps of some other industries, so we can predict
how things will develop by looking at more matured
industries in the FMCG or pharmaceuticals segment.
I would say that the main reason the traditional chain
is breaking down is a lack of added value that
wholesalers bring in - or at least this is how
manufacturers and retailers see it. This forces parties
to cut through the traditional chain. However,
experienced players can outline the drawbacks and
benefits of 'going directly to the consumers', so in the
end, there’s a trade-off, and wholesalers will not be
forced out of the market, but most will have to revise
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„W E H AV E H A D A G R E AT
H A RV E S T L AT E LY B A S E D
O N ' P E N I S F I TN E S S ' A N D
' M A L E S E X U A L H E A LTH ' . ”
KLAUS PEDERSEN

Pavel, wholesalers carry a very wide range of
products and brands, and ABS is no exception. Is it
possible to support all your suppliers the same way?
And how did you advance the MaleEdge &
Jes-Extender brands in the market and among your
customers?
Pavel: It is definitely a challenge to support all brands
equally. But honestly speaking, this has never been
our aim. Just like with your social connections, some
brands get more attention at a time than others. The
brands that get the attention change over time. The
trick is for the manufacturer to realise that a sales
person, when speaking to a client, can only offer 2-5
brands/skus maximum, otherwise you will overload a
person with info and chances are you won’t get any
sales at all. Sales people tend to focus on 'sure sales'
because we want to maximise our chances of
success. Our jobs depend on that. A good
manufacturer realises that and incentivises the
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This graphic
demonstrates
the USPs of
MaleEdge &
Jes-Extender

company and/or the sales people to make sure
their products stay on top of the list to talk about.
As said before, the unique position of the brands
helped a lot!
Klaus, how do you support ABS? And what role
do your distributors and wholesalers play in
general when it comes to opening up the retail
market for the 'Penis Fitness' category?
Klaus: With Pavel and ABS, I make sure to travel
and meet him quite often, as face-to-face talks
spawn many ideas and
solutions. Partners play the
most important role for
us in the BtB sector,
since they
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have the local client contacts (retailers). So, we
push to them the arguments we have spoken
about in this interview. Be it ABS or our other
distributors, we support them with tailored
pitches, availability of market-info, proof-ofconcept as to us being the only permanent
growth category, and some good online and
store concepts which are easy for Pavel and
ABS to convey to their retail clients.
What makes you both confident that high-priced
brands like MaleEdge & Jes-Extender will
continue to be successful and grab a big piece of
the penis growth market?
Klaus: Considering that you are achieving a
permanently bigger penis, the price is quite
cheap, actually – MRP at 150-200 euro. We are
only 'high-priced' when compared to the average
adult product. When compared to other
'better-self-esteem' investments and when you
consider the 'permanent' element, we are an
easy investment.
Pavel: I would say that Male Edge and
Jes-Extender found a good niche on
the market and are currently pursuing
a solid marketing and sales strategy. If

they stick to it – there is definitely
an even bigger chunk of market
for them to grab.
Now, let’s take a look into the
crystal ball: How will the market
and the 'Penis Fitness or Male
Sexual Health' fitness evolve in the
future?
Klaus: Getting out of the 'male'
clutter we see in the adult industry
today is a must! It will obviously
become a focus area for many!
And as long as it becomes
dominated (hopefully) by true-tothe-promise brands and products,
it will be a growth sector for a
long time.
Pavel: I agree with Klaus and as
said before, this market segment
is only just starting to develop. I
imagine that, soon, there will be
plenty of sexual health gadgets
out there focussing on superior
quality, proven techniques, and
customer satisfaction.
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Either we do it the right way,

or we don't do it at all!
ex c l u s i v e

O sca r H eijnen o n SH OTS’ busy sch edule f ro m 15 to 21 July

Two parties, a Meet & Greet event, and a Sales Week – Oscar Heijnen and
his Shots team have their work cut out for them this July. The biggest
challenge awaiting them is arguably the SHOTS USA Party, which will
take place in the Hollywood Hills on July 15. Oscar, Ruben Deitz, and their
crew have decided to export the traditional SHOTS Party concept to the
other side of the Atlantic as a big thank you to their customers in the
United States. This exciting premiere is followed by the Sales Week in
Beneden-Leeuwen, the Netherlands, on July 17 to 20, and to top thigs off,
the company’s friends and business partners are invited to the legendary
SHOTS Party in Nijmegen on July 21.
Oscar Heijnen and his
team bring the
legendary SHOTS party
to the United States
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The SHOTS team at
last year’s party

„ E V E RY B O DY I N TH E
E U R O P E A N A D U LT

„

Let's take a chronological approach: the SHOTS
USA Party will be celebrated on 15 July for the first
time. Why did you decide to host a SHOTS party in
the US as well?
Oscar Heijnen: There are many reasons for that! First
of all, I love to throw a good party and this was just
the right opportunity to start a new Shots Party tradition on the other side of the pond.
Secondly, we have found a more than unique location
in the Hollywood Hills. A 30 million dollar villa will be
the backdrop for the first Shots USA Party, and the
stunning vista is absolutely breath-taking! And thirdly,
I like to show my appreciation to all the customers
who have supported us throughout the first two years
of our existence in the USA. It's simply the Shots way
to do it like this - either we do it the right way, or we
don't do it at all! Because our parties hardly have a
budget cap. we can strive for perfection and I trust
that this will be one to remember again! For the Shots
crew, it's like throwing a second birthday party, and
they love it!!
What can the guests expect at your party in
the USA?
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I N D U S T RY, A N D FA R
B E YO N D TH AT, K N O W S
TH AT W E C A N TH R O W A
P E R F E C T PA R T Y. ”
OSCAR HEIJNEN

Oscar: For most of our American guests, it will be
their first Shots Party, except for the people who
came to visit us in Europe last year. This will also be a
day-party – i.e. we start between 1 and 2 PM and call
it a day after having enjoyed a gorgeous sunset because we don't want it to interfere with other
ANME activities. Our customers can expect one of
the best locations in Hollywood, gourmet food, an
open bar, and entertainment in the form of a live
band and a DJ. I am sure that we will create a laidback atmosphere where people can network or just
enjoy each other's company while experiencing the
best sunset of the USA!

I N T E R V I E W

The next item on your list this summer will be the
SHOTS Sales Week at your headquarters in the
Dutch town of Beneden-Leeuwen, which takes
place from July 17 to 20. What are SHOTS’ plans
for this event?
Oscar: Shots is selling out a total of 800 skus and at
the same time, we will introduce four new brands to
our assortment during the in-house show.
PLUG&PLAY will be a new anal series, while
CHRYSTALINO promises to be a very successful
new glass series. With OUCH!-elegant, we bring a
very cool, high-end fetish line to the market, and
SIMPLICITY is a mid-price 'overall'-brand, which will
probably be the biggest hit of the show! Apart from
these four new brands, we will have a variety of bits
and pieces from all our other exciting labels, including
a brand-new HIKY vibrator. The overall concept
hasn't changed in the 20 years since we started
organising the Shots Sales Week, only the amount of
deals that we are offering has gone up substantially!
On Thursday in the afternoon, we conclude the
Shots Sales Week, and in the evening, about 80
select VIP-guests will come to my house for a
meet-and-greet. On Friday, the big Shots Party
2017 will start in the late morning and it will continue
throughout the entire day until all walkers of the 4
Day Marches have crossed the finish line!
Will there also be representatives of the SHOTS
suppliers on site?
Oscar: Yes! As usual, a variety of our suppliers will
come and assist us in our showrooms. This is very
important because with just five dedicated sales
people, it will be difficult for us to give all our
customers enough attention. With the expertise of
our suppliers' representatives, who can explain their
products in detail, everything will become even
clearer for our interested customers. This is
tremendously important and we are very happy to
have this assistance! Our big suppliers Pipedream
and Doc Johnson will be our main sponsors once
again this year!
The highlight will be the SHOTS Party on Friday, July
21st, when your guests will be celebrating on the
sidelines of the Nijmegen March home stretch. Can
you reveal something about the programme? Will
there be changes compared to last year?
Oscar: We have a brand-new entertainment concept,
plus the fact that our new 'chef de cuisine' normally
cooks for Dutch royalty. That will make this Party to
end all Parties even more exquisite! Your taste buds
will be forever grateful!!
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Does the EAN team have to bury their hopes of
seeing Ronny Ruysdael perform at the SHOTS
party again?
Oscar: Many of our guests like Ronny and, to be
honest, I haven't finalised the last details for the
entertainment. So......if more requests for the
incomparable Ronny Ruysdael come in, I guess
there's only one thing for me to do.
It is hard to describe the atmosphere of the
SHOTS party, but if you had to summarise it in a
few sentences: What makes your party so special?
Oscar: Everything!! It's 'simply' creating a
combination of being at the finish line of the
world’s biggest marching event, in a lavish
environment with top entertainment and superior
catering! The Shots marquee will set a new
standard once again, and a mix of Dutch
'sing-along' music and a famous artist will do the
rest! It is also a very special event for our loyal
customers. As space is limited because of the
strict City regulations, which makes it impossible
for us to expand our location. So, if you are invited,
you are really someone special to us!
The party is not only about celebrating, but also
about the good cause. Will the SHOTS Charity
Foundation collect donations for charitable
organisations again?
Oscar: Yes, of course! We will inform our guests
about our achievements over the year and how
their money has been spent on the various
charities we are supporting. We hope we can
continue to do so with the support of our
suppliers, customers and friends, so don't bring us
any whisky or cigars but please donate to this very
good cause!
This year will mark the 13th SHOTS Party in a row,
making the event true institution in the European
adult industry. Are you proud of the event and its
history?
Oscar: Oh yes! It's like that James Bond theme
song: Nobody does it better! Everybody in the
European adult industry, and far beyond that,
knows that we can throw a perfect party. And
soon, the American public will know that, too!
On the 15th of July, I will be a very proud and
happy man when I welcome the first guests on
the other side of the ocean! In a way, it feels
like starting all over again, but on the other
hand I think that we are a lot better prepared
for what's coming!
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It made sense to improve our

knowledge on sexual wellbeing.
exclusive

For the longest time,
there has not been an
academic title in 'Sexual
Happiness', but thanks
to the team of Lovehoney, that has changed.
The company, headquartered in Bath,
England, worked with a
local college to create a
qualification programme
for their employees. Ten
members of the team
have already
successfully completed
the programme, and
other courses will follow
so more employees can
benefit from this qualification. EAN wanted to
know more about the
idea and the implementation, about the
teaching content and
the results. Sarah
Sweet, Customer Care
Training Manager, Matt
Oxford, Head of
Customer Services, and
Jenny Shipton, HR
Advisor at Lovehoney,
took the time to answer
our questions.

L o v e h o n e y la unch es wo rld’s f irst a ccredited qua lif ica tio n in ‘ Sex ua l H a p p iness’

„

give the comprehensive knowledge we wanted
How did you get the idea to provide your
our employees to have, so we decided to
staff with 'Sexual Happiness' training and offer
investigate developing our own qualification.
them further qualifications in that field?
Matt: Our customer service advisors deal with
How did your colleagues respond to that idea?
a wide range of queries and already perform a
Jenny: When we first pitched the idea to
service to a high level. We deliver comprehendepartment heads, there was a great
sive training to new agents when they join, and
response. Everyone was really excited to have
we had toyed with the idea of recognising
an accredited qualificaspecialist knowledge at
tion. They also felt this
the end of their probawas the perfect opportion period with some
tunity for their teams to
kind of in-house formali„ I T M A D E S E N S E TO I M 
develop a real
sed testing. We already
knowledge and underenrol agents onto a
PROVE OUR KNOWLEDGE
standing as to why
Customer Service NVQ
people buy our
(accredited courses in
ON SEXUAL WELLBEING
products. We are all
the UK) to help them deS O W E C O U L D R E I N FO R C E
really passionate about
velop their customer
being “the sexual happiservice skills but we
O U R C U S TO M E R S E RV I C E
ness people” so to be
wanted to give them
able to work towards a
something more. Within
TEAM AS LEADERS IN
recognised qualification
other industries, such as
gives us a real sense of
financial planning and
SEXUAL HAPPINESS.“
pride and achievement.
training, recognition is
SARAH SWEET
Not only were colleaavailable, so we thought
gues enthusiastic but
we should try and do
Bath College were also
something similar within
really excited to work with us on the course.
the adult industry. We wanted to do this proThey wanted to support a local business and
perly so we recruited Jenny Shipton, who had
similarly we thought it was great to work with a
experience in developing qualifications, and
college in Lovehoney’s home town. Our
together with Sarah Sweet, our Customer Care
co-founders Neal and Richard are incredibly
Training Manager, they researched the
proud of being a Bath-based business.
elements we knew we wanted to include. They
also found contacts and awarding bodies who
How important is it for a company in the adult
wanted to get involved to create the unique
industry to have a savvy, qualified team of
qualification we have today.
people who have a deeper understanding of
Sarah: It made sense to improve our
sex and sexuality?
knowledge on sexual wellbeing so we could
Sarah: I think it helps us to understand how the
reinforce our customer service team as leaders
products we sell are used, what benefits there
in sexual happiness. Nothing else like this
may be to someone’s health and wellbeing by
exists. There are health, biology, psychology,
using them and also to be aware of precautisociology courses all available separately, but
ons that should be taken if you have any medinothing to cover all areas that we felt would

Sarah Sweet is a Customer Care
Training Manager at Lovehoney

Lovehoney HR
Advisor Jenny Shipton

Matt Oxford, Head of
Customer Services at
Lovehoney

experts in their respective fields and they were
delighted to be involved from the beginning to
ensure we deliver the best course possible. Dr
Jamie F. Lawson has a PhD in evolutionary
psychology of human mating strategy and has
a keen interest in all
aspects of human sex
and sexuality. He is
currently a Teaching
„ I AT T E N D E D TH E C O U R S E Fellow in Anthropology
Would you say that the
at the University of Brisindustry is not giving this
A N D FO R M E I T R E A L LY
tol. He is an interkind of specialised
disciplinary, queer
knowledge as much
O P E N E D M Y E Y E S TO S E 
researcher who is
attention as it should?
currently running a
Sarah: We believe the
XUAL HAPPINESS AND
project on the BDSM
industry is beginning to
practice of Puppy Play.
realise the importance of
H O W I M P O R TA N T TH E
Victoria Lehmann is a
education in addition to
W O R K W E D O H E R E AT
sex and relationship
staff training. Staff
therapist, in which she
training focuses on
LO V E H O N E Y R E A L LY I S . “
encounters a variety of
selling products and is a
sexual problems such
regular occurrence with
JENNY SHIPTON
as male and female
the more savvy suppliers
dysfunction, erectile
out there. Our Sexual
failure and couples
Happiness Course is a
counselling. She began
step change to this and
her career as a Nurse and has gained a wide
takes Lovehoney on a new journey, it benefits
range of qualifications in sexual therapy and
everyone through from sales to customer sermedical education. As a member of the Lonvice to product development.
don Urology Associates, Victoria edits a number of important journals and is actively involOn your endeavour, you had professional
ved in clinical research and teaching. She also
support from two sex experts. What can you
volunteers for the Sexual Advice Association.
tell us about them?
Jenny: Both Dr Jamie Lawson and Victoria
Which topics were covered during the 'Sexual
Lehman have been instrumental in the
Happiness' Qualification process?
development of this qualification. They are both
cal conditions. The reason why there are so
many different products available at Lovehoney
is because everyone is different and by understanding a little more about what makes them
tick, can help us source better products and
offer better advice to
help customers enjoy
the products they buy.
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„W I T H I N OTH E R
INDUSTRIES, SUCH AS
FINANCIAL PLANNING
AND TRAINING,
R E C O G N I TI O N I S
AVA I L A B L E , S O W E
THOUGHT WE SHOULD
T RY A N D D O S O M E TH I N G
S I M I L A R W I TH I N TH E
A D U LT I N D U S T RY. “
M AT T OX FO R D

Jenny: There are 3 units covering Sexology &
Physiological Aspects of Sex, Psychological &
Sociological Approaches to Sex and also Safe,
Consensual and Enjoyable Elements of Sex. Within
each unit there are a number of learning outcomes
and questions that each student must complete, a
total of 30 all together.

Jenny: Yes, we have worked with both Bath College
and the awarding organisation ABMA, to not only put
this qualification together but also to get it accredited
and recognised as a Level 2 Award in Sexual
Happiness. The Level 2 Award is the equivalent of a
GCSE (an academic qualification in the UK).
Does this qualification help your colleagues in their
daily work, or is what they have learned more
theoretical in nature?
Sarah: There is a theoretical element to it which the
helps understand the bigger picture, enabling
employees to use this in their daily roles.
Jenny: The best thing for me was when one of the
learners in our customer care team told me that just
after completing a lesson she received a call from
someone asking for advice and it was down to the
knowledge she had gained from the course that she
was able to really connect with the customer and
help them.
Does Lovehoney have plans for other qualification
courses like this one, or could there be a continuation
of this course at some later point?
Jenny: Yes, we do. The next stage will be to develop
a Level 3 Award, which is the equivalent of the UK’s
A-level qualification, and possibly a Level 4, which is
the equivalent of the UK’s Certificate of Higher
Education. We are also now starting to look at
launching this in Australia and possibly the US…
watch this space!

Can you give us a run-down of what happened
during this course?
Jenny: The course is a mixture of classroom style lessons and homework. In total, each student will attend
5 lessons delivered by Bath College, Jamie, Victoria
and our own Customer Care team - covering all of
the key elements of the course. We also had a number of catch up sessions where we worked through
some of the questions as a group, sharing ideas.
What did your colleagues take away from that qualification? Is there a quintessential insight that you
gained?
Jenny: I attended the course and for me, it really
opened my eyes to sexual happiness and how important the work we do here at Lovehoney really is. To
be able to work towards a recognised qualification
that helps us to look after our customers is fantastic.
Is it correct that the team members who successfully
completed the qualification even received an academic title in 'Sexual Happiness'?
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Le Tag Parfait’s mission is to talk about

porn diﬀerently and independently.
ex c l u s ive

Fr e n c h w e b site Le Ta g Pa rf a it f o cusses o n p o rn culture
Porn consumption has changed greatly over the course of the past twenty years.
The advent of Tube sites with free content has made porn more widely available
than it ever was. At the same time, pornography has also become more entwined
with popular culture. This new openness is accompanied by a need for
information, and that’s where Le Tag Parfait comes in. With more than 200.000
visitors per month, it stands as one of the leading news platforms for
pornography in France. Stephen Guilhem is one of the founders and editors of
the online magazine, and in our interview, we talk about current developments in
the porn industry and the things that define modern “porn culture.”
Le Tag Parfait is a French website that focuses on the latest news about porn, eroticism, and sex
toys. How long has this project been online and why did you originally decide to start a magazine
about those topics?
Stephen Guilhem: We launched Le Tag Parfait in March 2010. At first, it was just a blog. We
wanted to talk about porn in a different way. We don’t come from the industry, we are not
webmasters who wanted to take marketing in a different way; we were simply bloggers and
journalists willing to talk about how they experienced porn and give a testimony of what we call
porn culture.

Stephen Guilhem
helped start Le Tag
Parfait in 2010

What does Le Tag Parfait stand for
and how would you describe the
mission of the site?
Stephen Guilhem: Le Tag Parfait’s
mission is to talk about porn
differently and independently. Even if
we have become more professional,
our point of view as “experienced”
consumers remain at the core of
our work. Sometimes we
observe, sometimes
we act.

I N T E R V I E W

„ P O R N I S O BV I O U S LY
M O R E A C C E S S I B L E TH A N
I T WA S 2 0 Y E A R S A G O ,
B U T W E D O N ’ T TH I N K I T
IS A PROBLEM PER SE.”
STEPHEN GUILHEM

Le Tag Parfait presents
news from the world of
pornography

When you started Le Tag Parfait, was the
complete concept of the final magazine
already finalised, or was it more like “learning by
doing“? How has the site changed over
the years?
Stephen Guilhem: The idea popped up randomly
and the website, which basically was a very
simple blog, was launched two weeks after. That
was at a time when blogs still had meaning, and
bloggers talked about subjects they were passionate about without thinking about monetising
their traffic or ideas. It was very free and thrilling
because we were the only ones doing it like this.
We quickly found an audience and the website
evolved progressively. We then developed as a
brand and we went from blog to webzine. The
site is currently in its fourth iteration, and in 2015,
we launched another site that is starting to work
well: Le Bon Fap, where we curate porn videos
(available on Tubes, but legal) allowing us to have
a brand new and flexible playground at hand.
How many visitors do you attract per month and
what can tell us about your audience?
Stephen Guilhem: We have about 200.000
visitors a month on Le Tag Parfait and 250.000
on Le Bon Fap. Our readers are mostly 18 to 35,
including 25% women. Our community is
respectful, nice, smart… interacting with them is
really pleasant.
Do you think that the French society is more open towards sexuality,
pornography and toys than it has been when you started?
Stephen Guilhem: Maybe a little bit more than before, but it’s still
going slowly, we’re far from a sexual revolution. These subjects
are talked about more easily, maybe there are less taboos than
before. But we’re facing a regression concerning porn. Our
current Minister of Family in France has started a war against it
and blames everything on it, kind of like what is happening in
England, Israel, New Zealand and some states in the US. The
atmosphere is a bit strange at the moment.
The last decade saw the rise of Tube sites for porn. How do you feel about this
development? Is porn too readily available on the internet today?
Stephen Guilhem: We went through this revolution as consumers, knowing it
struck really hard on the mainstream porn industry. Porn is obviously more
accessible than it was 20 years ago, but we don’t think it is a problem per se. This
has not started with the Tube sites, people used to watch a lot of porn before that. If
this consumption is a problem, the answer is in education, not in repression and
restriction of freedom.
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On Le Bon Fap,
Stephen Guilhem
and his team
curate porn clips
from Tube sites

Modern pornography has been criticised for
becoming more and more extreme as its creators try
to cater to an audience that has seen “everything“.
Do you see this trend as well and what's your take on
the matter?
Stephen Guilhem: We do not agree with this. We are
rather under the impression that porn has become
more diverse, more representative, more inclusive,
more open and not necessarily more extreme.
Extreme porn has been around for a while. Double
and triple penetrations have not been invented by
sites like Legal Porno! Maybe in Europe we are more
sensitive to these productions because they are
made on our territory, but if we analyse American or
Western European porn, it seems that it has actually
become softer. We also disagree with the assumption
that audiences are eager to always see more. We
rather see tastes getting more precise, and people
looking more thoroughly for their fantasies. The
Tube sites are granting them a freedom of choice,
which is one of the upsides of this revolution in
the porn medium.
Will VR Porn be the next big thing?
Stephen Guilhem: VR porn is really impressive and
arousing, but as long as there is this big helmet to
wear and lack of interactivity, we’ll be in what we call
“immersive porn”, which is a plus for masturbation
but not essential. We also feel that productions
pushing towards VR are trying to reach a market
which barely exists. Few people have the adequate
equipment and sloppy productions are already
saturating the market, what a shame!
Besides writing about porn culture, Le Tag Parfait also has an online-shop for its readers.
How important is it to offer your customers more than just a list of products?
Stephen Guilhem: We are a brand, so it’s important for us to offer products that are in line with our
values and ideas. Our online shop follows our codes, we write our own texts, select products we
love, instead of being just another sex shop.
Do you have any plans for the future of Le Tag Parfait you can tell
us about?
Stephen Guilhem: We have a project in the works that is rather difficult to set
up in France, but hopefully we will succeed this year: producing our own
porn. We are in a favourable situation, with VOD websites such as
ManyVids and other opportunities such as Pornhub’s Model Program.
We support the independent scene more and more and want
to be a part of it. We feel it’s lively and exciting: For us,
the future of porn is in the hands of all these small
producers who are creating content and
breaking with the aging porn
concepts we have known for
the past 20 years.
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Music Legs brings a fresh

and diﬀerent designing approach.
E D C W h o l e sa le ex p a nd th eir ra nge o f lingerie a nd h o siery

exclusive

An inevitable step - that is how EDC Wholesale’s International Sales Director Andre Visser
describes the company’s intensified collaboration with US brand Music Legs. Working
together even more closely was a logical stop, not just because of EDC’s obligation to
the customers, who demand a wide and varied product range, but also because the
Music Legs products have lots of potential, in the adult market and in the mainstream
segment as well.

Andre Visser, EDC Wholesale's
International Sales Director, has
great expectations regarding
Music Legs’ performance in
Europe

„

Before we talk about EDC’s
collaboration with Music Legs, would
you mind giving our readers some
additional information about this US
lingerie brand? What does Music
Legs stand for?
Andre Visser: Music Legs stands
proud of its achievements of 15
plus years in business. With its
wide collections of hosiery,
lingerie, and costumes, Music
Legs has established itself as
a brand that provides daring
and unique designs, with a
great variety of selection and
consistent product quality.

„MUSIC LEGS HAS
E S TA B L I S H E D I T S E L F A S
A B R A N D TH AT P R O V I D E S
DARING AND UNIQUE
D E S I G N S , W I TH A G R E AT
VA R I E T Y O F S E L E C TI O N
AND CONSISTENT
P R O D U C T Q U A L I T Y. “
ANDRE VISSER
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There are numerous
long-standing lingerie brands in
the European market. Which new
ideas and concepts does Music Legs
bring to the market?
Andre: Music Legs brings a fresh and
different designing approach to the
European market. A vision that incorporates the day to day desires of woman's
fashion as well as the more exotic
lifestyles of today's modern woman.

EDC and Music Legs have been working
together for several years. How did this
collaboration start?
Andre: Music Legs and EDC have long shared
a commitment to providing the customer with
top quality service, designs, and selection. It
was a matter of allowing the right time for the
partnership to take place and flourish.

How big is the Music Legs range, and what
types of products does it comprise?
Andre: Music Legs is confident you
will find any style that you are looking
for, as it has an extensive range
whether it be hosiery, lingerie,
or costumes.

Recently, you took this collaboration one step
further. What has changed and what is the new
basis of your team-up?
Andre: As a distributor with a comprehensive
assortment, this was an inevitable step for
EDC. We have been anticipating a brand like
Music Legs. They offer a magnificent collection
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of lingerie and hosiery, which affects our total product
range positively. This is an important category within
the adult industry but also for the mainstream market.
The EDC team are very excited to have Music Legs in
our assortment.
Why doesn’t EDC simply take over as the exclusive
distributor of Music Legs products in Europe?
Andre: Music Legs is an amazing brand and we were
very much interested in the lingerie and hosiery
collections, but the brand also offers fancy dresses
and costumes. If we were to take on Music Legs
exclusively, we would have to take in the full
line, including the costumes collections. As
of yet, EDC is not focussed on these type
of items as it serves a different target
group. However, we can never tell what
the future holds.
How many Music Legs products are in
the EDC range at the moment, and
what are the top sellers?
Andre: We carry around 1400 items.
Bodystockings are by far the
bestselling items, but wet look
items are also very popular at the
moment. Hosiery is a popular
product in general, but we see a
high demand in particular for
suspender panty hoses.

V I S S E R

„ I T W I L L B E A G R E AT
C H A L L E N G E TO G E T
MUSIC LEGS AS BIG IN
EUROPE AS IT IS IN
AMERICA, BUT I AM
H I G H LY C O N V I N C E D TH AT
E D C I S U P FO R TH E
TA S K . “
ANDRE VISSER

active for more than 10 years in the US, where they
have earned their stripes as an important market
player in the field of lingerie. It will be a great
challenge to get Music Legs as big in Europe as it is
in America, but I am highly convinced that EDC is up
for the task. Music Legs isn’t the first lingerie/hosiery
brand in the market. Many lingerie brands are active
in the European market, but the benefit of Music
Legs is that we offer a wide range of products and
different collections with many different styles. The
brand offers plenty to choose from with a competitive
pricing range. Our first results with Music Legs are
promising, we have high expectations for the future
with this brand.

What have the EDC customers
responded to the Music Legs
products?
Andre: We have received very
positive feedback from our
customers on the Music Legs
products in our assortment. We
also see a positive result in our
sales numbers, which is the best
feedback. We are striving to be a
one-stop-shop and continuously
looking for amazing brands to
add to our collection.

How important is it, especially in the lingerie sector, to
be able to make decisions based on experience?
Andre: I certainly think it’s a great advantage to know
the market and products.
The lingerie/hosiery market isn’t easy. I’ve walked this
path before, so I’m sure I can be of extra value. Not
only for EDC, but also for the customers. I know the
market demands very well and I can serve the customers to their needs, advise them and discuss what’s
best for their business.

Music Legs has entered the
European market fairly recently.
Is it an advantage or a disadvantage for EDC that the brand is still
new to this region?
Andre: Music Legs is new in the
European Market, but it’s certainly
not a new brand. They have been

How important is the lingerie segment for EDC?
Andre: The lingerie and hosiery segment is getting
more and more important to us. It is a growing
segment and we can only expect this to continue to
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„MUSIC LEGS AND EDC
H AV E LO N G S H A R E D A
C O M M I TM E N T TO
P R O V I D I N G TH E
C U S TO M E R W I TH TO P
Q U A L I T Y S E RV I C E ,
DESIGNS AND
S E L E C TI O N . “
ANDRE VISSER

grow in the course of the year. We started with a
main focus on sex toys, but with the intention of
being a one-stop-shop, we were committed to
lingerie/hosiery as well. Adding Music Legs to our
collections has been a great decision, we are proud
to distribute this brand in Europe and Russia. I see a
great future for Music Legs on this side of the ocean.
Are there plans to add more lingerie brands to your
product range?
Andre: We carry several lingerie brands in our
assortment, but none of them are as comprehensive
as Music Legs. We need to be careful not to create
an overkill and go cannibalising the other brands, so
we made a deliberate choice of what to offer in our
lingerie assortment. We are not a lingerie company
but a one-stop-shop, so our priority lies in catering to
as many different customers as possible. We are,
however, discussing collaborating possibilities with
different parties. Nothing definite as of yet, but we are
working on expanding our lingerie assortment.
I would like to invite everyone to have a look at our
current assortment at www.edcwholesale.com.
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We have changed

the way we innovate.
J e J o u e s e e k f eedba ck f ro m co nsumers a nd reta ilers

exclusive

Je Joue has been interviewing
retailers and consumers in order
to optimise their products, to
develop new ideas that fully
satisfy the consumers’ needs, and
to better incorporate input from
their partners in the adult trade.
Which results these interviews
have yielded, and how they will be
reflected in the brand’s upcoming
products is the main topic in our

„

Je Joue has been interviewing retailers and
consumers, asking them for feedback. What
was the reason for this step?
Jane Welsh: At Je Joue, we sat down as a
team and realised that we wanted to focus
more on the needs of the people using our toys
– and the brilliant sex educators who work in
stores/online. We wanted to focus our innovation pipeline – and our current marketing material and product range to reflect the reality of
what people want rather than what we might
think they want at Je Joue. So we wanted to
collect data and talk to real people!

chat with Jane Welsh, Global
Marketing Manager at Je Joue.
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And how did you go about this endeavour?
Jane: In 2015, we ran in-person focus groups
in the UK to understand what people who
bought sex toys wanted and we also ran a digital survey with a partner in the UK – a survey
of over 2000 respondents. In 2016 we decided
to run a pop-up sex shop in London so that we
could really engage with customers – and this
shop was featured in Glamour and Time Out.
Extremely importantly, we made sure we received feedback from our retailers and distributors. They know their customers extremely well
and their insights were invaluable in us forming
a picture of how and why we could improve
our offering and our work.
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„OUR LAUNCH COMING IN
S E PT E M B E R 2 0 1 7 I S
D R I V E N BY A M O R E
CONSUMER NEEDSBASED
APPROACH AND HAS HAD
EXTENSIVE THOUGHT
AND DISCUSSION
WITH TRADE.”
JANE WELSH

Would you agree with the statement that, generally
speaking, feedback from trade and consumers only
has little influence on sex toy development?
Jane: Amazing innovation can lead to changing consumer behaviour, and consumers can of course also
change the market with their thoughts, feelings and
behaviour. I think consumer buying power – the decisions of what to buy – has the greatest influence on
what succeeds and fails. And it is retailers that can
often best anticipate what consumers will respond to.
This makes me think that consumers and trade have
a lot of power and are extremely helpful. But, of
course, companies like ours need to keep getting
better at listening to our consumers and trade in a timely fashion so we can respond to needs.
What results have your efforts yielded?
Jane: We have changed the way we innovate. Our
launch coming in September 2017 is driven by a
more consumer needs-based approach and has had
extensive thought and discussion with trade. We
have also changed the way that we market our products and implemented many other changes in market – such as our change of packaging and buttons.
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Jane Welsh, Global
Marketing Manager
at Je Joue

Your customers felt that the buttons on the control
elements of sex toys require improvement. How will
you implement these suggestions in upcoming projects?
Jane: Across all our products – firstly we are committed to listening to consumers at every stage and embarking on significant and thorough testing to ensure
our launches are successful. Then, we are committed
particularly on this point to ensure our buttons are
easy to press, easy to understand and attractive.
The design and function and the materials are obviously key elements of a product. How important are
the buttons and control elements?
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Jane: From the work we have done it seems
that changing our buttons will not suddenly drive
many more consumers to buy Je Joue – but it will improve the consumer experience. This is something
we are committed to – for loyal Je Joue purchasers
and new. Improving the buttons has also led to more
trade listings – the new buttons are now easier to
use and much more attractive.
Apart from optimising the control elements, you
have also decided to give the charging unit an
overhaul. What was the reason for that decision?
Jane: We wanted both to improve the look and feel
and consumer experience. Further, we wanted to
improve the stability of the magnetic charging
unit while charging on the toy – again in
response to consumer feedback.
Last but not least, you have also been
working on a new packaging design. Why
was that step necessary, and what is different about
the revamped design?
Jane: The packaging design was a long time in the
planning. We are pleased that our friends at the
agency suggested the feathers design which
brings out the idea of the deeper richer
sensations of the Je Joue motors. We have
added the bellybands so that consumers can
see which product they are buying in-store –
clearly key for our market. The messaging of the
change in packaging is symbolic – a commitment to
our consumers to deliver luxury high functioning
products to market.
When will we see these optimised products
on the market?
Jane: The new packaging and
buttons are in market now – and
our whole range will soon have
both new features.
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„ I TH I N K C O N S U M E R
B U Y I N G P O W E R – TH E
D E C I S I O N S O F W H AT TO
B U Y – H A S TH E G R E AT E S T
I N F L U E N C E O N W H AT
S U C C E E D S A N D FA I L S . ”
JANE WELSH

Will Je Joue also launch some all-new products in
the second half of 2017? If so, can you give us a
little foretaste?
Jane: We have exciting high-performance luxury toys
– three of these – which we are releasing in
September 2017. They are designed at a lower RRP
to other Je Joue toys with the idea that we can bring
our deeper richer sensations to more consumers.
How would you sum up the developments in today’s
sex toy market? Which trends are having the biggest
impact right now?
Jane: To answer broadly, the companies that are
doing extremely well are those who understand their
consumer – what they like and how they want to use
toys and how they want to be told about them. Many
companies have impressive data and are innovating
new products in a lean and extremely impressive way.
Which big changes will shape our market in the years
to come?
Jane: Harnessing digital and new technologies in a
way that brings people together and connects will be
a major innovation – again really focusing on the
consumer experience. Long distance couples may
also benefit from innovations that allow a move into
sexual games from a conversation as part of a natural
flow. As technology can be more natural to the way
humans communicate we will see big developments
in the market.
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Pursuing a conscious lifestyle does not
A n i n te r v i e w with Ma rco Geh lken, h ea d o f ma rketing a nd distributio n a t C PR Gmb H

exclusive

„

CPR Produktions und
Vertriebs-GmbH is the biggest
producer of condoms in
Europe, doing business in
more than 50 markets. Already
in 2012, the company started
using fair trade rubber for the
production of their condoms,
and since contraceptives
aren’t excluded from the
increasing demand for fair
trade products, sales of these
condoms have gone up by
300% since then. In 2015, CPR
also introduced a line of vegan
condoms, catering to a market
that is still very much a niche,
but as Marco Gehlken tells us,
demand for that type of
product is also on the rise. In
our interview, the head of
marketing and distribution at
condom producer CPR talks
about sustainability and fair
trade and the reasons why
people also care about these
things when it
comes to
contraception.

CPR GmbH has been using fairly traded
rubber since 2012. What led you to make that
decision?
Marco Gehlken: The decision was made
because we believe in sustainability. Rubber is
our single-most important raw material,
however, production is often tainted by
ecological and social problems. Many
plantation workers don’t make enough money
to sustain their family, and they are subjected
to terrible working conditions. Being a
producer, we are in a position where we can
help improve their situation, and that is something that any producer should do. Of course,
we also hope that more and more consumers
are ready to invest in sustainable products.
CPR GmbH is a member of Fair Rubber e.V.
What exactly is the goal of this organisation?
Marco Gehlken: The goal of Fair Rubber e.V. is
to make sure that everyone involved in the
rubber supply chain also gets to benefit from
the profits. In order to achieve this goal, Fair
Rubber e.V. unites many different companies
who use fairly and sustainably produced
rubber, buying it from fair and reliable
supply partners. Apart from a
membership fee, the member companies also pay a fair trade premium for each kilogramme of rubber they order. These premiums go
directly to the supply partner who
can then use this money to
support the workers and improve
the work process. Through our programme, they have already supplied
plantation workers with better health
services, electricity, and clean drinking
water - not to mention their investment in schools and
pension provisions.

Marco Gehlken, is in charge
of marketing and distribution
at CPR Produktion und
Vertriebs GmbH
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There is a catalogue of
criteria establishing when rubber
can be rated as fair and sustainable,
also detailing what the fair trade premiums
may be used for. By the way, you can easily
spot fair trade rubber products in the store –
just look for the Fair Rubber logo.
So which criteria does your company have to
meet to put that Fair Trade seal on your products?
Marco Gehlken: Fair Rubber e.V. is working
with members who have commercial interests,
and with members who support the fair trade
concept without any financial self-interest.
What these two types of member companies
have in common is their desire to help
disadvantaged rubber producers improve their
living and working conditions. So the main
criteria you have to meet as a company is that
are ready to pay a fair price for the materials
you use.
Many consumers think about fair trade when
they buy certain products – but also when they
buy condoms?
Marco Gehlken: I don’t think the product group
really makes a difference. It is a general mindset, an awareness, and fortunately, more and
more people see how important fair trade is.
Are there country-specific differences regarding the general stance on fair trade products?
For instance, are German consumers more
willing to buy fair trade products than, say, their
neighbours in France?
Marco Gehlken: We have no concrete figures
on this, so it is hard to make general statements. However, I have the impression that the
differences between countries in central
Europe are more or less negligible. People are
aware of the advantages of fair trade, and
w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m • 0 7 / 2 0 1 7
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really have to mean spending more money.
there is a clear trend in these markets. It is 'chic' to

„RUBBER IS OUR SINGLEM O S T I M P O R TA N T R AW
M AT E R I A L , H O W E V E R ,
P R O D U C TI O N I S O F T E N
TA I N T E D BY E C O LO G I C A L

CPR have been producing condoms
made from fair trade rubber since 2012

AND SOCIAL PROBLEMS.“
MARCO GEHLKEN

condoms are not actually vegan, but they are
conscious shoppers who are interested in a fair and
sustainable lifestyle.
buy fair trade products – but as long as people care
about it, I am perfectly fine with chic!
In 2015, you also added vegan condoms to the CPR
range, which begs the question: Why and how are
animal products used in the production regular
condoms?
Marco Gehlken: Condoms are made from latex milk,
but most producers also add casein, which is a
lactoprotein. For our vegan condoms, we have found
other, organic alternatives. And the condoms are just
as good and reliable as any others in our range.
Is the production of vegan condoms more workintensive than the production of regular condoms?
Marco Gehlken: No, actually, not really.
Demand in vegan products is constantly
growing. Has this development also reached the
adult market?
Marco Gehlken: Absolutely – we see a clear
upward tendency. However, most of these
products are also fair trade products, so
it is hard to differentiate. I am sure
that many people who buy
our vegan
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How much potential do you see in the market for
vegan condoms, not just now, but for the next
years as well?
Marco Gehlken: Hard to say. Things like that always
hinge on general developments within society. But it
won’t go away, if that’s what you mean. It will remain
an important element of this product category.
A general complaint about vegan and fair trade
products is that they are much more expensive
than regular products. How do you respond to
such criticisms?
Marco Gehlken: I can’t really agree with that
argument. There are more than enough fair and
vegan products that cost less than the leading
brands in the market. So pursuing a conscious
lifestyle does not really have to mean spending more
money than you otherwise would. Also, there is
usually a price advantage if you buy local products. If
you buy products that have been shipped halfway
around the planet, these shipping costs are usually
also reflected in the price. All CPR products are
produced in Germany, in the heart of Europe, so we
can offer our customers products that are not just fair
and vegan but also fairly priced.

I N T E R V I E W

„TH E R E A R E M O R E TH A N
E N O U G H FA I R A N D V E G A N
P R O D U C T S TH AT C O S T
L E S S TH A N TH E L E A D I N G
B R A N D S I N TH E M A R K E T. “
MARCO GEHLKEN

Who buys fair trade condoms
and/or vegan condoms? People
who are critical of consumerism? The
LOHAS (lifestyles of health and sustainability) crowd? Affluent consumers who focus on
sustainability and health?
Marco Gehlken: Anybody who wants to live
and act more consciously, anybody who
wants to contribute to making this a better
world. I hope that doesn’t sound too histrionic,
but it’s hard to talk about this topic without
slipping into that kind of wording. To get back
to your question, I always have a hard time reducing the audience for our condoms to a certain group of consumers – contraception is not
a luxury. It’s for everybody.
Do you have some advice for the retailers in
the adult market on how they can benefit from
the trend towards fair trade and sustainability?
Marco Gehlken: The trade members need to
offer an appealing range of products so interesting alternatives become available to their
customers. In our MEIN KONDOM line, we
have a number of products and variants, including an assortment mix. That should be perfect for at least 80 per cent of all potential condom buyers. Also, our products are made in
Germany, they have a modern and fashionable
packaging design, and they offer top quality –
making them a great choice for anybody, also
people who don’t focus on fair trade, but just
want a quality condom.

Casein is a milk protein that is used in
the production of regular condoms –
but not in the production of CPR’s
vegan condoms
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Opening a new store each week,
that is not our strategy.

No v u m M ä r kte GmbH o p en new sto re

ex c l u s ive

The 23rd Novum store opened on May 11 in Andernach, in the south-western part
of Germany. It is the second store of the adult retail company in Rhineland-Palatinate, joining the Novum shop in Kaiserslautern. Apart from 18 stores in North
Rhine-Westphalia, Novum also runs two stores in Lower Saxony and one in
Baden-Wuerttemberg and Bavaria each. Lothar Schwier, founder and head of
Novum Märkte GmbH, tells us about the new store in our interview, and we also
learn why looking for new locations is often like looking for a needle in a haystack.

„

Congratulations on opening your new store in Andernach – the second Novum store
in Rhineland-Palatinate. How was the grand opening? How have the
people of Andernach responded to Novum?
Lothar Schwier: The opening was a great success and a
wonderful event! Our new store was bursting at the
seams all day long. Starting at half past eight in the
a.m., there was a queue in front of the store, even
though the event only began at nine o’clock. The
atmosphere was great, our star guests, Olivia
Jones (German drag queen and TV host), and
Jana Bach (a former German porn actress) proved a real draw, we sold a ton of products, and
there was lots of interest in our VR video booth.
Apart from media representatives and suppliers,
we also had a few local politicians in our store
who thanked us for investing in Andernach and
welcomed us in their town. Of course, we try to
go all out whenever we open a new store to make
a great first impression. We know what we have to
do, and consequently, the opening in Andernach was
perceived as a positive event by all parties involved. We
definitely won over lots of new customers, and I really
believe in this location. Running a store that
makes money instead of losing money
Lothar Schwier, founder
and manager of Novum
is the single-most important thing,
Märkte GmbH
of course, but to get there, you

need to put in a lot of work and time and perseverance.
What can you tell us about the new store? Was
your flagship store in Herford the template for this
new location in Andernach?
Lothar Schwier: Our latest store is 1100 square
metres, and apart from the sales floor, it also contains a theatre and booths. As far as those are
concerned, we are putting the emphasis on virtual reality, which is a new step for our company.
Also, we own the premises on which the store
stands, which is a great advantage.
It is correct that our flagpole store in Herford was
the example after which we modelled the one in
Andernach. When we opened that store in Herford, we announced that this would be a template for future locations. Given the success of
the Herford-based store and the experience
we’ve amassed, it seemed only logical to stick
with this strategy. Of course, there are certain
factors that we need to adapt to at any location,
but on the whole, we intend to stick with the
store concept that we first introduced in Herford.
Why did you pick Andernach? Which advantages
did this town have going for it? And which criteria
are important in general when you look for new
store locations?
Lothar Schwier: Oh, it was a combination of right
time, right place. We get a lot of suggestions for
new store locations, which we then look into. In
Andernach, everything just felt right. The northern
part of Rhineland-Palatinate is largely uncharted
territory of Novum, but his store is strategically low w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m • 0 7 / 2 0 1 7
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went smoothly. There were no points of conflict whatsoever. We don’t usually meet much resistance, but I
have to say that this complete support has been new
even for us.
How long did you work on this new location before the
store was opened on May 11?
Lothar Schwier: Usually, we invest three to five years in a
new location. We found that you can’t set up a store in
a shorter period of time if you really want it to be perfect.
Also, we leave nothing to chance. We can’t afford missing the mark or failing with one of our stores. So we
check and make plans and check some more ... because even the smallest mistake will come back to
haunt you.
cated given the generally high purchasing power in the
Rhine-Main region. We are very thorough when checking new locations, and if we find too many negative
points, we steer clear. People often ask me which strategy I pursue when picking locations, but the only answer I can give is that, really, there is no magic formula.
There is no method. We simply look at potential locations, drawing from the 25+ years we have in this business, and sometimes also consulting that good old gut
instinct before making our decision. Since each location
is different from the others, we make it a point not to
generalise but to look at each store as its own kind of
animal.
Do you have competition in Andernach? Are there other
adult retail stores in that area?
Lothar Schwier: No, there aren’t, at least not in the immediate vicinity. We’ll have to see how far the reach of
this latest store can extend. But competition is good for
business, right? Our stores are perfect examples of modern adult-oriented retail stores, modern and open, far
removed from the the old preconceptions and the poor
image of old-school sex shops. This modern, inviting
look and feel make the Novum stores a win-win for
everybody involved, first and foremost the consumers. I
am extremely happy about this general trend in our industry. Out of the shadows, into the shopping streets.
At any rate, considering how much potential we see in
this location, we expect great things from the new Novum store.
Occasionally, Novum is still faced with resistance from
local politicians and public authorities when it comes to
opening new stores. Was there anybody who didn’t
want a Novum store in Andernach?
Lothar Schwier: No one at all! We are really thrilled
about how welcoming Andernach has been. From the
early planning stages right up to opening day, everything
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Novum have long since left your
home base in eastern NorthrhineWestphalia, opening stores in Rhi„CONSIDERING HOW
neland-Palatinate, Baden-Wuerttemberg, and Bavaria. Will you
M U C H P OT E N TI A L W E S E E
continue to expand across GerI N TH I S LO C ATI O N , W E
many?
Lothar Schwier: Yes, definitely, but
E X P E C T G R E AT TH I N G S
we will do so at a leisurely pace,
with small, manageable steps.
F R O M TH E N E W N O V U M
Opening a new store each week,
that is not our strategy. We go
S TO R E . “
slow. That way, we make sure
LOT H A R S C H W I E R
that we don’t bite off more than
we can chew. There is a reason
why we didn’t open too many
new stores in the past few years.
Opening a store is a big deal, and we want it to pay off,
for us as well as for the customers. There are many elements you need to take into account, not least among
them finding the right sales staff.
How much potential do you see for the adult brick and
mortar trade in Germany? Are there still white spots on
the Novum map?
Lothar Schwier: Of course, there is still potential in the
brick and mortar segment, otherwise, we wouldn’t continue with our expansion strategy. There has to be a
consensus with the consumers: You offer quality and a
great shopping experience, and they will come and buy
your products. That’s the basis for successful brick and
mortar retailing. As far as our concept is concerned, we
are constantly fine-tuning it. Standing still means moving
backwards in this business. The consumers want new
things, new experiences, which we offer them. The new
VR element in our Andernach store is a example of that.
So you have to take a little risk every now and then.
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„

Many of the people we present in our Monthly Mayhem
segment got into the adult industry by accident. With Adam
Breedon, the co-founder and
co-owner of the British brand
GODEMICHE, it wasn’t quite
so accidental. He was a consumer of sex toys, and at
some point, he decided to
switch sides and go from toy
lover to toy producer.

How many hectolitres of silicone have
you poured today?
Adam Breedon: Who uses hectolitres? Well,
it's been 4.125 grams, so that’s about
0.04125.
What was your childhood ambition?
Adam Breedon: To be an actor, to tread the
boards and entertain the world.
How did you get into the sex toy industry?
Adam Breedon: As a buying customer who
thought he could help other people discover
new things.
If you weren’t in this industry, what would
you be doing now?
Adam Breedon: Gosh I’ve been a makeup artist, fire breather, landscape gardener,
grounds worker, bingo caller, event organiser,
and many other odd things. So the honest
answer is anything.
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What was the biggest step in your career?
Adam Breedon: July 6th, 2016 - leaving the
‘comfort’ of employment to focus on GODEMICHE full-time.
Where do you see yourself in 10 years’ time?
Adam Breedon: 10 years older, 10 years wiser and with 10 years’ worth of interesting
adult industry stories to tell.
How do you envisage the future of the love
toy industry?
Adam Breedon: It’s going to be more immersive but I also believe the real change will be
in its customers.
What is your idea of a perfect working day?
Adam Breedon: I just enjoy working, making
new things, discussing new projects, helping
new people.
How do you relax after work?
Adam Breedon: Ha! Relax? We have two
w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m • 0 7 / 2 0 1 7
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Adam Breedon
Que s t ions & A nsw e r s

kids and a business to run, relax does not happen.
In a quiet time, I read blogs, take pictures, and the
occasional game of League of Legends.

Who would you never ever like to see naked?
Adam Breedon: My parents, they are something
best left clothed.

Who would you consider your role model and why?
Adam Breedon: I don’t have a role mode, I’m inspired by many people and things they have done but
no one particular person. Some of those people
would be James Caan, Jack Ma, Walt Disney, Jim
Henson, Tony Hsieh …

With whom would you like to go to the cinema
and what film would you watch?
Adam Breedon: A child-free
night with Monika would be
wonderful and the film would
be anything
WORKING,
rated 18.

„ I J U S T E N J OY

Imagine you have been asked to award a medal to
someone. Who’s the lucky winner?
Adam Breedon: Monika, my partner, she puts up
with so much, my crazy ideas, mood swings, excessive work hours. Living with me is not easy and
she definitely deserves the medal.

M A K I N G N E W TH I N G S ,

Which personal success are you particularly proud of?
Adam Breedon: The leap, that moment we said
‘fuck it, what’s the worst that can happen’ and
committed to GODICHE full-time. It’s the action
that’s had the biggest impact on everything.

ADAM BREEDON

What do you particularly like about yourself?
Adam Breedon: I actual like my inability to switch
off. People say you need time away, you need to
relax but that just stresses me out. I'd happily be
doing things I enjoy all day and all night. When it’s
fun and interesting, it never feels like work.
What was the best advice you ever got?
Adam Breedon: James Caan wrote in his book
‘Observe the masses, and do the opposite’, 8 years after reading it I still say it almost daily to myself
and when making decisions.
What song do you sing in the shower?
Adam Breedon: No, I'd listen to an audio book.
The song I’m bombarded with at home is ‘Let it
go’ from Frozen.
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DISCUSSING NEW
P R OJ E C T S , H E L P I N G N E W
PEOPLE.”

You have a month’s holiday.
Where would you go?
Adam Breedon: I wouldn’t
have a month’s holiday, time
away would kill me. If I was to
have four separate weeks I'd
go to Poland, Thailand, The
North Pole and New York.

Which three things would you
take with you to a deserted island?
Adam Breedon: A yacht, a captain, and a GPS - I
don’t like deserted islands.
If you could swap lives with somebody for a day,
who would it be?
Adam Breedon: 4th June 1940, Winston Churchill
for the blood, sweat and tears speech, or July 21st
1969, Buzz Aldrin and the moon landing.
Is there anything you would never do again?
Adam Breedon: Have kids, two is plenty.
Do you have some good advice you want to share
with our readers?
Adam Breedon: Read (or listen to) more books and
blogs, learn from the things you are reading, learn
from the past, learn from your customers, you
won’t regret it.
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